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education
moving toward and under
the law of consecration

PRESIDENT ALVIN R DYER

OF
THE FIRST presidency

question what are some of the basic problems that need
to be solved to improve the effectiveness of teaching religion
to the members of the church

answer this problem has been a deep concern of mine for
a long time and I1 know it has all of the brethren in order for
us to more effectively teach the gospel to the members of the
church we must first go to the home or the family where
the gospel is effectively taught to children in the home it
serves as a background for all spiritual education children
from active homes more readily accept the teachings that come
in seminaries institutes and other auxiliary classes this sug-
gests I1 believe the need for greater stability in our LDS homes

here is a statistic that is very alarming it reports that for
every 100 fathers in the church who normally preside over
their own families by virtue of the priesthood and in accordance
with gospel law there are only 43 percent of them who hold
the melchizedek priesthood in other words 57 out of 100
either hold no priesthood or are senior aaronic priesthood
holders in addition at least a third of the 43 melchizedek
priesthood holders are inactive this gives a realistic picture of
the lack of stability gospelwisegospelwise inin the fainifamiliesliesiles of the church

in section 93 of the doctrine and covenants the lord in-
structedstructed the brethren that the first thing to be done was to put

this is a tel electure ddiscussionscussescuss on arranged as part of a pilot research project
cosponsored by the college of religion and the department of seminaries and
institutesInstitute3 involving some twenty doctoral candidates under the direction of dr
neil J flinders the project vasvaawava3 designed to explore the issues relating to im-
proving the effectiveness of religious education at the practical level president
dyer was one of the resource personnel contacted in this research program
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their own homes in order and that if this were done the power
of evil would have no hold over the family normally this is
not done until the father is worthy to hold the melchizedek
priesthood this condition leads to the conclusion that there
needs to be a concentration throughout the church on getting
these men who hold no priesthood or who are senior aaronic
ordained to the melchizedek priesthood so they can worthily
take their place at the head of their families I1 think this is
the number one challenge in improving religious education in
a general sense this is also I1 believe our biggest problem
in the church today

question how might the role of the educator fit into the
church program as the time is approached when the saints will
live the law of consecration

answer I1 think this is a very good question those who
go to the temple now enter into a covenant to live the law of
consecration which concerns their time and talents while this
law is not completely placed upon us at the present time the
time will come when those chosen will be called upon to
do so as we come closer to the redemption of zion wherein
we will be called upon to give of our time and talents for the
building up of the kingdom of god this will of course apply
to the educator the same as the farmer the doctor and the
industrialist he will have a place as a part of the cross section
of the type of society that will be established for instance the
first city of zion which will be established as a pattern will
thereafter affect all of the cities of zion that will come under
that same pattern this concept might raise some additional
questions in your minds

question will there be a formal education system under
the law of consecration and what might it be like how would
one envision or describe it

answer in this regard I1 suppose many have heard me talk
about the city of the new jerusalem and its temple complex
composed of 24 temples buildings which will house various
orders of the priesthood this complex will no doubt be erected
to serve administrative purposes in the governing of the earth
during the period of the millennium it is to be noted that in
the plat plan that was submitted by oliver cowdery and fred-
erick G williams under the direction of the prophet joseph
smith concerning the city of zion there were no separate school
buildings this means and it is suggested too by other writings
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that the schools will be in the temples there are no separate
places of worship either so the temple becomes the house of
worship the school and the temple this is the facility through
which the teacher will function in teaching the principles of
the gospel and also such things as will need to be taught dur-
ing the period of the millennium

now there will be a vast broadcasting system three of the
temples have been noted to be the media through which the
laws will go forth unto all quarters of the earth undoubtedly
there will be many principles and laws of the millennial reign
that will be broadcast to people all over the earth that they
may conform to the same things that are being conformed to
in this city so three of these buildings will be dedicated to
an order of priesthood that will broadcast unto the world so
that all people will hear the voice at the same time this will
be a marvelous method of teaching there s the initial thought
on these three questions

question since the temple is going to be used for both
a school and a worship center and other places of education
are apparently not envisioned in this plan is it likely that in the
city of zion a good deal of the teaching will be done right in
the home as some modern educators are now suggesting will
there be a teaching function over some instruments that could
tune into these broadcast centers will the home become a
place where the child will learn some educators even now are
beginning to say the school as a building is really becoming out-
moded and we are going to be able to let the child learn most
of what he needs to know right at home what are your
thoughts on these concepts

answer I1 think that during the millennium we will evolve
to that situation I1 think that by the end of the millennium for
those who will occupy the celestial kingdom the home will be
the only media of teaching children teaching will be through
the family you may note that jeremiah said that the time will
come when no man will teach his neighbor to me this means
the teachings will come fundamentally through the unit of the
family but I1 think there will be central places where instruction
will go forth directed to the family level thus there will no
doubt be sources of information for the family in the family
it will be the father and the father s father who will be doing
the teaching in ancient times the fathers were the instructors
meaning the patriarchal fathers it will be the same during the
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millennium we have learned of abraham s sojourn into egypt
where he became an instructor to the people of egypt and
this is true in the ancient patriarchal order as I1 understand it
we will come back to that same method of receiving instruction

question when we get this vision of what it is going
to be like during the millennium then we take a look at where
we are today it doesndoean t appear we can make that transition all
at once

answer yes it will be a slow transition but you see the
revelations of the lord already are teaching us these principles
over and over again for example the statement that it is the
duty of the parents to teach their children to walk uprightly
before the lord is taught to us over and over again this was
the inspiration behind the family home evening the family
home evening of course in and of itself is not the answer
it is merely another medium to get the family on the basis of
communicating with each other so that family matters of vital
importance can register on the family level the family home
evening is an instrument to bring this about as are other ap-
proachesproaches

question Is it logical for a teacher such as a seminary or
institute teacher to consider that he is just temporarily stand-
ing in the place of the parents

answer I1 think this is true now look at it from this
viewpoint when a man is called to be a bishop he becomes
the father over multiple families the basic responsibility of
the bishop is to work through the church system which we now
have the priesthood auxiliaries and so forth to see to it that
every family isis placed in order he is the father over many
families but fundamentally the father who presides over his
own home is the key person with his wife who holds the pri-
mary responsibility to train their children in righteousness

you will notice that when moroni appeared to the prophet
joseph smith he said that the priesthood of elijah would be
revealed which would turn the hearts of the fathers to the
children and the children to the fathers now if you want to
take time to analyze that prophecy in malachi it is precisely
the very thing we are talking about we will become associated
with the teachings of all the fathers from the beginning now
how does that apply well for example take the law of
consecration the prophet and the one who holds the keys to
this law is enoch and in order for us to be sealed to enoch
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we would have to become involved in the law of consecration
that is what father enoch would teach us in other words
we would become bound to the patriarch enoch through the
involvement of the law of consecration take for further
example the keys given to abraham which have to do with
receiving the gospel and having the leaven of the house of
israel spread unto other people and particularly unto the gen-
tiles we see the progress of this in the church today by virtue
of the missionary system this is the day of gentiles now
the term gentile does not mean what people usually refer
to as the gentiles the jew for example says those that are
not jewish are gentile and some mormonscormons say if you are not a
mormon you are a gentile specifically speaking the gentiles
are the descendants of japheth who was the oldest son of noah
these therefore are the ones that the gospel is being carried
to and so we become involved inin the covenant of abraham by
actually carrying on the missionary work of the church this
is true with every law given to prophets the keys of salvation
which adam holds for example require us to understand and
be obedient in order to be sealed to adam sealing means in-
volvementvolvement or living by or making a covenant concerning the
laws or principles which he taught or was called upon to give
unto his children so when you say that the children will be
turned to the fathers and the fathers to the children you see
it is more than just a direct bloodlineblood line descent it means all of
the fathers in the priesthood and involvement with various
keys and powers of the patriarchal order as I1 understand it

question president dyer we go through a lot of intensive
training to become professional educators we study various
disciplines in an effort to find answers to the practical problems
of how one gets a person to learn the things which are con-
sidered important we are trying to learn how to teach them
more effectively Is there any place for all of this study in mov-
ing this program forth

answer I1 don t think there is any question about that
while the home may become the medium through which these
things are taught there will still have to be sources and the
home will draw upon these sources and upon the information
which they provide what happens now is that teachers teach
children based upon textbooks provided for them to use in the
classroom who provides the textbooks teachers do that is
the professionals do the only difference in the future is the
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fathers will provide the fathers with this information rather
than teachers inin the classroom there are numerous categories
into which will fit divine information on various subjects these
will concern all the categories that a man would need to know
to become perfect

question Is this why the church places so much stress on
general education are they trying to find where we have a
talent and then utilize that talent to discover some truth

answer yes you will notice the scriptures say that the
glory of god is intelligence we have learned of the contrasting
words of knowledge and intelligence I1 suppose you could inter-
connect them but I1 have always thought that knowledge could
be had with the powers of evil but evil cannot have intelli-
gence the lord indicates this is true because he said the evil
ones forsake the light and intelligence lucifer had great know-
ledge but he lacked the light of intelligence let me explain
that in other terms A teacher may be a very skilled teacher and
teach the law of tithing but that teacher may not keep the law
of tithing A teacher may very skillfully teach the word of
wisdom inin an academic sense but still may not keep the word
of wisdom so you see the light of the word of wisdom
would be neglected so it is the light of intelligence which will
lead people to perfection and not just knowledge the powers
of evil have knowledge but they do not have intelligence
lucifer has knowledge but his knowledge is devoid of the
light of intelligence therefore he failed and this will be true
in all educational fields there must be a light that goes with
that which comes to serve some useful means or purpose this
is the type of teaching I1 think that the lord is trying to con-
vey to us the glory of god is intelligence or the light of truth

question it seems that the correlation program is tending
more and more to put the primary responsibility of teaching
on the priesthood and I1 am wondering as to the importance of
the auxiliaries inin the long run in really directing the teaching
function in the church

answer the idea of correlation has not fully entered into
education yet I1 think it will and I1 will tell you why it will
the lord has given us only one organization for instructional
purposes that is the priesthood everything therefore be-
comes auxiliary to it and for the time being until we get into
a final preparation for a celestial period there is a tremendous
need for the expansion of this to lead us to that preparation
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period As you know now the manuals in other words the blue
book structure has been set up and the four fundamentals
with which we are concerned and ought to teach all age levels
are the following 1 what is my relationship to god the
father 2 what is my relationship to jesus christ his son 3

what isis my relationship to the holy ghost 4 and what is my
relationship to the church or the kingdom of god now out of
these premises you see will come the gospel teachings at every
level there will be a correlation of those subjects so that you
won t go to sunday school one day and hear it and go to semi-
nary the next morning and hear the same subject the need of
correlation is so that the members of the church from child-
hood up can gain a more complete understanding of the gospel
to be accomplished by correlating the subjects to the proper age
grouping

textbook materials are continually in process now and this
will continue until complete correlation is accomplished in our
educational system

question do you see a number of problems associated in
implementing that idea

answer it won t be done overnight our best thinking is
the inspiration of the lord but it has to come you see because
the lord has given us no organization other than the priest-
hood in the church to work through we must tie everything
into that through the stake ward and family organization I1
think that this is the one big challenge in teaching before us
right now

question president dyer how would you suggest that we
who are fathers in our homes as well as educators guide our
thinking and our efforts in trying to further this program of
religious education as we move toward the millennium

answer consider section 88 of the doctrine and covenants
where the lord says to seek knowledge and improve our under-
standing now this was not just given to the teacher this was
given to the men of the priesthood and for the sake of our
discussion let us say that this isis for fathers when you talk
about the priesthood you talk about fathers and if we could
always remember that we would get a better relationship
with the scriptures

when you read of the descent of the priesthood the priest-
hood came down from the fathers the priesthood is the basic
unit and the father of the home will be called upon to be the
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teacher with such guidance and helps that he can receivereceive from
other teachers or more particularly from other fathers the
lord has said therefore verily I1 say unto you my friends
call your solemn assembly as I1 have commanded you this as
you recall was in the kirtland temple and as all have not
faith seek ye diligently and teach one another words of wis-
dom for the purposes of inducing faith yea out of the best
books seek ye words of wisdom seek learning by study and
even by faith now this is a direct commandment of the lord
to the priesthood the priesthood in its truest sense involves the
fathers and that is the purpose of the priesthood now I1 would
say that the inspiration of the lord would be a very definite
part of a man s effort to teach the gospel I1 have preached
over many continents to many thousands of missionaries and
to many investigators that a sense of conviction in our teaching
is a very very important thing just to go through the mechan-
ics of teaching from my viewpoint lacks the light of truth or
that spark of conviction that isis needed to make our teaching
effective and worthwhile I1 think if you can have a teacher
who is informed correctly not slanted in his opinions but who
is really informed and who has the spirit of the gospel then
he has the necessary qualifications to be an effective teacher
I1 refer to the lith section of the doctrine and covenants
which I1 think is the best resum6resumeresume of this wherein the lord is
speaking to those who would have the desire to bring forth
and expand the kingdom and you remember he said inas-
much as ye have asked behold I1 say unto you keep my com-
mandmentsmandments and seek to bring forth and establish the cause of
zion then for the purpose of establishing the cause of zion
he gives four or five basic conditions under which the teacher
or the leader can function and one of them was this seek
not to declare my word in other words seek not to teach
but first to obtain information then shall your tongue be
loosed then if you desire shall you have my spirit and my
word yea these two 1 I am paraphrasing are the power of
god unto the convincing of man so the teacher in the church
to me means one who is informed in spiritual matters and
who is without prejudice and who has the spirit of the lord
with him that these two attributes are the greatest powers that
any teacher can have

question the teacher then ought to allow his priesthood
to be expressed and experienced by his students he ought to
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be guided by inspiration and teach the fundamental principles
of the gospel without being slanted Is that what you are
saying

answer yes I1 think that there are more people who are
led to a testimony of the gospel by the power of the spirit
than any other way this pertains especially to young people
I1 served in a bishopric in two wards and as a bishop where
the membership reached 1600 members this of course was a
largelaraelaroeb ward we had 114 aaronic priesthood boys and nearly
100 girls of the same age attendance at sacrament meeting
was 56 percent and we had no marriages outside of thediedle temple
for 412 years and we lost no boys to the senior aaronic priest-
hood during that period everyone was ordained as he became
of age every young man filled a mission there was not a single
boy who did not fill a mission now the point was that we
encouraged our teachers to teach them by the spirit completely
oriented to the gospel to provide them with information that
was unbiased unprejudiced and to teach them so that a true
sense of conviction could develop young people react to this
other people of all ages react to it but particularly youth they
react to it very strongly as is evidenced by the percentages
referred to

question president dyer could you make a comment on
the role you see the behavioral sciences playing in this latter
day work

answer I1 wrote an article about that in a book called the
gleaningmeaningaleaning of truth A professor recently called me and asked
me for permission to use a section of it in a book he was having
published

in connection with a facsimile of the pearl of great price
that there are many figures on the facsimile that referred to
areas of learning concerning which the lord said let science
find these things out if they can now that is the way I1 looked
at it and I1 think science is finding things out whenever science
establishes a fundamental truth it will always be compatible
with the gospel and where it isis not compatible today then that
which they have found is not yet complete or is untrue this
has proven a fact over so many years for when any concept
evolves to a complete truth it harmonizes with the gospel
it would have to be that way because there can be no
devious patterns of truth truth is the same forever and this
is the point I1 think the professor wanted I1 think this will be
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found to be true with the age of the earth the creation periods
etc I1 have before me right now a paper written by a very won-
derful latter day saint a scientist who is discussing the creation
periods of the earth and as I1 read this I1 thought well when
we know all that we can know from a scientific approach
then we will find that it will harmonize with gospel teachings
that have been issued on that same subject

gospel statements are not the same as scientific state-
ments only as they involve certain principles such as the ele-
ments are eternal the prophet spoke of that as a principle of
creation science is developing and finding this to be true the
elements may change they may vary but they are eternal they
cannot be destroyed they exist in some form this is what I1
mean the prophet joseph smith did not attempt to make
scientific statements but when he did as it pertained to the
gospel those statements have held up and scientists as they
develop their truths are finding this out

question do you see then president dyer that one of the
functions of the latter day saint student as he pursues his
graduate work in these behavioral sciences is to screen them
according to the theology of the church

answer I1 think this is right this is absolutely true I1 have
talked a great deal about this and so have others I1 think that
what we know about the behavioral sciences in all phases is
incomplete we need to keep ourselves in the frame of mind
as once expressed by sir arthur keith of england on another
subject of course but who said 1 I learn more and more every
day that my profession is not complete that I1 am only on the
threshold of what I1 know he isis supposed to be one of the
great men inin his field in the world today but he regards his
knowledge as so incomplete that he would not dare to make a
positive statement now if we approach scientific knowledge
this way then we keep the door open for the harmony of it with
the gospel principles if this were not true then there is no
god there isis no system of truth you see this has to be so
because it isis fundamental we adjust to that to keep from get-
ting prejudiced in our search for truth A problem exists when
we feel that the acquisition of one truth or partial acquisition
of others completes our knowledge on the subject we think
we know all we need to know about our subject and that we
are going to go the rest of the way with what we know instead
of keeping our minds open
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1I think really in a sense here is the true principle of repen-
tance we teach repentance to the world today as a principle
of conversion but I1 think it is more than that it is a principle
of regeneration and I1 think repentance will obtain inin the next
world not the repentance from sin but repentance from the
need of change the need of regeneration the person who is
not regenerating will never reach perfection and to regenerate
you have to change in other words if you learn the higher
law you learn then to adjust the lesser law to the higher law
otherwise there is no complete acceptance of the higher law
now that is what I1 think repentance means that isis why the
lord says we need continuing revelations in the early days of
the church as the revelations were evolving we find this re-
corded often the thing that is of the most worth is to teach
repentance I1 think that this is the greatest principle it has
to do with the exercise of agency and it is so fundamental for
growth that we must look at it just as a principle of con-
version it is a principle of regeneration

question we have talked about teaching by the spirit and
being sufficiently prepared to effectively teach the word
with the spirit and therefore have a powerful effect on
our students in our class it seems that we have had some
disagreement as to the importance of teaching methods tech-
niques or approach some felt that the thing we ought to em-
phasize is to gain a knowledge of the gospel and then seek the
spirit and that should be the ultimate thing in bringing about
the greatest effect in our classes while others felt that this was
necessary but that we needed to also emphasize the importance
of learning different approaches and techniques which appear
to be successful now could you give us some thoughts on the
balance between those what are your feelings concerning
techniques particularly

answer when I1 first went into the mission field in the
central states to preside over that mission they had not had
very much success there I1 determined on a course what I1 called
a convert survey and I1 prepared this survey every time a per-
son was baptized into the church I1 sent him a letter welcoming
him into the church and telling him that our great desire was
to expand the gospel to everyone which was the commission
to the church from the lord I1 suggested that perhaps he could
help by telling of the motivation that prompted him to come
into the church I1 asked that each prepare the survey sheet
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without the assistance of anyone I1 didndian t want the missionaries
telling them what to put on it well I1 followed that procedure
for about 8 years until I1 had obtained more than 10000 replies
from 20 different countries so I1 would say that this was a
reasonably good survey one of the questions we asked was
what impressed you most about the missionaries who bap-

tized you into the church the answer was unanimous
the thing that impressed them about the missionary was
his sincerity now here is a significant guideline for pros
elytingelutingely ting out of this survey came a procedure in contacting
nonmembersnonmembers of the church which led to an approach meth-
od which we called the manner of conversion from this
approach we determined the motivation that caused people to
come into the church As a result of this we saw many many
thousands of people respond to the gospel we learned that the
missionary in order to be effective had to be converted to what
he was trying to say and after he had a sense of conviction
and made the initial contact by proper orientation he was to
seek to teach the gospel in a simple way by the spirit but in
order to get people to listen to him it required more than just
work if you see what I1 mean this borders on the same thing
you are talking about we can attract the attention of people
we can get their interest through our sincerity and through our
desire to help them but what then now we must teach them
so it resolves itself then as to how we should teach them and
this brings in the matter of methods and procedures in order
to get into their consciousness a knowledge and understanding
of the gospel but that is separate and distinct from conviction
see what I1 mean the converting to the gospel may not include
those things but a knowledge of the gospel does I1 am still
studying the gospel myself and I1 try to do it in a methodical
way based on principles that I1 ve read of and know of myself
but our sense of testimony comes from an inward conviction
which the power of the holy ghost dictates to us people are
led to the truth by the power of the holy ghost it is the calling
of a missionary to work in this channel but thereafter if we
are going to learn to accumulate knowledge we have to resort
to the kind of thing you are talking about the methods the
procedures the teachings I1 think that is my distinction of the
two

question then one of our great contributions would be to
find better ways of how to do it
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answer better ways as to how people can achieve greater
security now a person may get the inspiration of something
you see but in our changing way of life he will have to build
his stability to back that up many people will get up in testi-
mony meeting and bear their testimony but they don t follow
it up with something concrete

someone has said that if a man ever had an inspira-
tional feeling and he refused then to do something about it in a
concrete way he would be dishonest with himself in other
words if I1 had an overpowering urge that something was right
and I1 did nothing about it you see I1 would be morally dishon-
est you see what I1 mean if a person gets by testimony a
sense of conviction and then that person does nothing about it
he will lose it this is precisely what the prophet joseph smith
said but when a person is awakened to the spirit of the gospel
then the holy ghost testifies to him but if he does not go
ahead and prepare himself for baptism that would mean such
as repentance and faith and so on then the holy ghost will
leave him this is precisely what he said the same thing is true
with us but to open the door requires this power and inspira-
tion or the awakening of the innate instinct which causes us
or motivates us to do somthingsomethingsom thing if we don t do something
realistic thereafter to safeguard it and to build it up then we
could lose it that s where the teacher comes in I1 think to
make clear these reactionary principles
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excitement
in the classroom

B CARMON HARDY

several years ago seeking respite from the rigors of gradu-
ate study I1 visited an archaeological museum located on the
campus of one of our nation s large universities finding the
exhibits monotonous and incommunicable I1 had about decided
on going elsewhere when unexpectedly I1 met the curator on
one of his rounds preparing to lock the building for the day
almost before I1 knew what was happening he launched into
the story of an old egyptian woman preparing broth in the
morning camps of the fayumfadum then followed some references
to a collection of potsherdspotsherds and an excited commentary on the
strange markings which some of them displayed at first
uncertain I1 soon fellfeltfeilfeli victim to the energy of his unhalting
fascination he had not the slightest doubt as to the romance
and significance of what he was saying before I1 left the
museum this unsolicited guide had succeeded in kindling with-
in me what has since proved to be an unextinguishable flame
of interest in archaeology

my museum friend ran headlong over any number of canons
prescribed by professionals for successful teaching he seemed
entirely indifferent to method and technique yet it was
clearly his novel and presumptuous manner which most capti-
vated me with the subject about which he spoke he was much
less interested in me than in those decaying remains which lay
behind the panelledpanelleypanel led glass I1 had the feeling throughout the
entire encounter that he would have engaged in such a mono-
logue even if I1 had not been there to listen it was in fact
the obvious pleasure of his own indulgence rather than any

dr hardy assistant professor of history at california state college at fuller-
ton is active in the mormon history association he has published several
papers on mormon history
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inherent quality in the artifacts themselves which accounted
for that vital spark making its leap from his eye to my own

with few exceptions the nearly unquestioned intent of
educational methodology and research for the last half century
has been to reduce the craft of teaching so far as possible
to an empirical science some recent variation is found in
efforts to align educational inquiry with one of the dominant
modes of twentieth century philosophy generally viz a rigorous
semantic analysis of the verbal foundations of pedagogical
thought 2 still others chafing at the range of human angu-
larity find encouragement in at least a partial displacement
of man s imperfections by the clean precision of technological
devices 3 throughout the effort seems directed toward simu-
lating the efficient productivity of a laboratory this is to be
applauded scientific measurement can undoubtedly improve
the educational experience in many ways the interest of this
essay however is in contending that between the student
with all of his capacity for calculated enrichment and the sub-
ject matter with its potential for quantified administration
there remains an immense if amorphous promise in the shift-
ing unpredictable channels of the teacher s own peculiar enthu-
siasms and thrusts of mind

driven by educationists on the one side to an assiduous
concern for efficiency clearly defined concepts neatly outlined
lesson plans and course objectives today s classroom teacher is
vexed from yet another quarter by critics who insist in one
form or another on less of the teacher and more of subject
matter and in many cases the frenetic appeal for greater
ballast inin the holds of our educational barques is fully justi

see eg donald M medley and harold E mitzel the scientific study
of teacher behavior theory and research in teaching ed arno A bellack
new york 1963 ppap 799079 90 and more recently the following stanley elam
ed education and the structure of knowledge chicago 1964 marc belth

education as a discipline A study of the role of models in thinking boston
1965 john E wise robert B nordberg donald J reitz methods of re-
search in education boston 1967 esp ppap 1251 25

israel scheffler the language of education springfield ill111111.litlii i9601960 B

othaniel smith and robert H ennis eds language and concepts in educa-
tion chicago 1961 or arno A bellack and joel R davitz the language
of the classroom new york 1963

aa3aA good statement of the expectations of those seeking the introduction of
a man machine system into the schools may be found in william clarkdarkoark trow
teacher and technology new designs for learning new york 1963 also
the excellent collection of articles in A A lumsdaine and robert glaser eds
teaching machines and programmed learning A source book washington
DC 1960
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fied but to the extent that the teacher and his play of per-
sonalitysonality are threatened by an assumed need for greater ex-
posure to objective fact we might wisely consider caution
however pressing the need for greater familiarity with the
substantive foundations of contemporary science however like-
ly an historical recurrence of oscillating philosophical systems
or the deathless relevance of the neo thomistsThomists philosophicphilosophiaphilo sophia
perednisperennisperennis we can little improve upon the advice of quintillian
in the matter of education to avoid at all costs a dry
teacher 4

though it is often difficult for either the educationist or
his critic to accept it it seems incontrovertible that we take
courses not in subjects but in their expositorsexpositoryexposi tors since it is im-
possible to approach reality except through the human per-
ceptive filter the richest of understandings may well be the
one most widely schooled in human response this is a vital
assumption innovation is often but a mutant replica an in-
terpretationterpretation brought away from history s vault ultimately
every discipline finds a place beneath the broad canopy of the
humanities but if this is granted with all its ramifications
there are grounds for profound revisions of our usual image
of the school rather than a kind of commissary it becomes a
project for experiment in possibility most importantly by cred-
iting the work of the student and enthusiasm of the teacher
as constituting a conjunctive integrity learning is galvanized
into discovery by admitting the metaphorical processes in-
volved in educational exchange student and teacher are joined
in a common phenomenological quest both are committed to
research inin the radical sense of the term

great writers and composers have not uncommonly recom-
mended the use of some model to beginners not that they
would become a reproduction of the man they imitate but that
only through inspired activity isis it possible to discover one s

self this was surely john dewey s meaning when he said
learn to be human is to develop through the give and take

of communication to contend that knowledge of any kind
however primary can be indifferently ingested as a filling
antecedent to the more delectable puddings of a later course
promises little more than those laputianputianLa resorts gulliver ob

inellinsllln vtitutjo1ut1o oratorio 11II 4
511ccommunication and communal living intelligence in the modern

world john deweysdeueysdeleys philosophy ed joseph ratner new york 1939 p 389
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served in his visit to the grand academy of lagadolagade there
among the nmanylany mechanical absurdities which were employed
for teaching the young gulliver found in the mathematics
department the practice of writing propositions and formulae
upon thin crackers which the student was forced to eat and
digest on an empty stomach 6 if we admit essentially respon-
sive nature of the learning act personalization of the material
by another who is like oneself a learner must inevitably imim-
part an added savor to the meal to insist in the words of
dickens thomas gradgrind that our schools do no more than
stick to facts is to deny the young and inquiring mind

what it relishes most a teacher s own reflection upon the larg-
er meanings of the schoolroom ordeal 7

there will never be any argument but that an instructor
must above all else be thoroughly familiar with the factual
materials he is hired to teach in the words of samuel butler

there is no saylingfayling in shallow watterswaiters but with flat bottomed
botes s but knowledge has no purely autonomous worth
there isis a sense in fact which would declare data unap-
propriated by man to be an epistemological contradiction its
very identification is an exercise in metaphor to impart in
any form is to humanize the external world it was an in-
creased sensitivity to this very notion which henry seidel can-
by seems to credit as at least partially responsible for the res-
urrectionurrection of intellectual inquiry among students in the ivy
league during the first years of our century 9 charles S osgood
summed it up when telling of the absorbing lectures of an ob-
scure hellenist which led to his own career as a classicist but
did we catch the strong contagion of the gown from a mere
printed page not so for this kind comes forth only by in-
carnation 10

nothing that is said here should be interpreted as argument
for an absolute or preeminent validation of subjectivist views
organized society requires that if only for the pragmatic ef-
fectiveness of policy determination democratic consensus be
given the support of educational affirmation as well as law

jonathan swift the travels of lemuel gulliver london 1773 p 184
the one thing needful in hard times vol 1I charles dickens works

Cocopperfieldperfield edn new york nd ppap 205206205 206
characters and passages from notebooksnote books ed A R waller cambridge

1908 p 281
alma mafermatermaiermutermarermarey new york 1936 ppap 101137101 137
creed of a humanist seattle 1963 p 34
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A retreat to idealist enclaves would threaten most of what we
know today as modern civilized life what is suggested how-
ever is that those responsible for administering and funding
the educational establishment be respectfully aware that the
system is in fact no more than a dispensary of historical
majorities that if progress is to continue it will do so only so
long as alternatives are available around which it is possible
for consent to cluster and regroup and that a generous ethic
regarding the teacher s interpretive prerogatives is one of
society s healthiest symptoms to adapt one of mr justice
holmes aphorisms it is necessary that some play be allowed
to the joints if the machine is to work 11

nor are these contentions to be construed as denying the
usefulness of technological devices indeed insofar as such
tools have been shown to augment the amount of time stu-
dents are permitted exposure to their instructors in more in-
timate arrangements they are a distinct improvement over
traditional methods they may even provide a more dramatic
illustration of how often two expositorsexpositoryexposi tors of the same or equal
expertise can honestly differ that is to say when polyloguepolylogue
replaces lecture and the instructor himself may look forward
to doing the class rather than teaching it then our schools will
become experiments rather than factories and the classroom
itself a forum rather than a forge the educational enterprise
will always require imaginative teachers if the needs of a
dynamic and pluralistic society are to be met teachers by
the same measure must be treated as a dynamic plurality if
they are expected to tease minds into those planes and angles
of thought equal to the problems of a changing world quite
beyond any larger considerations however and more to the
point of this essay when instructors are encouraged in their
own peculiar committments to truth they make for more in-
spired and involved listening As with a musical cadenza the
teacher is not only most enrapturing when left to enlarge upon
the subject in his own way but students themselves become
party to the innovative impulse

in the fourth book of plato s republic there isis found a
superb illustration of the kind of teaching to which I1 refer
socrates and his friends are scouting an idea through the forest
of thought completely absorbed with their search the con

tyson & bro v banton 273 US 418 1927 at 446
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versantsversantiversants are lost to the dart and flitter of each mental impulse
no feint or guarded probing of the underbrush in one mind
goes unheeded in the others like a ring of hunters every
half step of movement every shift of position finds an im-
mediate compensation and check in the altered positions of
the rest joined only by the furtive circuit of language each
mind is sensitively aware of what the other is thinking the
half light of a nearly uttered word the partial suggestion of
a broken and halting sentence instantly arouse pursuit in new
and other directions on the part of a companion then with
an excited haloo glauconglasconGlau con socrates spies the game and the
party forms to make a capture

what plato illustrated in this perceiving description of a
discussion about justice is the magnetic effect created by the
teacher who is himself primarily a student we cannot over-
estimate the value in the words of susan K langer of carry-
ing suggested ideas on to their further implications 12 but
more urgent than this if we wish to have minds capable of
precariously weighing alternatives minds which are eager
possessing a taste for intellectual style they must be groomed
with the example of those who above all else are earnest
devotees of the search themselves and this is possible only
when one takes his chief and surpassing pleasure in the hunt
rather than its trophy it is less the object than one s obsession
and fascination with it which isis contagious like ththatat roman
soldier in plutarch s camillus who by the wonder of his
storytelling led an enemy enthralled and dumb into the roman
camp so with the teacher free to pursue his academic infatu
ationsactions even hostile students fall victim to his art we are
fortunate that novelty and imaginative vigor are so serviceable
to man s many historical missions these same conditions are
powerful generators of human excitation as well and it is

the charisma of excitement I1 am contending more than any
immediate end in view which promises most from the educa-
tional encounter

the objection will undoubtedly be made that what I1 am
describing is less a school than a seminar and many are likely
to see little here that would accommodate the systemic im-
perativespera tives involved in the instruction of large numbers but
even in the most routine assumptions governing any classroom

Wilphilosophyosophy in a new key new york mentor 1948 p 20
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or lecture hall there is among teachers I1 would expect a
considerable latitude of individual difference these varieties
of subjective employment I1 am saying when properly ex-
ploitedploited assure both the best thinking and the best teaching
for it is precisely in the breach of divergence that liberation
and perspective occur history is a firm witness that the great-
est teachers have been distinguished no more by the actual
substance of what they said than by the disturbing integrity of
their life styles the learner is exposed to fare and returns
the more palpable when they arise from the drama of unusual
personal encounter preserved smith remarked that as a stu-
dent he found james harvey robinson s paradoxes more in-
structivestructive than other men s orthodoxiesorthodoxies 13 A heightened aware-
ness attending the spectacle of novelty the transport of per-
sonal discovery if we permit them are common to any circum-
stance where men and children come to learn the delicious
perils of original thought require only the freedom of original
expression this is what marshal mcluhanmccluhan is suggesting when
he says that if contemporary education is to survive it must
transform its purpose from instruction to probing and ex-
ploration 14 if civilization expects cultural innovation it
must first learn as johan huizinga has so capably demon-
stratedst that man s most distinctive quality is his capacity for
fun and play 15

the singularity of the igneous and sympathetic in human
character is in a sense the capital stock of the race an ample
investment in its possibilities remains the best assurance we
have for the development in our youth of that condition of
unstable equilibrium which toynbee posits as the chief guaran-
tor against cultural decline 16 michel de montaigne nearly
four hundred years ago remarked that he could less believe
in mankind s constancy than any other virtue and believe
nothing sooner than the contrary 17 yet this very ubiquity
stamps the genius of our kind and nowhere should we see
its protean quality so much in display as in academic dis

howard W odum ed american masters of social science new
york 1927 ppap 380381380 381

the medummedium is the massaumassagemassamnassau an inventory of effects new york 1967
p 100 and the very suggestivesu estive work of robert J schaefer the school as a
center of inquinduinquiryry new york 1967

homo ludens A study of the play element in culture boston 1955
A study of history london 1939 IV 128
of the inconstancy of our actions essays 11II 1
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course nowhere should there be such proof of the varied
pleasures of thought and the rich returns of human society as
in the classroom

I1 often think of the museum where I1 met the curator late
that winter afternoon he had such disregard for formality
and effect ignoring my initial reticence he swept us both on
away from the present with all its practical urgencies on to
lost and other worlds which his imagination conjured from the
forms which lay about us there was no paraphernalia no
lesson plan not even an introduction to give the episode the
dignity deserving such high stylistic example and few I1 am
sure would see as I1 did a meaning in that experience for the
trials of a third grade class in arithmetic or the laboratory rigors
of a university course in mineralogy but if as emory neff
has said the highest step inin human culture will be to com-
prehend humanity 18 perhaps life s greater lessons are not to
be found in the unyielding environment of fact so much as in the
malleable and varied responses of mind both the curator
and myself sensed that driven by his own high zeal we had
launched on an adventure which was sure at any moment to
open to our vision that last great arcanum of original explana-
tion and historical light

henry david thoreau while recording the thoughts of one
day s experience in his journal was moved to wonder at na-
ture s plentitude the marvel and delicacy of her achievement
how such fecund variety such careful embroidery and detail
the answer came and was written while his words had ref-
erence to snowflakes and dew there is for me an even greater
wisdom in their human relevance the beauty of awakened
and sensitive minds he seems to be saying will ever elude
the caliperedcaliperercalipered requirements of a purely scientific grasp for in
truth they are the product of enthusiasm the children of an
ecstasy finished with the artist s utmost skill 19

the poetry of history new york 1961 p 3
19the writings of henry david thoreau ed bradford torrey boston and

new york 1906 X 239240239 240



man
the pinnacle of creation

nissim WERNICK

judaism is not the religion of the bible it is founded on
the bible but is not identical with it biblical religion differs
from classic judaism as the seed differs from the flower that
finally blossoms from it judaism has been a living faith that
never became static and unchanging each generation has de-
posited something of its own experience to enrich the total
treasury of jewish wisdom that comprises the jewish tradition
the classic character of judaism was given form by the sages
who created the midrash and the talmud A more generic
term for the sages is rabbis and we call the judaism as
formulated by them rabbinic judaism

it will be helpful to review the transformation that biblical
religion underwent in the process of becoming classic or rab-
binic judaism so that we might acquire a better insight into the
nature of man as the rabbis saw it

the hebrew bible seeks to teach man how to live in the
existential world the world of nature the world of history the
world of social relations the different books of the bible re-
flect diverse interests and tastes they reveal both the divergent
minds of the men who gave them literary form and the partic-
ular setting of locale and historical circumstances in which
they arose but those who determined the selection of the books
to be included in the biblical canon sought unity amidst diver-
sity and there is added such a unity that underlies the varied
experiences recorded in biblical literature the unity consists in
the conviction that the existential world is man s home that
finite existence fulfills a divine vocation and that man by

dr wernick is rabbi of congregation of shealithshearithShearith israel in atlanta georgia
he received his phd in bible and modern scripture from brigham young
university in 1968
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ordering his life within a certain discipline vindicates his own
life as that of the world which god saw fit to bring into being

the bible begins with the story of the creation the book
of abraham has within its framework the story of the creation
as well one of the main functions of the creation story is to
declare the world of material being the world of man and
nature as a divine creation as an embodiment of good it
is to declare the dignity of man his primacy in the order of
existence it is to declare that his life is subject to divine im-
perativespera tives that he is under obligation to be fruitful and mul-
tiply to fill the earth and subdue it

other biblical stories help round out the vision of man of
his place inin the world of the eminenceeminence to which he is called as
well as of the depths to which he may fall of his need to strug-
gle in order to meet the claim of his creator which continues to
press on him

god isis pictured as charging one man and his family inin whom
he sees an embodiment of his dream to go forth to the world
as his emissary to lead the families of the earth to the knowl-
edge of god and his law of righteousness the one man and
his family become the founder of a people who are given the
mandate to continue the work till it shall finally be accom-
plishedplished 1

the oral torah as it developed in judaism remained with
the basic conceptions of the bible it only sought to clarify and
to implement these conceptions the goal that underlies the
oral torah is the same that pervades the written bible it is
to define more clearly man s responsibilities to god and to the
rest of creation and to chart his duties toward the emergent
goals of history the establishment of the messianic age of
justice freedom and peace of the universal knowledge of god
and the universal obedience to his will

the rabbis broadened the biblical recognition of the uni-
versal worth of all men regardless of religious affiliation the
dimension of universality is always present in the bible
whether expressed or not abraham s call has as its motivation
that all thediedle families of the earth shall be blessed 2 through
him so it is seen that the bible jewish writings and the book
of abraham are emphatic in their inclusion of all peoples in
god s concern and inin the recognition that all men have the

genesis 1219121 9 book of abraham 23
genesis 123 book of abraham 29
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capacity to respond to god s word in deeds of penitence and in
growth toward moral and spiritual perfection

the rabbis placed the dimension of jewish universalism
into doctrinal terms probing into all the implications of the
verse ye shall therefore keep my statues and mine ordi-
nances which if a man do he shall live by them 3 one teacher
asked whence may it be demonstrated that a non jew when
he conforms to the moral law of the torah becomes the equal
of a high priest in israel from the words which if a man
do he shall live by them the term being universal and refer-
ring equally to jew and non jew similarly it is said this
is the law of mankind lord god 4 it is not stated this is the
law of the priests levites and israelites but the more inin-
clusive term the law of mankind in similar manner too
scripture does not say open the gates that priests levites
and israelites may enter 5 and again it does not say this is
the gate of the lord priests levites and israelites shall enter
into it but the righteous shall enter it 6 likewise it does
not say rejoice in the lord 0 ye priests levites and israel-
ites but rejoice in the lord 0 ye righteous 7 and finally
it does not say do good 0 lord to the priests levites and
israelites but unto the good 8 it is thus abundantly dem-
onstrated that even a non jew provided he adheres to the mor-
al discipline of the bible is the equal of the highest ranking
priest in israel 8

thus both jewish literature and the book of abraham view
man with utmost dignity dr hunter says about man of all
of god s creations man is his masterpiece 10 both literatures
proclaim that man is created in god s image both aim at the
same goal and that is through the emulation of the godhead
to the best of one s ability one can and must become like god

A problem of comparable importance in genesis 126
which describes the creation of man rendered literally thus
reads and god said let us make man in our image after
our likeness in what sense was man created in god s

image and after his likeness does this imply that god

levileviticustat1 cus 185
41111 samuel 719 a possible rendition of the original hebrew
isaiah 262
psalms 11820
psalms 331
psalms 1254 which clearly refers to good men among all nations
yalkut saiShisalshimeonshimeonishimeowmegnimeonimeguimeow on leviticus 185
hunter p 99
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is endowed with a particular shape or form and with whom
did god consult when he resolved to fashion man many
different interpretations of this verse are available the image
of god in which man was created has generally been applied
in judaism to his moral and spiritual sense which different-
iate him from other creatures in the scale of life and make man
truly human the plural let us make man has been inter-
preted by some commentators rabbi abraham ibn ezra a-
mong them as a plural construction but is really singularsingularin in
substance meaning E A speiser who translated the book of
genesis for the anchor bible renders this verse in the singular
thus god said I1 will make man in my image after my like-

ness the new jewish publication society translation of the
pentateuch the torah also renders this verse in the singular
and I1 god said I1 will make man in my image after my like-

ness the latter is followed by a clarifying footnote that the
translator took the hebrew plural forms as plurals of majesty

it is stated simply that god created man in his own im-
age nothing being stated of the matter used in the act of
creation but in another portion of the story it is related how
god formed man from dust of the earth 12 note that the word
here translated dust is quite often in biblical hebrew as a
synonym for clay 13 it is readily recognized that this is a
theme frequently encountered in scripture 14

the very fact that the creation of man in the two books
description is an exception to the rule of creation by divine fiat
and that solely in the case of man is the material from which
hebe is made explicitly mentioned implies emphasis upon a
unique position for man among the created things and a special
relationship to god this indeed is reinforced in many and
varied subtle ways it is as though for the climactic perfor-
mance the usual act of will was reinforced by an act of divine
effort man alone has the breath of life blown into his nos-
trils by god himself only by virtue of this direct animation did
man bebecomecome a living thing drawing directly from god his life
source the creation of nothing else in the cosmogonic process
is preceded by a divine declaration of intention and purpose

genesis 127 book of abraham 426 27
12 genesis 27 book of abraham 57

genesis 113 job 109 2716 3019
job 419 109 336 isaiah 2916 459 647
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let us make man 15 man in fact is the pinnacle of creation
and the entire story has a human centered orientation

so much is noticed regarding a special status accorded man
in the cosmos that the relationship between god and man is
sui generis furthermore the story reiterates the theme of man
being actually created in the image of god 16 the phrase in
the image of god is difficult to explain but must be associated
with the immediately following divine blessing be fertile and
increase fill the earth and master it and rule the fish of the
sea and bird of the sky and all the living things that creep on
earth 17 also

and the gods said we will bless them and the gods
said we will cause them to be fruitful and multiply and re-
plenish the earth and subdue it and to have dominion over
the ffishish of the sea and over the fowl of the air and over
every living thing that movethloveth upon the earth 18

this exclusive distinction endows man with power over the
animal and vegetable worlds and confers upon him the right
nay the duty to exploit the resources of nature for his own
benefits in this setting the idea of man in the image of god
must inevitably include within the scope of its meaning all
those faculties and gifts of character that distinguish man from
the beast and that are needed for the fulfillment of his task on
earth namely intellect freewillfree will self awareness consciousness
of the existence of others conscience responsibility and self
control moreover being created in the image of god implies
that human life is infinitely precious such indeed is the mean-
ing given to the phrase whosoever sheds the blood of man
shall his blood be shed for in the image of god was man
created 19 man is possessed with honor purpose freedom and
a tremendous power

yet the preeminence of man over beast is not the same as
total independence this is where the vivid picture of the clay
origin of man comes into play once again the figure isis sug-
gestive of the activity of a potter molding the malleable raw
material into the desired shape the very verb used in the
second account of the creation of man yatzarbatzar 20 is the same

genesis 126 book of abraham 426
16genesis16genesis 12627126 27 51 96 book of abraham 42627426 27
17genesis 128

bookook of abraham 428
genesis 96
genesis 27 8
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form from which the hebrew word for potter is drawn most
significantly the terms for creator and potter may be ex-
pressed in hebrew by one and the same word yotzerbotzer this
figure is a well known biblical symbol evocative of the notion
of god s absolute mastery over man 21 human sovereignty can
never quite be absolute it must also be subject to the demands
of a higher law the divinely ordained moral order of the uni-
verse man has glory and freedom but at the same time in-
escapable dependence upon god

therefore jewish and LDS tradition look upon man as the
crown and glory of creation he isis at the center of the drama of
life in him is the purpose of all existence on the way to ful-
fillmentfillment this doctrine becomes apparent over and over again
in the biblical story and in the book of abraham which por-
trays all stages in the appearance of life as but preliminary to
the great moment when man enters upon the scene it is ex-
pressed inin the declaration that god made man in his own image
it never loses sight of the finite character of man his smallness
his unworthiness when compared to the perfection that is in
god but at the same time it sees in man the closest approxima-
tion to the divine which a creature may attain

the psalmist expressed it thus

0 lord our lord how glorious is thy name in all the
earth when I1 behold thy heavens the work of thy
fingers the moon and the stars which thou hast established
what is man and the stars which thou has established what
isis man that thou are mindful of him and the son of man
that thou has regard for him yet thou hast made him but
a little lower than the angels and has crowned him with glory
and honor thou hast given him dominion over the works of
thy hands thou hast put all things under his feet 0
lord our lord how glorious isis thy name in all the earthearth2222

the psalmist was aware that from the perspective of god s

majesty man was too trivial to merit his mindfulness but as he
saw it god had nevertheless crowned man with glory and
honor and had made him preeminent in the hierarchy of exis-
tence

this estimate of man has often been challenged in the mod-
ern world the challenge has derived from various sources
some have pointed to man s lowly origin as revealed in the

isaiah 2916 459ff jeremiah 1821
22 psalms 82 474 7 10
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scientific studies of the evolution of life on earth instead of
being the direct creation of god a noble being separate and
distinct from the rest of existence man appears in the findings
of darwinists as an integral part of evolution he has sprung
up traceable stages from the most primitive beginnings of life
and his immediate ancestor was in the ape family to whom he
bears many striking resemblances

others have mocked the claim of man s alleged greatness
by citing the new astronomy which began with copernicus vast
is the universe that modern astronomy reveals and man is like
a speck of dust and even less before the stupendous beings
the stars and planets without number that move in their orbits
in cosmic space the earth itself which is man s home has
been dethroneddethroner from her ancient eminence she is no longer
conceived of as the center of the solar system with sun and
moon and stars to render her homage by illuminating her dark-
ness she is but a tiny planet in a universe of planets and re-
volves as they all do in endless gyrations on a path around the
sun astronomers moreover are increasingly drawn to the opin-
ion that other planets too have life on them and who knows
whether a race of creatures more intelligent and nobler than
man may not inhabit another planet home somewhere in space

and man has also been mocked because of his mortality he
is here today and for a while struts proudly across the scene of
his labors but in the midst of all his plans and ambitions his
breath departs and he must drop everything to which his hands
cling to lovingly what significance can be attached to life
when it must be lived against this knowledge of ultimate doom
for which there is no reprieve

the most serious challenge to man s alleged greatness is
his moral failure there are episodes of wisdom and goodness
in the human scene but how infrequent and fleeting they are
man has continued to betray beastly qualities all kinds of dark
forces are operative in his nature he has disappointed the hopes
placed in him by continued displays of folly and meanness

it is one of the grossest errors made by some protagonists
of religion as well as by some of its detractors to take the bibli-
cal story of creation as a complete account of the origins of life
the biblical account offers only the sketchiestsketchiest generality and
it is clear that it is intended to deal with questions other than
normally dealt with in science the biblical story seeks to com-
municatemunicate certain religious values it seeks to convey a value
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judgment concerning life concerning the world at large and
specifically concerning man it expresses through this account
the deepest conviction of judaism and mormonism that exis-
tence had its origin through the action of a beneficent creator
that the world is the embodiment of his design that it is pur-
posive and friendly to man and that man himself is the apex of
the creative process

it is not the study of how man developed of the stages
through which he passed before reaching his present status
those issues vital to judaism inin the story of man s origin are
the value judgments involved

Is man immodest in claiming greatness for himself because
astronomically speaking he is so insignificant

if there be intelligent beings on other planets then it is
not contrary to biblical thought to assume that they certainly
share in man s dignity for within the realm of the physical
there is continuity in the universe it can be assumed within the
realm of the ever probing related fields of science that the
basic properties of matter the basic laws of motion remain the
same inin all the worlds of all the galaxies as they are on earth
otherwise a science of astronomy would have been impossible
hence is it equally justifiable to assume a similar continuity
in the spiritual if intelligent life exists on any planet in the
universe other than earth it may be far ahead of terrestrial
man or behind him but it is undoubtedly of the same stuff
for consciousness is the most precious element in the treasury of
creation its culminating point in the surge of life and wher-
ever there be creatures with these properties they must be seen
as bearing the divine image in themselves in such an eventual-
ity god s wonders would indeed be even greater than man ever
surmised

whatever the lord has made is intrinsically good what-
ever he planted inin our nature is directed toward a good pur-
pose no area of life illustrates this more profoundly than sex
considering the onerous commitments which a mate assumes
to his partner a powerful drive is needed to overcome a per-
son s clinging to privacy to singleness this drive is present in
the call to sexual gratification felt by all creatures at certain
stages in their development sexual union is the convergence
of divine energy on its continuing objective to create and per-
fect life the very first commandment of the bible is be
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fruitful and multiply and fill the earth and subdue it 23 the
basic imperatives of life are written in the human heart no less
than in the texts of the scripture

the painful dilemma of man is to discover the golden mean
the proper direction he is to give each claim in his nature this
is a prize he must earn at great cost and he must enlist toward
its achievement all the resources open to his life the fruits of
reason and revelation and the knowledge gained through ex-
perienceperience his own and that of the race

the raw or unrefined play of the instinct is what is some-
times described in jewish tradition as the yetzer haraha ra the so
called evil inclination it is balanced by what has been called
yetzer ha tov the good inclination the rabbis denied that
there is anything intrinsically evil in man for god would not
have fashioned what is wholly evil it is evil only in the sense
that it is often misdirected the rabbis present this thought in
commenting on genesis 131 and god saw everything he
made and behold it was very good 1124112124 very good the rab-
bis explained referred to the two impulses the cyyetzererzeretzer ha tov
and yetzer haraha ra the good impulse and the evil impulse but
it was asked how can the evil impulse be called good the
answer was were it not for that impulse a man would not
build a house marry a wife beget children or conduct business
affairs 255

the battle for man s moral refinement is a battle between
these two impulses the so called evil impulse presses us to fol-
low its way without regard to the limiting and refining con-
siderationssiderations that are to describe in proper expression the good
impulse cautions man in the name of these refinements asking
him to set bounds and conditions for the fulfillment of his
gratifications it reminds him of other values that might be at
stake and if he does not listen it continues to speak to him
to rebuke him for his failure and to fill him with remorse the
tug of war goes on in all men the evil impulse holds man in
bondage to the self that he habitually is while the good im-
pulse bids him transcend it at other times when man be-
comes subject to strong passions which seek to breake the dikes
of his behavior patterns and destroy the refinements built
around his instincts then the good impulse plays a conserva
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tivefive part bidding him to hold these dikes and not permit them
to yield to the sweep of raw and undisciplined energy

this is a struggle which truly tests a man ben zoma said
who isis mighty he who controls his passions and so it is

written in proverbs 16521632 he who is master over his own
spirit is mightier than he who conquers a city 26

both impulses are subtle in their operations the evil im-
pulse has in its armory all kinds of powerful weapons to de-
ceive man and keep him in bondage to his baser self it whis-
pers enticing words casting all kinds of allure over the zone
that is forbidden it can rationalize its propositions and robe
them in seemingly virtuous trappings and once a person yields
it weaves a fabric of habit strong and unbending to keep in
bondage to itself so that he can extricate himself only at the
cost of the greatest exertions

but let no one underestimate the weapons in possession of
the good impulse it affects those it seeks to heal with all kinds
of therapeutic afflictions those who lead empty uncreative
lives it smitesomites with boredom and with a sense of emptiness in
life those who transgress it smitesomites with a sense of guilt it
fills some lives with a discontent with themselves and their
world and sends them dreaming yearning for something better
than what exists

man is born with original sin in the sense that the evil
impulse begins its operations as soon as life begins but this
is only half the story man is also endowed with original virtue
and from the moment he is born the good impulse begins
to propel him toward the heights

modern psychology has dwelt at length on this subject
testifying to this dual aspect of man s nature john dewey and
james H tufts put it thus

confining ourselves for the moment to the native psycho-
logic equipment we may say that man isis endowed with in-
stinctive promptings which naturally that is without the in-
terventiontervention of deliberation of calculation tend to preserve the
self and to develop his powers and which equally tend
to bind the self closer to others and to advance the interests
of others any given individual is naturally an erratic
mixture of fierce insistence upon his own welfare and of pro-
found susceptibility to the happiness of others different in

ethics of the fathers 4411
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dividualsdividuals varying much inin the respective intensities and pro-
portions of the two tendencies 27

even sigmund freud who has often spoken of the dark
forces operative in human nature concedes a wide range of
nobility in man it is no part of our intention he declared
to deny the nobility in human nature we dwell upon the

evil inin human beings with a greater emphasis only because
others deny it thereby making the mental life of mankind not
indeed better but incomprehensible 12812128 one psychologist has
read these tendencies in the very beginnings of organic life

when the first living cell divided to form two cells when it
gave up its life for two others we have the beginnings of true
altruism altruism is the very nature of living matter

an integral part of life 29213

man as he is yields many clues to his greatness but he is
only a fraction of himself he is still a creature in transition
many qualities of moral excellence lie dormant in his nature
waiting to reveal themselves as man attains a greater maturing
only as man succeeds more fully in refining his raw nature
will it be possible to judge what it means to be truly human

As the noted scientist alexis carrel has expressed it

man is simultaneously a material object a living being a
focus of mental activities his presence in the prodigious void
of intersidereal spaces is totally negligible but he is no
stranger inin the realms of inanimate matter with the aid of
mathematical abstractions his mind apprehends the electrons
as well as the stars he appertains to the surface of the
earth exactly as trees plants and animals do but he also
belongs to another world A world which although enclosed
within himself stretches beyond space and time and of this
world if his will is indomitable he may travel over the in-
finite cycles the cycle of beauty contemplated by scientists
artists and poets theiletle cycle of love that inspires heroism
and renunciation the cycle of grace ultimate reward of those
who passionately seek the principle of all things such is our
universe 30
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jewish tradition and the book of abraham therefore view
man from the same perspective both claim that man is created
in god s image both help round out the vision of man of his
place in the world of the eminence to which he is called as
well as to the depths to which he may fall both reject the mod-
ern view held by some that man has a lowly origin and there-
fore should not be considered as the pinnacle of creation and
in answer to man s moral failure the two traditions are em-
phatic in their inclusion of all people in god s concern and in
the recognition that all men have the capacity to respond to
god s word in deeds of penitence and in growth toward moral
and spiritual perfection



some
positive functions
of war

WILFORD E SMITH

war is such a vicious and brutal form of human activity
that humanitarian observers consider it to be an expression of
insanity an examination of any contemporary combat training
program for american soldiers scheduled for assignment in
vietnam will reveal cunning and ingenious techniques and de-
vices developed by the viet cong to torture kill and create
horror american techniques are even more devastating though
less personal

today in a hospital such as madigan general hospital at
fort lewis double amputeesamputees can be seen using wheel chairs to
substitute for legs crushed and lost in the vietnam conflict
the blind armless and otherwise mangled bodies of soldiers
who have survived grievous wounds are also there in addition
there are the mental cases wards of men vegetating in psychotic
stupor or crying in manic confusion such are the spoils of war

moreover physically sound survivors of such conflict often
become brutalized souvenir hunters kick in the teeth of corpses
in their search for gold conquering ssoldiers violate the chas-
tity of women with impunity whole communities with names
such as lidiceladice or naha are wiped from the face of the earth
military material is destroyed to the tune of billions of dollars
and untold millions of people s lives are shattered

these facts are not new nor are they obsolete weinberg
and shabat remind us that in the name of various religious
slogans almost one third of germany s population was slaugh-
tered or starved to death during the thirty years war 1618-
1648 1 and older records tell of mass mayhem committed in

dr smith is professor of sociology at brigham young university
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war as far back as recorded history captain robert lewis co-
pilot of the plane which dropped the atomic bomb on hiro-
shima in 1945 is quoted as saying As the bomb fell over
hiroshima and exploded we saw an entire city disappear I1
wrote in my log the words my god what have we done 122

in that war 22000000 men were killed and 34000000 more
were wounded many of the world s greatest cities were laid
waste the human suffering was incalculable

on okinawa in 1945 the present writer visited the 88th
field hospital where 1000 patients were tormented with
battle fatigue it was an unforgettable experience returning

in his jeep to his own base after this experience he scribbled
the following lines intended to reflect the feelings of a hospital
patient

the shell bursts flame
the big guns roar

pound till I1 can stand no more

the heavens angry
at mans plight

join with thunder in his fight

the mud runs thick
and fearful screams

are worse than mans most horrid dreams

and its no dream
on nahas shore

this is vicious bloody war

I1 cannot live
another day

in this mad hell

oh god I1 pray
restore my soul

relieve my dread
have mercy on us living dead

yes war is hell it is brutal vicious wasteful and destruc-
tive it creates animosities which brutalize men and divide the
peoples of the earth into camps of hate it is easy to see why
rational men declare that war can only be a product of insanity

but if this were the whole story there would be no war for
sanity surely prevails over insanity among men the fact is that
war is functional to societies which wage it in this paper an

oidibidwidold p 668
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effort will be made to list some of the positive functions which
have made warfare a technique of human interactioninteract iollolloi from the
beginning of recorded history to the present day a day in which
men live as close to war as at any period of historical time

man isis a social creature without social interaction man
would have no language hebe would have no goals or values
above the biological gratifications of dumb animals it is un-
likely that he would have more than a rudimentary concept of
self or in fact that he would even survive

social interaction which makes men human and preserves
their existence also creates forms of social order As durkheimwurkheimDurkheim
toennies cooley and others have pointed out living together
in intimate proximity causes men to undergo similar socializing
experiences from which agreement on basic roles and values
develops such agreement illustrated universally in ethnocentric
attachment to existing local social values creates a level of
social solidarity which stabilizes human behavior and unifies
men in emotional attachments to each other and to values which
transcend individual personalities such groupings of men will
die if necessary to defend their cherished values and herein is
a basic element in the development of war as a means of pro-
tecting the group

As conquest and migration expand the borders and increaseincrease
the population of communities and as urban development in-
creases segregation and specializations it becomes more diffi-
cult for bonds of mutual agreement on values to keep the
people united in mutual support but interdependence pre-
serves the cooperation and trust needed to maintain social order
the shoemaker spends all of his time making shoes trusting
that the farmer the baker and the groceryman will make avail-
able to him the food he needs in exchange for his handiwork

nevertheless when the bonds of mutual agreement on basic
values break down interdependence may not be strong enough
to maintain trust having no personal conviction about his
obligations to others a person may decide that it is easier to
steal than to work another may decide to sell a product which
traditional values repudiate but which many people who have
not accepted traditional values may want to buy prostitution
being an example thus conflicts may arise between people
whose most cherished values have been flaunted and people
with other values who refuse to conform to worn out stan-
dards
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to maintain social order it becomes necessary under these
circumstances to analyze the issues and to agree to compromise
in setting9 up arbitrary standards with which all must comply
some however may be so unwilling to support such standards
that their opposition may remain a threat to social order others
may see inin the standards a challenge from which they may gain
wealth outlawing prostitution for example increases the risks
of that enterprise but it may also greatly increase the rewards
for those who will take risks an illegal enterprise may be very
profitable for those who can function in it and avoid society s

sanctions
the problems related to such disagreement may be solved

either by relaxing standards so that no one will be restricted or
by enforcing standards with physical might when standards
mean more to a powerful segment of population than the risk
of death does however these people will not allow the stan-
dards to be relaxed if they can prevent it on the other hand
when efforts are made to enforce standards with might con-
flict will also result indeed conflict is almost inevitable if op-
ponents of arbitrary standards consider them oppressive enough
or unrealistic enough to require opposition

apparently there is no way to avoid some conflict in a
heterogeneous society as long as men cherish values more than
they fear suffering or death the question is simply to decide
whether or not society should organize the clash under govern-
mental controls or under controls of private agencies unless
men can be taught to give up their values it would seem as
vilfredo pareto has said that in any case assuming that men
will continue to cherish values rational social regulation would
make use of people s prejudices to win their support but to
be ready to use force also when necessary

the art of government lies in finding ways to take advan-
tage of such sentiments not inin wasting one s energies in
futile efforts to destroy them the sole effect of which fre-
quentlyquently is to make them stronger

but this is by no means to aver that force is unnecessary
in ruling far from it the need for governments to
apply force arises from the fact that a small group of citizens
if prepared to use violence can impose its will upon ruling
circles which are not willing to meet violence by equal force

thus a governing class can only maintain itself in power
and exercise its authority effectively if it is prepared to use
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both force and persuasion if a governing class could apply
both of these inin appropriate proportions it could inin principle
maintain itself forever no governing class has ever succeeded
in doing so history is a graveyard of aristocracies this is
because the type of person who favors recourse to violence
is usually unwilling or unable to have recourse to persuasion
and vice versa the two styles of governing are on the whole
mutually exclusive in this lies the key to the rise and fall of
governing classes 3

pareto added

we should specially note the fact that if the govern-
ing class is incompetent unwilling or unable to use force to
suppress transgressions against the uniformities inin private
life the vacuum created by its inaction is filled by anarchic
action on the part of the subject class the evidence of history
clearly shows that the private vendetta waxes or wanes in
ratio to the public authority s failure or success in replacing it
as a means of suppressing crime moreover when it is
weak little states are formed within the state itself 4

maintaining peace and order on the international level in-
volves the same logic but different nations may find even less
in the form of common sentiments than large cities if this is
true the validity of pareto s following comments is apparent

in international relations beneath all the surface tinsel of
humanitarian and ethical declamation what prevails is force
alone politicians who imagine they can make unarmed
law a substitute for armed force delude themselves most griev-
ously the constitution of sullasuhasuliasuba collapsed because the
armed force which would have ensured respect for it was not
maintained the constitution of augustus endured because his
successors had the power of the legions to support them
thiers believed that his government should be sustained by
the rule of law rather than by armed force his laws were
scattered like leaves inin the wind before the hurricane of demo-
cratic plutocracy 5

the first positive function of war or the ability to wage
war then would be the maintenance of political order by
thwarting groups who would usurp authority which society has
not agreed that they should have neville chamberlain s unwill-
ingness to test hitler with a threat of war for example could
have been the mistake which turned europe into a holocaust

wilfredoilfredo pareto sociological writings selected and introduced by SE
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A second major positive function of war is to challenge
test and clarify the values by which men are presumed to live
if risk of death is a price too high to pay to preserve a value
that value will lose prestige in the hierarchy of human values
such a stern test will help to clarify where men really stand
and just what the limits of social controls may be in the words
of patrick henry

what is it that gentlemen wish what would they have
Is liflifeilfee soso dear or peace so sweet as to be purchased at the
price of chains and slavery forbid it almighty god I1 know
not what course others may take but as for me give me liberty
or give me death 6

even hitler the arch advocate of terror who proclaimed that
terror is not broken by power of mind but by terror 1 I7

argued that only spiritual rejuvenation and defense of a great
ideal justifies measures as extreme as war

every attempt at fighting a viewview of life by means of force will
finally fail unless the fight against it represents the form
of an attack for the sake of a new spiritual direction only
in the struggle of two views of life with each other can the
weapon of brute force used continuously and ruthlessly bring
about the decision in favor of the side it supports 8

closely related to the first and second functions mentioned
a third positive function of war is to cleanse and to unify a
nation in the presence of hallowed sacrifice americans united
as a nation in world war 11II more perhaps than they had be-
fore in history people found a struggle biggerthanbigger than their own
little problems and they rose to meet its challenge suicide rates
appeared to drop as men found life more meaningful freedom
became a value to live for and to die for crime rates went
down national honor was brightened by sacrifice winston
churchill solemnly and proudly proclaimed that national de-
fense in that same war also brought england to her finest
hour and adolf hitler saw edification for germany in war
he gloried in war s challenge and condemned enemies of na-
tionalism and advocates of stagnant peace and order

our time s fear of chauvinism is the sign of its impotence
since it not only lacks but considered disagreeable all seething

patrick henry the war inevitable march 1775 hundred and one
famous poems with a prose supplement rev ed by roy J cook chicago
the cable co 1929 p 177
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energy destiny has not chosen it for a great deed for the
greatest changes on this earth would not have been thinkable
if their driving force instead of fanatical even hysterical
passion had been only the bourgeois virtues of peace and
order 9

germany became defenseless not because there was a
shortage of arms but because the will was missing to guard
the arms for the preservation of the nation 10

in the united states general douglas macarthur praised
in eloquent language the honor and sacrifice of men who fight
for their ideals in his farewell to west point may 12 1962
the importance of love for country and willingness to give all
for it was dramatically voiced by the patriarch of american
generals as he admonished the young cadetscabets who heard him in
a voice hoarse with age but nevertheless strongly appealing
and heavy with emotion

duty honor country those three hallowed words reverently
dictate what you ought to be what you can be and what you
will be they are your rallying points to build courage when
courage seems to fail to regain faith when there seems to be
little cause for faith to create hope when hope becomes
forlorn 11

in the dignity of his advanced age he eulogized his fallen
comrades as he challenged his listeners to bear the sword that
he and his comrades could no longer bear against the foe

and what sort of soldiers are those you are to lead are they
reliable are they brave are they capable of victory their
story isis known to all of you it isis the story of the american
man at arms my estimate of him was formed on the battle-
field many many years ago and has never changed I1 re-
garded him then as I1 regard him now as one of the world s

noblest figures not only as one of the finest military char-
acters but also as one of the most stainless

the soldiers he spoke of were the sons fathers and hus-
bands of american families from all across the land their
sacrifice could not be brushed aside lightly and the many who
died had hallowed to their nation the ideals for which they had
died speaking of such men macarthur said
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his name and fame are the birthright of every american
citizen in his youth and strength his love and loyalty he
gave all that mortality can give he needs no eulogy from me
or from any other man he has written his own history and
written it in red on his enemy s breast

the soldier above all other men isis required to practice
the greatest act of religious training sacrifice in battle
and in the face of danger and death he discloses those divine
attributes which his maker gave when he created man inin his
own image no physical courage and no brute instinct can take
the place of the divine help which alone can sustain him
however horrible the incidents of war may be the soldier
who isis called upon to offer and give his life for his country
isis the noblest development of mankind

despite the corruption debauchery fraud and cowardice
which are so prevalent in war the nobility cited by macarthur
is just as real the courage conviction and determination seen
every day on the battlefield are humbling and awesome in their
desperate dignity intelligent men of good will cannot help but
respect heroes who give their all for their concept of duty

there are many many examples of dedicated military hero-
ism just one will illustrate in 1945 on okinawa fifty infan-
trymen from the US seventh division were assembled in a
religious service on the eve of their return to combat after a
two week rest in the rear areas after the meeting one of the
soldiers a strong bright eyed man spoke to me about returning
to the line

id give my right arm if I1 didndian t have to go back he
said 1 I have survived years of fighting in the aleutiansAleutians the
phillipinesPhillipines and here I1 can t last forever besides I1 am sick of
killing I1 wish it would end I1 marveled at his composed
strength in the face of such a deadly assignment and I1 made a
clumsy attempt to encourage him and to honor him for what
he had endured finally I1 said it is really a shame that you
have to go back to the line you have done your share others
should take your place and let you go home

I1 think I1 shall never forget the surprised look on his face
or the piercing dedication in his bright eyes as he replied you
don t understand I1 said I1 would give my right arm to go home
but no one can take my place no one can leave until this job
is done men with my experience have the biggest responsibil-
ity we can never stop until the job is done I1 will go to fight
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in the morning I1 will watch my friends die and 1I will kill
again and maybe the bullet with my name on it will find me
it all makes me sick in my soul but there is no other way I1
just wish there were

he went to the line the next morning maybe he died that
day but the memory of his determined acceptance of his duty
to defend the ideals which made his world and mine beauti-
ful rises to haunt me when I1 am inclined to shirk my respon-
sibilitysibi lity as a citizen

nations which have known such heroism cannot easily turn
their backs on it stories of great deeds are handed down from
generation to generation to build loyalty and gratitude upon
which national unity can stand

such stories can do much to remind a nation of its ideals
and to spotlightspot light hypocrisy status struggles of some american
minorities illustrate the importance of this consequence of war
for example american indians were granted citizenship by the
citizenship act of 1924 as a concession to their participation in
world war I1 and as a retreat from the hyprocrisy which our
claims of fighting to make the world safe for democracy made
unbearable

harsh and unjust prejudices against orientalsOrientorientaleals in america
were shown to be untenably ridiculous by their acceptance of
wartimewar time confinement to relocation centers and by the re-
markable military accomplishments of the 442nd regimental
combat team from hawaii america s most decorated mili-
tary unit in italy andfranceand france in world war 11II many negroes
also proved to be faithful and able soldiers in that conflict and
they learned lessons from their participation which are now
being used to shame americans into moving closer to the ideals
of equality published in the declaration of independence As
julian bond prominent negro politician says wartimewar time com-
mitmentsmitments challenges us to face up to our own ideals

we strive for the day when the nation that fights wars
to make the world safe for democracy can assure its citizens
that democracy is safe for them or to smash those who now
control to seize control from their hands to use raw power
to insure that constitutional rhetoric becomes reality 12

many americans resent threats of minorities to use raw
power but in the cold light of international publicity they are

A separate path to equality life vol 65 no 24 dec 12 1968
p 89
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forced to make good the ideals for which so many of their
heroes have died or stand convicted of prejudice and hypocrisy
inin the eyes of the world the crucible of Wwarar lays bare the
real facts of life and forces men to see things as they are with
the camouflage and trimmings stripped away

the confusion in southeast asia is wilting under the bright
lights brought to bear upon it through war the only escape
from such exposure is to hide behind walls and curtains but
the very act of hiding advertises deceit to the whole world and
forces adjustment inin terms of bullying defense of oppression as
in the case of the russian invasion of czechoslovakia but this
reveals the deceit even more clearly and thereby increases the
threat of foreign contempt which in time will put pressure on
rulers to strive to live more closely to the ideals which they have
told the world are at the heart of their country s greatness

besides helping to build and maintain political order chal-
lenginglenienle boingcing testing and clarifying social values and cleansing and
unifying nations inin the presence of hallowed sacrifice war pro-
vides many material benefits among the most gratifying of
these is the development of medicine today 99 per cent of the
american soldiers wounded in vietnam survive medical care
this effective has never before been known by man military
doctors are forced to adjust to all kinds of emergencies and
they develop techniques in such things as caring for burns and
amputationsimputations which are of lasting value to mankind one of the
marvels of our age has been the increase in human longevity
Is it possible that medical improvements developed under the
pressures of war have saved as much or more life in terms of
years as has been lost in combat

war also stimulates the development of industry and the
proper management of natural resources the struggle for sur-
vival forces man to husband his wealth the vast waste of re-
sources in war may make this claim appear to be false on its
face and there is no doubt that war is extremely wasteful but
awareness of the waste increases awareness of the need to con-
serve and to find new resources in this connection develop-
ments in the harnessing of solar energy managing agricultural
and water systems and in the reclamation of sea water all of
which have been spurred by the demands of war are opening
the doors to new horizons inin human standards of living space
exploration with all that it promises in the development of
physical sciences is also largely the child of war
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in all of these developments opportunity has been given
to untold numbers of people for exciting employment and mil-
lions who might have spent their lives in ignorance and monot-
ony have found employment in occupations which have enabled
them to travel and to learn even the millions who have served
in the armed forces against their will have had to face the
realities of the twentieth century smug little pockets of igno-
rance and isolation have had to become involved with mankind
this may not be an unmixed blessing but it has done much to
enlarge the compassion of men for other men everywhere an
appeal for example from an oriental orphanage he doesndoean t
eat much will you take my little brother does not fall
on deaf ears when the listener has seen children starve

orientalsorientaleOrientals cannot remainremain gooksbooks to men who acquire orien-
tal wives and children germans become more than krauts
to men who live among them and marry their women with all
of its viciousness in actual combat war is a powerful breaker
of boundaries between peoples as witnessed by the amity be-
tween americans germans and japanese today

this is not to argue that wars may not also create slavery
and produce brutal exploitation this in fact is a major argu-
ment for war that nations which would plunder should be
confronted by the military might of those who will not tolerate
plunder the gleaming new cities of germany and japan wit-
ness to the world that conquerors can uplift the conquered as
they crush the evil which justified the conflict in the first place
unfinished war may create jealousies and plant the seeds of
perpetual strife but war which achieves the goals of fair
minded victors can root out the evil seeds of strife and lay
foundations for peace by opening avenues of communication
which break down barriers between peoples at the same time
that it destroys the power of those who would erect such
barriers

and even the victors can be refined by war as previously
stated knowing what prices they have been forced to pay for
their values they may reexamine themthern to see if they are worth
that price unsupportable value systems will fall under the
impact of war

finally it may be argued that there may be times when the
alternatives to war are untenable inin that they mean the loss of
proven values more dear than life responsible men cannot
stand by and watch nazis systematically murder 6000000 hu
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man beings in concentration camps simply because they were
guilty of the crime of being jews men who have learned to
value human freedom know that freedom has to be won anew
by each new generation learning this lesson and struggling to
carry it to all men will not come without challenge and the
man who seeks to preserve his most precious values without
being willing to risk his life may well lose both

the writer who expressed his shock and grief at the costs
of war in battle fatigue also learned the greatness of values
for which men give their lives after the okinawanokinaganOkinawan campaign
he sat inin a pyramidal tent with some soldiers who were com-
plainingplaining about what they had suffered in the war some of
them were sick and deeply bitter but others were solemn in
their determination to live so that their suffering and the
sacrifices of their comrades would not be in vain remembering
this experience later the writer penned another poem

of sons and sires

shorn of things in life that matter
haunted still by stench of death

men saw war clouds break and scatter
and hoped for peace with bated breath

still numb from shock of mass destruction
soldiers pondered reconstruction
but a heartsickheart sick bitter one spoke his mind

id wipe my feet on our rotten flag
and id never have the guts to drag

A son through a life like mine
helpless children to see our sin

to suffer here as we have done
to learn what monsters men have been
to live like rats inin stagnant holes

to hear men scream and watch them die
rooting dirt like blinded moles
our past is more than men should bear

the future brings but mass destruction
which ill ask no son of mine to share

in compassion I1 heard him speak
his wounded spirit needed to speak
but what he said was so terribly wrong
how could I1 tell him he was wrong
but another man stepped forth and spoke
without strong sons who will bind the

wounds of a world bleeding and torn
who will stay the tyrants hands which

rise to steal their fellows lands
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who will there be to plead the cause
for which men die and widows mourn
oh god give me sons with spirits and

bodies strong
to carry the torch which fl ickers now and

will die if men do wrong
let not my buddies die in vain

because we who live retreat from life
and fear the price offreedomsof freedoms pain
god give me sons alive with freedom s fire

and make me strong a worthy sire
I1 walked alone into the night
and wondered who would bind mans wounds
who would lead us back to light

without strong sons the devil s plan of
thought control will dull mans brain

will starve the soul of enslaved man
without strong sons all life is vain

I1 knelt and prayed with deep desire
oh god give me sons and make me strong

oh let me be a worthy sire

four conditions must exist before successful war can be
waged 1 those who do the fighting must have the will to
fight they must be stirred by promises of great rewards for
victory or threats of great punishment for failure to fight if
they are to risk their lives in combat this means that they have
to be indoctrinated zealotszealouszea lots greedy and desperate opportunists
or men with carefully thought out ideals which they would
rather die for than see destroyed the existence of the first or
second type of soldier makes the existence of the third type
mandatory if mankind is to live on a levellevei of creative and free
intelligence 2 there must be a powerful military organiza-
tion to plan and direct the battles military organizations are
the product of much planning and social support only a nation
unified by strong agreement on values or one unified by coer-
cive indoctrination could be strong enough to maintain such
a force 3 adequate logistical support must be available this
depends on the availability of natural resources industrial
plants and transportation facilities to deliver the material where
and when it is needed no amount of organization and will
to fight will avail in the absence of munitions oil and vehicles

4 there must be a supporting population able and willing to
produce the material needed no matter how dedicated soldiers
may be or how efficient their organization or how overwhelm
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ing their resources they are not likely to endure the brutal
realities of war if their loved ones at home refuse to support
them in their sacrifice and if people on the home front refuse
to man the munitions factories or refine the oil or build the
machines the army cannot fight if the people at home work
only because they are forced to or only for money costly sabo-
tage may be expected and the morale of their loved soldiers will
sag the russian armies of 1917 provide an illustrative
example as does the napoleonic debacle in russia in 1803

despite sincere pleas for peace from men who know and
hate the horrors of war plato was probably right when he said
that only the dead had seen the end of war there appears to
be no compelling reason to suppose that a time will come when
there will not be at least some groups of men able to wage war
who will cherish certain values more than life until the values
of other groups able to wage war do not clash with them there
will probably be conflict the functional value of war as long
as it remains an instrument of intergroup relations will depend
largely upon which groups win and how they use their victories



the st louis museum
of the 1850s and the
two egyptian mummies and papyri

WALTER L WHIPPLE

the recent return of eleven egyptian papyrus fragments to
the mormon church received international news coverage since
that time interest has risen over the search of additional in-
formation about the once lost relics the church at kirtland
in 1835 purchased the collection which consisted of four mum-
mies and two papyri rolls and additional fragments they pro-
cured them from michael H chandler who was the supposed
nephew and heir to the deceased antonio lebolo mr lebolo
was employed during 1818 to 1823 by the french consul gen-
eral to gather all types of egyptian relics for museums and
private collectors while gathering these antiquities he kept
some for himself at his sudden death they were sent to the
united states where mr chandler displayed them for a period
of time in the new york pennsylvania area before taking them
to joseph smith for his opinion and interpretation

in a startling claim the prophet said the papyri contained
wriwritingstinos of abraham and josephoseph interest was aroused to the
point that the church bought the collection whether more
pressing church matters or whatever prevented the prophet
from spending a lot of time on the documents only a scant five
chapters of the book of abraham were published before his
untimely death ended his translating work

when the church left nauvoo illinois on its westward
trek to the salt lake valley many who were unable to leave

mr whipple received his MA degree in church history and semeticsebetic lang-
uages from brigham young university inin 1958 he is vice president of a
transportation company in southern california and coauthor of from the
dust of the decades 1968
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remained behind the prophet s elderly mother lucy mack
smith was one of those along with his widow emma the
mummies and papyri had been entrusted to lucy s care and
there they securely remained until her death in 1856

through lack of communication the church was unaware
that the relics had been sold by members of the smith family to
mr A combs later information as to the whereabouts of the
collection was muddled and incomplete giving rise to specula-
tion that the entire collection had been destroyed in the tragic
chicago fire of 1871

the first real information on what had happened to some
of the mummies and papyri was gathered by james R clarkdarkoark
and published in 1955 in his book the story of the pearl of
great price working backwards from the chicago museum
he found proof that there had been but two mummies and pos-
sibly some fragments of papyri in that museum and that they
had originally been in the st louis museum

the recent recovery of some papyri of the original collection
found in the metropolitan museum of art in new york has
inspired further research into the history of the whereabouts
of the total collection new light has been cast on the time the
relics rested in the st louis museum with this new informa-
tion perhaps some lead as to the remaining lost papyri and
mummies may surface

in 1848 mrs gidding and her son leased their property
on walnut street st louis for a period of twenty years to
edward wyman a prominent educator who constructed an
impressive four story hall on the site at a cost of 28000 1 the
two top stories originally accommodated his classical high
school while the second story contained a concert hall leaving
the first floor partitioned into shops 2 jenny lind the famous
singer performed in the hall in 1851 giving wyman s hall
a tremendous boost miss lind s agent was P T barnum who
also arranged an exhibition of general tom thumb the fa-
mous midget 3

catching show fever from barnum wyman gave up
teaching in 1853185518031805 to open a museum wyman had purchased the

letter of dr wm G swekosky aug 25 1941 outlining the history
of wyman s hall original is in thenfissourithe missouri historical society

aylortaylor and crooks sketch book of st louis george knapp & co 1858
p 46

swekosky op cit
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bulk of his collection in 185118 51 4 which consisted of one of the
finest collections of ornithology in the country unable to cope
with the entire project he entrusted managing the museum to
a taxidermist of great ability mr john P bates 5 taking the
additional responsibility mr bates added to the already large
collection such items as local species and also some large acces-
sions obtained during his trip to europe 6 under his direction
the museum enlarged its collection with the acquisition of the
great zeuglodon prehistoricpre historic skeleton 96 feet long oil paint-
ings and the superb statues of venus and mercury 7

the museum was four years old when it advertizedadvertised in the
local paper the treasured collection of egyptian mummies and
papyri once belonging to the mormon church in the month
of august 1856 after running months of ads the museum
changed the continuous ad to include the recent purchase of
the egyptian collection perhaps indicating the new owner s

evaluation of the collection s importance it was listed as third
in list of five general collections the daily listing read

THIRD TWO MUMMIES from the catacombscatacombs of
egypt which have been unrolled presenting a full view of
the RECORD enclosed and of the bodies which are in a
remarkable state of preservation 8

A brief observation by the missouri democrat noted the
recent procurement in these words

lastly we observe a new attraction consisting of a
pair of MUMMIES from the catacombscatacombs of egypt which are
a great novelty in these parts and should be seen by all 9

the museum s first catalogue was printed in july 1856 a
copy of which is preserved presently in the st louis public
library its publication was promised in a news article in the
missouri democrat

cataloguescataloguerCatal ogues containing a full list of the beautiful collec-
tion of birds reptiles minerals curiosity &cac now on exhibi-
tion at the st louis museum recently opened to the people

preface to caroCatocataloguelogue of collections at st louis museum 1856 copy
is in st louis public library

walterwaiter barlow Stevenstevem3 st louis the fourth city 176419091764 1909 vol 1

p 930
catalogue op atcitcirclr
sketches op ritcitrrt p 48

dallydaliydaily Missomissouriurzurl democrat st louis aug 14 1856 p 3 also the saint
louis daily evening news aug 27 1856 p 3

bibid9ibidkidbid
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by the munificence and public spirit of mr edward wyman
will be ready in a few days for delivery to the public the
catalogue we understand will be full and complete and add
much to the gratification of an inspection of the several arti-
cles by visitors in the meanwhile mr bates the manager
asks the indulgence of the public and will give as usual such
information as may be desired 10

since no mention is made of the mummies in this first com-
plete catalogue but was included in the daily ads in the local
papers it is safe to assume that the museum bought the collec-
tion in late july or early august 1856 just two months after
mr A combs purchased them from the smith family two
subsequent cataloguescataloguercatalogues dated 1856 and 1859 are preserved in
the missouri historical society inin st louis and these both
mention the mummies and papyri and were given great at-
tention by dr james R clarkdarkoark in his study

the introduction to the 1859 catalogue signed by J P
bates states that the proprietor now finds his investment
in the enterprise approaches the large sum of fifty thousand
dollars every attempt was made to improve the museum how-
ever at 25 cents admission it must not have been the most
successful venture before the mummies were purchased in
august 1856 it is felt that times got bad and on march 8

1856 he put a mortgage on the contents of the wyman s mu-
seum for 1000000100000010000.00 12 the mortgage holder was a newspaper
publisher george knapp in 1818575 7 a professor at the st louis
medical college and leader in the academy of science dr
charles A pope wrote in a personal letter to dr J F snyder
that nothing but want of funds prevents the purchase of
wyman s collection which I1 hope yet to see the property of
the academy he asks 10000 for it 13 the remainder of the
letter mentions activities of their own taxidermist which sup-
ports the theory that only part of the museum collection was
offered for sale mainly the display of beasts birds and rep-
tiles

the sale of the collection perhaps didndian t become a pressing
necessity because in that same year wyman borrowed 20000
against the hall from sanford B kellog and robert renick

daily missouri democrat st louslouislouls july 18 1856
31 james R clarkdarkoark the story of the pearl of great price
12swekosky op cit

charles A pope letter to dr J F snyder may 30 1857 original is in
the archives of the missouri historical society in st louis
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but foreclosure soon forced its sale to the highest bidder on
july 15 1858 to a mr henry whitmore for 12000 when
the building passed out of wyman s hands the concert room
became known as william koser s metropolitan theater 15

the museum although heavily mortgaged continued in
the building still under the direction of john P bates for some
reason yet unknown to this writer silas M brooks was listed
as the manager for the museum in late 1858 or early 1859 1613

notwithstanding bates remained in the museum as a taxider-
mist 17 and then in a few months resumed the managing of the
museum until its removal to chicago in 1863

on june 1 1863 henry whitmore sold wyman s hall to
general thomas lawson price for a low price of 1400 this
was undoubtedly one of the reasons for relocating the museum s

collection A notice was placed in the various local newspapers
of the impending closing of the museum 18 one announcement
read the st louis museum will positively close on satur-
day the lith instdinst and it is being removed to CHICAGO J P
bates manager 19 at the same time a chicago paper an-
nouncednounced

we make the announcement with pleasure that through
the liberality of two of our worthy and public spirited citi-
zens the st louis museum has been purchased and will soon
be removed to and permanently located inin this city this
museum is much the largest in the west and in several of
its features the choicest in the united states 20

august 17 1863 that museum opened on randolph street
with john omellenemellenOMellen as general manager and J P bates cura-
tor 21 in january 1864 the museum was sold to colonel john
H wood 2212 and named woods museum it is assumed that it
was at this time that mr bates returned to st louis to live 23

it has long been believed by most people that the chicago fire
of 1871 destroyed this museum with its entire collection thus

wekoskyswekoskycekoskywekosky op cit
15sst louis post dispatch august 2523 1941
kennedy s st louis city directory 1859 PP 73 405
ibid p 41

the missouri republican st louis july 3 1863
daily missouri democrat st louis july 9 1863
chicago tribune july 6 1863

2aaa A T andreas history of chicago vol 11II p 607
22 felix mendelsolnafendelsolnMendelsmendelsonnolnoin chicago and its makers 1929 p 147
ajM2j P bates is listed in the st louis city directories 1857 to 1880 except

1864 which was probably compiled during the months he was in chicago
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putting an end to nearly half of the egyptian relics once owned
by the mormonscormonsMormons

while on a recent trip to st louis I1 searched the public
and private libraries in the city and also examined the private
papers of professor gustav seyffarth a noted egyptologist of
his day who taught at the concordia college he wrote that

the museum contains egyptian mummies statustamu

ettes 24 papyrus scroll visitors will find also some large
fragments of the egyptian papruskaprus scrolls with hieratic
priestly inscriptions and drawings representing judgment

of the dead many egyptian gods and sacred animals with
certain chapters from the old egyptian sacred books 252

at one of professor seyffarth s lectures held in the st louis
merchantileMerchantile library he presented to the inspection of the
audience some fragments of papyrus with numerous writings
and figures executed with indestructible ink which were taken
from a sarcophagus of an egyptian mummy and are now the

of fellow citizen edward 226property our hon bates accord-
ing to professor seyfreyfseyffarthfarthbarth the papyrus fragment was part of an
invocation to the deity osirusosious with drawings of the attendant
spirits presenting the dead person by the name of horus to
be judged 2721

he also examined the two mummies reposed in the museum
and stated the body of one is that of a female about forty
the other that of a boy about fourteen 28 A dr J R riggs
had examined all four mummiesmummies when they were still together
and had designated them as being a king a queen a princess

although statuettes are mentioned here by the observer it does not
mean that they were a part of the once LDS collection statuettes are no
where mentioned in the documentary history of the church news articles on
the museum before its acquisition of the mummies mention egyptian antiquit-
ies in the sunday republican st louis july 13 1856 and also relics from
egypt greece rome the missouri republican st louis aug 8 1856

daily missouri democrat st louis sept 10 1856 copied from the
pilot st louis sept 8 1856

the evening news st louis nov 29 1856 note the hon edward
bates was a prominent political figure inin st louis and was the US attorney
general in lincoln s first administration it is likely that in the reporting of
seyffarth s lecture the hon edward bates was confused with J P bates
manager of the st louis museum

catalogue 1859 op cit p 45 it isis interesting to note that some have
noted the name of HOR on three of the papyrus fragments recently given to
the church this name corresponds with seyffarth s HORUS and proves which
fragments were sold to the st louis museum possibly the fragment containing
facsimile no 3 or other hieratic writings from the same roll were what seyf-
farth was describing

21 catalogue of the st louis museum 1859 p 45
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A st louis dispatch file photo of wyman s hall prior to its destruc-
tion in 1941

and a slave 1229 now if it can be assumed that the two mummies
sold to the st louis museum and later possibly burned in the
chicago fire were the queen and the slave that would
narrow any further searches to the king and the princess
systematic inquiries of public museums and most private col-
lections have revealed no further evidence as to the whereabouts
of any of the mummies so far most of the startling informa-
tion about the collection has come more by accident than by
intent which leaves one the feeling that if the lord be willing
we shall discover more

the academic review BY academy 1I no 6 march 1885 p 46



FOOD FOR FLOWERS

A charcoal drawingdraving
by

john morgan

ththiss drawing was one of the nearly 200 art works submitted to the
first annual BYU festival of mormon art in the spring of 1969 other
works from that showing wwill11 be the art features of the following issues
of this volume of BYU studies ed



A NOTE ON FOOD FOR FLOWERS

JOHN MORGAN

art should show not only a sensitive arrangement of form
line and color but also a purpose of thought to speak of
these elements as separate entities however isis not accu-
rate form and thought are the work

what I1 tried to portray in food for flowers isis the imim-
portance of past generations to present ones I1 see human
life analogous to that of flowers we love the form fra-
grance and color of a flower in season but as the flower
matures and loses its color and life we no longer cherish
it we push the ugly wilted dying thing from our view
so do we react to people we are interested inin the young
and apathetic to the old there is beauty inin being young
ugliness in being old to be beautiful we work incessantly
at staying young we paste artificial petals inin place of those
that wilt and fight maturing inin our season with fearing we
look to age as a time of uselessness shelving and rest
homes

this blind classification fails to notice that inin age lie the
seeds of new flowers and life nature does not die or
fade with the passing of a season there isis beauty in both
the spring and the fall the seeds that lie hidden inin the
wilted plant are also beautiful and important to life the
new exists and is made stronger because of the old and
forgotten past flowers and seasons are the food for new
flowers and new seasons

food for flowers is my representation of this philoso-
phy since past generations have spoken to us as from the dust
I1 concentrated on things beneath my feet I1 found some in-
terestingte pictures of shapes created under pressure and incorpo
rated them into my drawing the arms and head of the human
form came first then later the legs it seemed that once the
idea was established the picture formed itself

mimr morgan holds a master s degree inin art from utah state university
and has taught art at southern utah state college inin cedar city he now re-
sides inin nephi utah







chiasmus
in the book of mormon

JOHN W WELCH

practically since the day the book of mormon rolled off
the press in 1830 those who believed in the book asserted
that it obviously read like a hebrew text those who were not
so credulous insisted that it obviously read like anything but
a hebrew text actually the only thing that became obvious
was the fact that neither the believers nor the unbelieversbelieversun were
citing very many specific examples however a recently rec-
ognized phenomenon in the book of mormon has now made
it possible for us to cite many specific examples of passages in
the book of mormon which bear the distinct stamp of an an-
cient hebraic literary form the phenomenon which makes
that possible is the presence of chiasmus in the book of mor-
mon

WHAT IS CHIASMUS

chiasmus appears to have begun as a structural form which
then developed into an intriguing rhetorical device which has
been used sporadically in prose and poetry by many authors
for nearly three thousand years nevertheless the awareness
of such a form except in isolated cases remained a part of the
intellectual subconsciousness of modern western europe until
frequent chiasmal passages were discovered in the bible since
that time in the mid nineteenth century there have been sev-
eral reputed scholars mostly theologians who have published
on the subject their works indicate that although some chi
asmsadms appear inin greek latin and english the form was origin-
ally hebrew and dates at least to the eighth and tenth cen-
turies B C inin isaiah and in the psalms

mr welch is working on a master s degree inin latin and philosophy at brigham
young university where as an undergraduate he was a member of the honors
program and phi kappa phi
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the name chiasmus is descriptive of the form itself the
name was derived from chi X the twenty second letter in
the greek alphabet and the greek chiazeinchiazein to mark with an
X for the following reasons two lines of poetry are said to
be parallel if the component elements of one line correspond
directly to those of the other so to speak in a 1111 relationship
there are numerous examples of direct parallelisms among
the proverbs eg

A soft answer turnethburneth away wrath
but grievous words stir up anger

proverbs 151

if the second line of a parallelism is inverted that is to say
if its last element is placed first and the first last then
a chiasm is created As an example is the following verse

for my thoughts are not your thoughts
neither are your ways my ways saith the lord

isaiah 555858

and from the new testament

he that lindethjindethfindeth his life shall lose it
and he that loseth his life for my sake shall find it

matthew 1039

formulating this empirically the simple chiasm takes on the
apparent form of an X

a b

b a

thus once the term chiasmus had been coined it appropriately
stuck

and just as the name stuck the idea of chiasmus also has
stuck inin the back of western minds heraclitus one5neane of the
early pre socratic greek philosophers used chiasmus to ac-
centuate his notion of eternal flux and opposition

cold things grow warm
what is warm cools
the moist dries
the dry dampens fr 39
immortals are mortal
mortals are immortal
each living the others death
and dying the others life fr 67
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several centuries later cicero used chiasmic lines as a rhetorical
device for placing emphasis

matremmatred bemushabemushabmushabousha ignoramus patrem rep 233

some english authors who had been thoroughly trained in the
classics naturally turned to chiasmus as a poetical form thus
in pope s essay on man this short chiasm appears

flame lawless through the void
destroying others by himself destroyed

even in our modern nursery rhymes and maxims the natural
rhythm and immediate appeal of chiasmic lines is apparent
thus old king cole was a merry old soul and a merry old
soul was he is charming and he who fails to prepare pre-
pares to fail sounds solid and convincing the reader how-
ever will notice that all these chiasmschiasmus contain only two ele-
ments whose order is then reversed this is a significant factor
in differentiating the chiasmus known for some time in the
west from the chiasmus characteristic of ancient hebrew

whereas in greek latin and english chiasmschiasmus are rarely
if ever composed of more than two elements in hebrew there
appears to be no limit to the number of terms or ideas that
can be employed A chiasm in hebrew may be expanded to in-
clude any number of terms written in one order and then in the
exact reverse order ie

a b c d xxx d c b

these structures may be several verses or several chapters long
A simple illustration of this which uses five elements in an
inverted parallelism is found in psalms 37837 8

save me
0 my god

for thou hast smitten
all my enemies

on the cheekbonecheek bone
the teeth

of the wicked
thou hast broken

to yahweh
the salvation

A second example of this which is even longer comes from
isaiah 6013601 3
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arise
shine

for thy light is come
and the glory

of yahweh
upon thee isis risen

for behold dimness shall cover the earth
and gross darkness the peoples

but upon thee will arise
yahweh

and his glory shall upon thee be seen
and nations shall come to thy light

and kings to the brightness
of thy rising

there are plenty of good reasons why a literary form of
this peculiar type was attractive to the ancient hebrew mind
first chiasmschiasmus are easy to memorize the hebrew tradition
unlike the written greek tradition was oral not only were
manuscripts and scrolls scarce but there were also few who
could read them therefore the tales of early israel and the
songs of her prophets were handed down through the family
generations by word of mouth and long passages of the torah
were committed to memory 1 in their memorizing and reciting
the hebrews were surely aided by chiasmic groupings and repe-
titionstitions second chiasmus was simply in vogue each age and
culture has been characterized by a dominant form of writing
sixteenth century england was very fond of the sonnet and
fourth century greeks especially plato are noted for their fre-
quent usage of the dialectic chaismusChaismus remained a common
literary form in the hebrew world until the first century after
christ when it and most jewish institutions were destroyed

the rediscovery of chiasmschiasmus in the bible can be credited to
three theologians of the nineteenth century robert lowth
john jebb and john forbes lowth 2 the bishop of london and
jebb 3 the bishop of limerick both wrote 300 page volumes
describing hebraisms in the holy scriptures but their emphasis
is almost entirely placed on poetical imagery and direct par
allelisms and only jebb pays much attention to epanodos the

paulaul gaechter die lilerarischeliterarischeliterarische kunst imim marthusmatthus evangelium stutt-
gart verlag katholischesKatholi sches bibelwerkBibelwerk 1965 p 6

mobertrobert lowth de sacra poeslpoes i hehraeorumhebraeorum Praelectionpraelectioneses academicaeAcademicacademicaltraeicaetragae
translated by G gregory andover mass 1829.1829

3john jebb sacred literature london 1820.1820
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name he used for chiasmus in 1854 however john forbesforbes4forbess
completed a much more extensive study the symmetrical
structures of scripture with the publication of this book it is
possible to begin speaking of relatively widespread awareness
of chiasmic forms in the bible A wave of other writers fol-
lowed forbes and in 1860 a section on chiasmus was finally
added to T H homehorne s famous encyclopedic introduction to rgethe
critical study and knowledge of the holy scriptures 5 this
marks the recognition of the form as genuine and significant

CHIASMUS IN THE OLD AND NEW testamentsTESTAMENT

the best way to establish the antiquity and the hebraic
characteristics of chiasmus is to observe it in the bible the
old testament represents some of the oldest extant written
documents in the world history when peculiar word patterns
consistently reappear in this text it can be concluded that these
patterns represent deliberate attempts of the ancients at a form
of artistic prose concerning the hebraic characteristics of chi-
asmus nils lund has formulated seven rules of chiasmal pas-
sages 6 the most interesting ones for this study are the first
the third and the seventh the first states that the center is
always the turning point the third notes that the ideas will
often be distributed so as to occur at the beginning the middle
and the end of chiasm but nowhere else and the seventh
claims that there may be a mixture of directly parallel and in-
verted parallel lines in the same unit these characteristics are
readily apparent in the following biblical passagespassages77

and all flesh died that moved upon the earth
both birds

and catliecattlecattie
and beasts

and every creeping thing that creepethcreepeth upon the earth
and every man

all in whose nostrils was the breath of the spirit
of life

of all that was on the dry land

john forbes the symmetrical structure of scripture T & T clark
edinburgh 18541854.

at5tT H hornehome introduction to the critical study and knowledge of the
holy scriptures 3 vols 11lithth edition london 18601860.

nils lund chiasmus inin the new testament chapel hill university
of north carolina press 1942.1942 ppap 404140 41

manyany chchiasmschiasmusasmsadms have not survived the king james translation although they
may be crystal clear in the hebrew these examples are often verbatim trans-
lations from the hebrew or greek
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died
and was destroyed

every living thing
that was upon the face of the ground

both man
and creeping things

and beasts
and cattle

and birds of the heavens
and they were destroyed from the earth genesis 72123721 23

seek ye me and ye shall live
but seek not after bethel

nor enter into galgalgilgal
and pass not to beershebabeer sheba

for galgalgilgal shall surely go into captivity
and bethel shall come to naught

seek yahweh and ye shall live amos 54b 6aaa

do ye indeed 0 gods speak righteousness
do ye judge uprightly 0 ye sons of men

nay in the heart ye work zuirkivickwickednessedness
ye weigh out the violence of your hands in the earth

the wicked are estranged from the womb
they go astray as soon as they are born speaking lies

their poison is like the poison of a serpent
like the deaf adder that stoppethstoppeth her ear
which hearkenethhearkeneth not to the voicevolcevoicevolce of charmers
the most cunning binder of spells

0 god
break

their teeth in their mouth
the great teeth of the young lions

break out
0 yahweh

they shall melt away like waters
they shall go away for them
like tender grass which wilts away
like a snail will melt as it goes along

abortions of a woman
that not have beheld the sun

the righteous shall rejoice when he seeth the vengeance
he shall wash his feet in the blood of the wicked

and men shall say surely there isis a reward for the righteous
surely there isis a god that judiethjudgeth the earth psalm 58
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therefore I1 speak to them in parables
because they seeing see not and hearing they hear not

in them is fulfilled the prophecy of esaias which sayethmayeth
by hearing ye shall hear not and seeing ye shall see not

for this people s heart is waxed gross
and their ears are dull of hearing

and their eyes they have closed
lest at any time they should see

with their eyes
and hear with their ears

and should understand with their heart and be converted
blessed are your eyes for they see and your ears for they
hear

many prophets and righteous men
have longed to see what you see and hear what you hear and
have not

hear ye therefore the parable of the sower matthew 1313181313 18

CHIASMUS IN THE BOOK OF MORMON

now comes the question of chiasmus in the book of mor-
mon joseph smith published the book of mormon in 1830
in western new york the first page of the book claims that
it was written in the language of the egyptians but accord-
ing to the learning of the jews that is it was written with
egyptian characters but in hebraic style if the book of mor-
mon truly is direct translation of a text whose formalistic rhe-
torical basis is hebraic chiasmus should be found as an integral
part of its literary style and should be helpful in interpreting
and understanding the total book s design

if chiasmus can be convincingly identified in the book of
mormon then specific hebraisms will testify of its origin
because there exists no chance that joseph smith could have
learned of this style through academic channels no one in
america let alone in western new york fully understood
chiasmus in 1829 joseph smith had been dead ten full years
before john forbes book was published in scotland even the
prominent scholars today know little about chiasmic forms be-
yond its name and a few passages where it might be found
the possibility of joseph smith s noticing the form acciden-
tally is even more remote since most biblical passages contain-
ing inverted word orders have been rearranged into natural
word orders in the king james translation and even had he
known of the form he would still have had the overwhelming
task of writing original artistic chiasmic sentences try writing
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a sonnet or multi termed chiasm yourself your appreciation
of these forms will turn to awe if the book of mormon then
is found to contain true chiasmal forms should it not be as-
serted without further qualification that the book is a prod-
uct of ancient hebrew culture

secondly chiasmus will greatly enhance interpolation of
book of mormon scriptures if the ancient authors of the book
of mormon consciously set particular elements parallel to each
other then these elements must be considered together in or-
der to be fully understood in their complete context moreover
the thoughts which appear at the center must always be given
special attention and any antithetical ideas introduced at the
turning point must be contrasted with their properly corre-
spondingsp ideas other questions will be answered and interest-
ing observations will be made questions of structure within
shorter passages and of unity within whole books will be clar-
ified 8 for example why nephi divided his writings into two
books instead of leaving them all in one will be explained
by chiasmus questions of style especially concerning the rep-
etitions which have so often been accused of being ignorant
and redundant will be appreciated in the light in which they
originally shone

chiasmschiasmus may appear anywhere in the book of mormon
although they predominantly typify the style of the first half
of the book in the first half those who make the greatest
use of the form are nephi benjamin and alma the younger
they use chiasmschiasmus in practically every possible context ranging
from passages of straight narration or argumentation to ones
of beautiful poetic eloquence the following examples of this
speak for themselves and require little further explanation

example I11

and the jews
shall have the words

of the nephitesNep hites
and the nephitesNep hites

shall have the words
of the jews

the first edition of the book of mormon was printed in standard para-
graph form without verses arbitrary chapter dvdivisionssions appear in the 1830
editledieleditionon 1 nephi with seven 2 nephi with fifteen etc the current chapter
divisions and versification were made by orson pratt in 1879 therefore there is
no need to take chapter and verse into account when studying a passages
structure in fact many chiasmschiasmus which are difficult to spot on the columned
pages of the modern editions are obvious on the regular pages of the first edition
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and the NenephitesnephilesNepnetphileshites and the jews
shall have the words

of the lost tribes of israel
and the lost tribes of israel

shall have the words of
the nephitesNep hites and the jews

2 nephi 2913

example 2

men will drink damnation to their souls unless
they humble themselves

and become as little children
believing that salvation isis in the atoning blood of christ

for the natural man
is an enemy to god

and has been from the fall of adam
and will be forever and ever

unless he yieldethyieldeth to the holy spirit
and puttethputteti off the natural man

and becometh a saint through the atonement of christ
and becometh as a child

submissive meek and humble mosiah 31819318 19

example 3

and now whosoever shall not take upon them the name of christ
must be called by some other name

therefore he findethlindeth himself on the left hand of god
and I1 would that ye should remember that this is the name

that should never be blotted out
except it be through transgression

therefore
take heed that ye do not transgress

that the name be not hoffedblotted out of your hearts
I1 would that ye should remember to retain this name

that ye are not found on the left hand of god
but that ye hear and know the voice by which ye shall be called

and also the name by which he shall call you mosiah 51012510 12

needless to say the word order in these last two examples
is amazing these passages are just two small parts of the
very complex chiasmic structure of king benjamin s entire
speech the fact that king benjamin uses chiasmus is not il-
logical at the time that he delivered his famous speech he
was acting in a traditional coronation and would naturally be
using the most traditional and convincing rhetoric at his com-
mand benjamin s thoughts had been carefully prepared before
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handband and hadbad even been written and sent forth among those
that were not under the sound of his voice this degree of
painstaking deliberation in writing was the rule rather than the
exception among the book of mormon prophets

example 4

and they said unto me we have not for the lord mabethmaketh no
such thing known unto us

behold I1 said unto them how is it that ye do not keep the
commandments of the lord

how is it that ye will perish

because of the hardness of your hearts

do ye not remember the things which the lord hathbath
said

if ye will not harden your hearts

and ask me in faith believing that ye shall receive

with diligence in keeping my commandments

surely these things shall be made known unto you
1 I1 nephi 15911159 11

A chiasm may also appear as a logical device for its com-
pletenesspleteness rounds out a thought forcefully and ties in all loose
ends tightly nephi so successfully used this line of reasoning
against his rebellious brothers that as he later recorded the
events of his family s twelve year expedition he could still
proudly recall his clever rebuttal the turning point of the
argument is a piercing question do ye not remember the
things which the lord hathbath said the same thought con-
cerning that which the lord has said or will say appropriately
appears at the extremes as well as in the middle of this chiasm
notice also that the first half of the chiasm contains the words
of nephi but the second half is built from the words of the
lord which comprises a deft shift at the center what better
debate partner could nephi have in his parallelism than scrip-
ture actually the only two terms in the passage which are not
identically parallel are perish and ask min faith perhaps nephi
is contrasting the living strength of true faith with the ominous
fear of death which accompanies any traveler through the
wilderness
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example 5

behold the lord hath created the earth
A that it should be inhabited

and he hath created his children
that they should possess it

and he raisethramseth up
a righteous

B nation
and he destroyethdestroyeth

the nations
of the wicked

and he leadeth away
the righteous

B into precious lands
and the wicked

he destroyethdestroyeth
and cursethburseth the land unto them

he ruleth high in the heavens
A for it is his throne

and this eaearthythrth
is his footstool

1 nephi 1736391736 39

this passage is an intricate gem it masterfully combines
direct parallelisms with inverted parallelisms parts A and A
each contain two directly parallel thoughts namely in A the
lord s creation of the earth and the creation of his children
and in A the lord s throne and his footstool it is interesting
how the word earth appears in both A and A parts B and B
are built of four poetical lines each containing three parts
two of the three parts are inverted when they reappear the
second time ie

righteous nations
nations of the wicked

he leadeth away the righteous
the wicked he destroyethdestroyeth

furthermore these inverted parts come at the end of the
lines in B but they come at the beginning of the lines in B

this leaves the words talseth up and destroyethdestroyeth at the begin-
ning of B and precious lands and cursed lands at the end of B
in direct parallel form thus another chiasm is formed be-
tween the directly parallel portions of B and 13 and the in-
verted portions of B and 13 ie
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B inverted direct
B direct inverted

for extra measure the first line in B and first line in B ex-
press the same idea the blessing of the righteous while the
second line in B and the second line in B both express the
idea of evil being punished so in the midst of inverted par
allelisms the direct parallelism is also skillfully maintained

example 6

and all men are alike unto god
both jewfew

and gentile
but behold in the last days

X or in the days of the gentiles
all nations of the gentiles

and also the jews

A yea all these will be drunken with iniquity
when they shall be visited by the lord

B and all the nations that fight against zion
shall be as a dream of the night

C yea it shall be unto them even as
a hungry man

which dreamethdreameth
and behold he eatethleateth

but he awaketh
and his soul is empty

C or like unto a thirsty man
which dreamethdrearnethdredreametharneth

and behold he drinkethdrinkuthdrinketh
but he awaketh

and he is faint

WB even so shall the multitude of all the nations be
that fight against mount zion

A for behold all ye that do iniquity I1 shall be drunken
the lord hath poured out upon you the spirit of deep
sleep

for ye have closed your eyes
ye have rejected

the prophets
X and your rulers

and the seers
hath he covered

because of your iniquities
2 nephi 2715271 5
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example 7

A my son the meaning of the word restoration is to bring back
evil for evil
carnal for carnal
devilish for devilish

w waw92 good for that which isis good

Xxi Xxax2 righteous for that which is righteous

ya7iy1 72 just for thatat which isis just

2 Zag2g merciful for that which is merciful

therefore my son see that thou art

2 i merciful unto your brethren

y 1 deal justly

xax1x i1 judge righteously

w i and do good continually

and if ye do all these things
ye shall receivereceive your reward yea

z a ye shall have mercy restored unto you again

y 2 ye shall have justice restored unto you again

x a ye shall have a righteous judgment restored unto you
again

ww2wa2 and ye shall have good rewarded unto you again

for that which ye do send out
shall return unto you again
and be restored

A therefore the word restoration more fully condemnethcondemneth the
sinnersinner and justifiethjusti fieth him not at all

alma 4113154113 15

the twist here is clever after listing four pairs of terms
alma pairs two lists of four terms and reverses their order at
the same time or to use a chiasm to describe this chiasm
alma writes a list of pairs and then a pair of lists in all seri-
ousnessousness a great play on words

by far the most subtle use of chiasmus is its role inin the
structural design for longer passages and books the book of
mosiah is one of the ionlonlongeroeraer

I1passagestassa9es which utilizes a chiasmic
structure inin its underlying organization
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example 8

the book of mosiah

A king benjamin exohrts his sons 11811 8
B mosiah chosen to succeed his father liollo111010

C mosiah receives the records 116
D benjamin s speech and the words of the angel 2951529 515

E people enter into a covenant 6611
F priests consecrated 613
G ammon leaves zarahemlaZarahemla for the land of lehi nephi 71671 6
H people in bondage ammon put in prison 715

I1 the BD gold plates 89
J the record of zeniff begins as he leaves zarahemlaZarahemla 9911

K defense against the lamanitesLamanites 9141020914 1020
L noah and his priests iiiili11111151111- 15
M abinadi persecuted and thrown in prison 111211 12
N abinadi reads the old law to the priests 1314131415141513 14
N abinadi makes his own prophecies 151615 16

M abinadi persecuted and killed 17520175 20
1V noah and his priests 18322051832 205

kak7K lamanitesLamanites threaten the people of limhi 206626206 6 26
J record of zeniff ends as he leaves the land of lehi nephi

F the 24 gold plates 2127 2214
H people of alma in bondage 23

G alma leaves the land of lebilehilebl nephi for zarahemlaZarah emla 24
FF the church organized by alma 2514242514 24

eae7F unbelieversbelieversUn refuse to enter covenant 2614261 4
D the words of alma and the words of the angel of the lord 262726 27

CC alma the younger receives the records 2820
B judges chosen instead of a king 29532295 32

A mosiah exhorts his people 29532295 32

obviously the foundation of chiasmic literature has not
been reached until its underlying organization has been dis-
covered the book of mosiah serves as a sufficient evidence of
this for it surely has no chronological order and can be very
confusing if the wrong organizational scheme is followed like
the book of mosiah also I11 nephi king benjamin s speech
and alma 36 use a chiasmal framework as a foundation in
I11 nephi for example compare chapters 7 and 16 then chap-
ters 8 and 15 etc this also will account for the division be-
tween 1 nephi and 2 nephi

the shorter passages studied thus far could conceivably
have occuredoccurred inadvertently cf example 1 passages as com-
plex as the last few examples however could not have oc-
curred accidentally
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example 9

alma 36

my son give ear to my words v 1

keep the commandments and ye shall prosper inin the land v I11
captivity of our fathers bondage v 2

he surely did deliver them v 2
trust inin god v 3

support in trials troubles and afflictions v 3
1I know this not of myself but of god v 4
born of god v 5

limbs paralysedparalyzed v 10

the agony of conversion
destroyed v 11
racked with eternal torment v 12
harrowed up to the greatest degree v 12
racked with all my sins v 12
tormented with the pains of hell v 13
inexpressible horror v 14
banished and extinct v 15
pains of a damned soul v 16

called upon jesus christ v 18

the joy of conversion
no more pain v 19
oh what joy v 20
what marvelous light v 20
soul filled with joy as exceeding as was my pain

vv2020
exquisite v 21
nothing as sweet as was my joy v 22
singing and praising god v 22
long to be with god v 22

use of limbs returns v 23
born of god v 26

therefore my knowledge is of god v 26
supported under trials and troubles and afflictions v 27

trust inin him v 27
he will deliver me v 27

egypt captivity v 282928 29
keep the commandments and ye shall prosper inin the land v 30

this according to his word v 30

amazing

two more points deserve comment first that the contrast
between agony and joy which alma would like to make as
vivid as possible is made explicit in verse 20 my soul was
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filled with joy as exceeding as was my pain second alma
places the turning point of his life at the turning point of the
chapter ie christ belongs at the center of both

conclusion
this article has attempted to introduce one concept of form-

al analysis into book of mormon studies the form which
has proven particularly useful has been chiasmus a basic ele-
ment of ancient hebrew even though all knowledge of this
form lay dormant for centuries it was rediscovered in the nine-
teenth century when formal criticism became popular but by
that time the book of mormon had long been in print since
the book of mormon contains numerous chiasmschiasmuschiasms it thus be-
comes logical to consider the book a product of the ancient
world and to judge its literary qualities accordingly the book
reviewed in this way is moving it deserves to be read more
carefully



A new mormon theatre

LAEL J WOODBURY

we have never discovered art forms derived from and
uniquely pertinent to mormonism despite the axiom that a
singular philosophy will generate indigenous art we still pro-
duce neither new musical or graphic modes nor new concep-
tions of theatrical presentation rather we try within existing
forms to articulate those values which distinguish us

art representing those values will be affirmative or life en-
hancinghancing illustrative of the eternal character of life person-
ality and matter an optimistic celebration of the joy of life and
the goodness of the sons of god these concepts inform our
total perception

other more specific possible themes are man s salvation
was purchased by jesus christ man is a sublime divine creature
there must be opposition in all things man is that he might
have joy the universe manifests a concept of eternal pro-
gressiongression man s exaltation derives from his ancestry and pos-
terity as well as from his own acts

significantly of present art forms only music expresses
these values well it is essentially affirmative it epitomizes
order is typically cyclic illustrates opposition and resolution
and depicts progression in model form

small wonder then that music is the art form most accept-
able to the church music is a part of every meeting we hold
the tabernacle choir is the single art making unit which the
church regularly supports and promotes we do foster graphics
in temples and information centers present pageants road
shows and other events such as speech festivals but we pro-
mote no artistic activity having the same status and frequency
as music

dr woodbury is professor of dramatic arts and chairman of the department
of speech and dramatic arts at brigham young university he was formerly
director of the experimental theater at bowling green university

85
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now this fact illustrates a paradox we are an artistically
conservative people who seldom produce or purchase art in
modern forms our information centers depict only realistic
styles of graphic art and we publish only conventional liter-
ature even our church and private architecture is conventional
as conventional as the paintings we display there in truth
there is no regular encouragement within our culture for mod-
ern abstraction whether graphic theatrical or literary

yet music our most acceptable art is the most abstract
art 1 indeed pure music without words is wholly abstract
consisting only of sounds structured by quality and time how
strange the paradox of a culture which encourages artistic real-
ism finding its values best expressed in music of all arts the
least realistic

perhaps music is most acceptable because being abstract
it expresses the ideal which is the very essence of mormonism
the literal detracts from mormon thought that is we are
more interested in man s relationship to god the ideal than
we are in man s relationship to his environment or even to
other men the particular

for theatre this fact has profound meaning for aristotle
defined tragedy as the imitation of a human action but
it is the realistic depiction of human actions the most human
of actions which is most deplored for us the theatre is not
a proper instrument for depicting aberrant behavior sexual
deviation or even a forum for discussion of political and social
innovation we do not look to the theatre for instruction about
real life

yet the very nature of conventional dramatic structure re-
quires conflict an artistic device which is unacceptable to LDS
audiences even when the playwright aims for life enhance
ment or affirmation life with father for example is a con-
ventionalventional drama about a father who loves his family and who
in this sense depicts an important LDS ideal the play s comic
device however derives from his reluctance to be baptized
and so of course it can offend LDS audiences death of a
salesman is a superlative drama about a man s relationship to
his sons within america s economic system these problems

11I use the term abstract here to describe that which is not literal realistic
photographic concrete or particular to abstract meant originally to define
design elements but the term now describes that which is ideal essential the non-
objective
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need to be explored the conflict which structures the play
however springs from the father s adultery and therefore it
is unthinkable that the play might be staged in a cultural hall

the point I1 mean to emphasize here is that conventional
dramatic structure is fundamentally unsuitable for mormon
art and that despite our apparent aversion to abstraction such
an indigenous art must closely parallel musical structure

let s consider music again for its example suggests other
useful forms when we attend a symphonic concert we find
that sounds artfully arranged somehow direct us toward spiri-
tual values we are not asked to discover those concepts by
observing actions the sounds we hear do not symbolize love
hate envy or human relationships and attitudes the sounds
mean exactly what they are sounds artfully structured into
interesting and beautiful relationships but the perceiving of
those relationships generates spiritual awareness

music typically consists of individual sounds arranged so
as to produce an aural statement which is lead into convolutions
from which the statement again emerges in the process certain
parallels between music and mormon philosophy are obvious
how often music illustrates the awesome tension which unifies
the solar system how often in music we discover the cyclic
patterns described in ecclesiastes which parallel the timeless-
ness of eternity how often music by juxtaposing and resolv-
ing conflicting themes illustrates the positive principle of op-
position in all things

we now have the technology and the artistic climate with
which to create comparably in theatre unlike traditional the-
atre where voice language and movement were the most
useful ways by which the dramatic artist could appeal to his
audience we now enjoy a theatrical machine so versatile as to
permit almost complete control of all audience perception we
can manipulate temperature texture odor audience actor prox-
imity and aural stimuli and we can through the manipulation
of light absolutely compel the audience to see what we want
it to see

we can for example lead the audience through a series
of light or sound experiences and suppress all other stimuli so
as to focus perception we can do with color what beethoven
did with sound his fifth symphony leads a rhythmic pattern

di di di dum through variations of form and quality
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in today s theatre we can do the same with color it is pos-
sible through the use of light and fabrics and forms for ex-
ample to explore the entire range of the blue portion of the
spectrum examining its chroma its hues and seeing how they
appear when placed on objects such as metallic cloth sawdust
the human form aluminum sculptures and wooden cubes we
can create a color statement and then following beethoven s

example lead it through a complexity of variations and coun
ter colors a color symphony the purpose of this exercise
would be to stimulate a new appreciation for the variety mag-
nitude and beauty of god s gift of color and its perception

perhaps more easily appreciated would be a production
derived from a minute examination of the constructs of matter
that is the micro world is marvelously ingenious and ordered
characterized in some instances by intense color symmetry of
form and complex relationships these qualities abound in
living cells snowflakessnowfsnorflakes the eyes of insects the bee s honey-
comb the color and structure of flowers and similar minutiae

now we agreed earlier that music does not mean it is we
hear not concepts but sounds in that same sense these con-
structs of matter do not mean they are A photograph of a fly s

eye need not even mean a fly s eye it is simply a photograph
of a symmetrical pattern when enlarged or projected it will
depict a pleasing orderliness instructive of the mormon concept
of the universe it appears then that our unique art will con-
sist of depicting that which is for what it is the beauty and
wondrous harmony of the fundamental elements of god s

world the mormon artist because of his unique knowledge
of god s glory and the significance of man and the universe
will discover the elements representative of these concepts and
present them in interesting and relevant forms

the technique is not unlike that of certain poets who make
a minute examination of common phenomena and who there
discover patterns and meanings of larger significance consider
for example this excerpt from A basin of eggs by may
swenson

their cheeks touching
their cheeks being
their bellies their
bellies being undimpled
dimples of dark being
blue chinks between
their touchingstouch ings
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here the artist directs our attention to unobserved relation-
ships by following poetry s conventional practice of juxtaposing
verbal images that is after all what a poem is a collection
of images and we can create a poetry of the theatre by jux-
taposingta visual or aural or other sense images which will gen-
erate within us the same new perception which poetry pro-
duces

the parallel between language poems and theatre poems is
important with language we create verbal images in time de-
signed to give the reader or listener the experience of the in-
forming stimulus the poet who describes a tree begins by
likening its pattern of light to those of a painting its form
to that of a fountain its texture to that of a tapestry and he
concludes with generalizations about the tree as an object of
beauty grandeur and endurance the tree a space object is
explored by the poet as images in time

the aim I1 repeat is to give the reader a richer experience
of the tree we may look at it but its beauty of form or its
texture or its status as a symbol of enduring life will escape
us the poet directs our attention to hidden dimensions of the
tree s meaning

in theatre with its myriad resources for controlling per-
ceptionception we will create theatre poems which posit in time im-
ages which otherwise escape the audience one theatre poem
might lead an audience to experience the qualities which char-
acterizeacterize woman why because woman as a potential priest-
ess and goddess is the means of god s glory she shares ac-
cording to our doctrine a more exalted destiny than is prom-
ised by any other philosophy she is loved revered made fruit-
ful and glorified thus mormon philosophy encourages
woman as an appropriate theme for a theatre poem because
the poem gives the spectator a more comprehensive perception
of what woman is

woman is soft this value can be made concrete by soft
sounds or by soft movements or as has been done the room
itself can be lined and floored with plastic surface giving a
warm and pleasing tactile experience

woman is scent the poet likens her verbally to flowers
shrubs spring breezes and other pleasant odors but these are
word pictures describing what she is thought to be not concrete
expressions of what she actually is the japanese to heighten
their own sensitivity and to acquire the maximum experience
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of odor s beauty sometimes hold scent perception events at
which pieces of pungent wood elaborately wrapped are slowly
passed from one to another the participant enjoys the double
pleasure of the artistic wrapping as well as the object s scent
since we are reconstructing traditional concepts of the theat-
rical art why not use this and other techniques when appro-
priate it is technologically possible to diffuse scents through-
out a theatre

woman is curved this quality too can be conveyed by
dancers moving in curved patterns by projections of curved
linear forms by abstract colored images which move gracefully
in imitation of woman s walk or body

woman speaks softly her voice is warm lush and rich
each of these qualities can be represented as projected color
as projected images or as movement patterns the values of
her voice can be represented sequentially as intoned sound
images created by a living female chorus or by traditional musi-
cal sounds

an interesting experience for example one now common
in experimental theatre is to have an actress speak into an
electronic device which projects a color equivalent of the rate
force and quality of the voice onto a screen thus objectifying
or making visual the unique characteristics of her voice such
a device was placed in a well outside the palace for a perfor-
mance of oedipus rex during the emotional moments of his
role the king approached the well and spoke above it with
the result that the personal qualities of his voice and feelings
were projected on the theatrical cyclorama behind him as ka-
leidoscopicleidoscopic colors which were exact replicas in light of the
sounds he made

the notion we must first dispel is that a theatrical exper-
ience to be valid must depict an action having a beginning
middle and an end as aristotle prescribed man is god s

noblest creation he is much more than a personality caught
between the first and third level of existence man is complex
architecture he is grace of movement beauty and form an
efficient machine a spectrum of color a musical instrument
an alert and responsive organism each of these qualities can
be represented as visual or aural images simultaneously as in a
panoramic view and when necessary time can be suspended
to permit a leisurely sequential examination of each image
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an interesting example of timeless sequential man move
ment might consist of an actor representing the human ex-
perienceperience of death he might of course simply collapse as in
traditional theatre but he also could take the time necessary
to depict the inexorable course of death through the body
showing its impact upon an arm leg the head the neck a
second arm and eventually the moment of ababsolutesolute death
which occurs presumably in the heart or brain he might re-
quire twenty minutes to present that experience in much the
same way that an operatic tenor does when he sings a closing
aria concluding with a burst of energy despite his having been
mortally wounded

another helpful concept is the concrete metaphor we are
so conditioned to the premise that the theatre depicts action
that we find it difficult to accept a theatre of ideas made con-
crete in the bald soprano playwright eugene ionesco demon-
strated the banality of social conversation instead of merely
depicting an action in which people seem to communicate but
who become misinformed and therefore elect unhappy actions
he made his idea concrete by presenting people who moved
in everyday action such as those observed at a tea party but
he gave them nonsense lines to deliver vowel sounds slogans
and cliche expressions so that the audience knew the characters
believed they were saying intelligent things to each other but
that they exchanged no meaningful information his belief
that modern man does not communicate was thus made con-
crete was represented literally in waiting for godot the idea
that man is waiting endlessly for he knows not what is made
concrete by a group of actors in a timeless place who discuss
endlessly the enigma for whom they wait although they do
not know who he is or why they are there

several plays suggest the great transformation that awaits
us when resurrected but I1 never saw the idea expressed more
concretely than in an exercise in which the characters per-
formed briefly wearing plastic skins over leotardsleopardsleo tards later and as
part of movements done in very slow motion they removed the
skins which blurred their action their freedom and their vision
after their encumbrances were discarded they discovered the
beauty of their form their surroundings and an elated feeling
of liberation

the latter day saint concept that there must be opposition
in all things is to me one of the most potentially fruitful con
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ceptscents for theatrical production we believe that all matter and
personality are rightfully and delicately poised between dy-
namic opposing forces and that out of this crucible of conflict
new forces and refined personalities arise this idea will be
expressed in concrete form by movements which conflict and
then merge in new sophisticated patterns by sounds which in-
itially conflict but which merge so as to create richer more
complex sounds by uncomplimentary colors which when ma-
nipulatednipula ted merge and create new more beautiful colors

envision a pattern of four fabrics placed in the center of
a stage upon which light of varying colors and intensities is fo-
cused the patterns and textures of the fabrics reflect various
qualities and forms but as they are manipulated as an in-
tense magenta light is reflected from aluminum from beige
silk from green cotton from metallic brocade from plastic
surfaced modern fabrics from vinyl and from textured wool
we see directly demonstrated the axiom that there must be op-
position in order to create beauty vitality even resurrected
glorified men

at brigham young university we have begun serious ex-
perimentationperimentation in theatre poetry in the 1968 theatre season we
produced an evening of unconventional theatre which was
a conscious attempt to implement these principles the evening
began with an effort to heighten appreciation for form and
color As I1 have noted in some cultures particularly the jap-
anese objects are appreciated as much for their form as for
their use the packaging of a present is as important as the ob-
ject and the recipient is expected to enjoy the unwrapping of
the package savoring the effect of light upon color and form
and the intricacy of the wrapper s technique

our production began with a play of light upon cubes
triangles and cylinders and this experience was intensified
by a slow and ritualistic unwrapping of layers of packaging
the layers consisted of various colors of fabrics and when each
layer was unwrapped the lights changed in an attempt to
create a medley of orange magenta red green blue cerise
and white so as to create contrast and tension of color and
to heighten the visual appeal of each layer of wrapping when
the packages were finally unwrapped they contained blocks
of cedar and other aromatic woods which were passed among
the audience so that they could enjoy the aroma the precious
aroma of some of god s creation intended as I1 believe for the
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pleasure and aesthetic sensitizing of his children later in the
evening we analyzed sequentially the beauty and the complex-
ity of quality and rhythm which reside in the single sound
emitted by one bowed violin string the sound was first estab-
lished then it was given rhythm we aimed to fragment time

to explore with a sequence of images all that is present inin
one aspect of god s creation eventually sound was trans-
formed into simple music then into complex musical patterns
which resulted in a song then into the human voice reciting a
poetic narrative then into the soft sounds of the sea ultimate-
ly all of these qualities found within the original source of
sound were created visually by a corps of dancers which we
then illuminated in pools or deeper color all of these images
are implicit within a sound of a bowed violin string I1 could
not restrain a feeling of awe as I1 contemplated the beauty
richness and complexity of god s creation when he gave us
the gift of a single sound

lest the audience think us pretentious we staged a hu-
morous silent movie under a flickering strobe light which was
highly popular but we used the exercise as a means of freezing
movement and demonstrated its effect upon a girl figure which
exercised upon a trampoline wheeled into the center of the
stage thus we gained a new appreciation for the human form
in motion and for the gift of light which permits us to per-
ceive relationships color and beauty of form

we also created a screen and light dance in which we used
four slide projectors and two movie projectors simultaneously
to surround the audience with sound moving pictures and in-
tense color patterns this event began with a single figure in
the darkened arena lighting a candle in the center of the floor
we then watched an elaborate display of light color sound
and movement as it grew in intensity and complexity until it
achieved a climax after which it was systematically reduced
until only the candle remained alone on the stage finally a
lone figure moved slowly to it and blew it out to the final
strains of music the experience was moving designed to im-
press upon the audience in a very concrete and literal way the
infinite dimensions of light sound and movement and their
perception

I1 do not believe the audience must leave the theatre totally
aware of the ideas which informed the selections it is not
necessary to say when leaving tonight we saw woman or
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heard sound or saw light because we perceive these elements
however poorly without the artist s help the aim of the artist
is to bring the audience to a new awareness of the meaning
and range of his surroundings to make him appreciative of
god s gifts to acknowledge that the world is beautiful is
good is stimulating and has order and if this world contains
these elements then the next dimension of existence occurs
where these qualities are even more abundant

today s theatre is in my opinion the superlative place to
teach these concepts to our own culture and to the world its
organic purpose is to make concepts concrete properly under-
stood and used theatre performs the function brigham young
envisioned when he described it as the foremost civilizing in-
strumentstrument



the voice
of the prophet

STEVEN C WALKER

revelation is a vital and complex process and nowhere is
its vitality and complexity more evident than in the doctrine
and covenants the histories of the revelations within this
powerful book of scripture in connection with internal ev-
idences make clear that god has accomplished his communi-
cations with his modern prophets through a variety of media
for example eight of the early revelations compiled in the
doctrine and covenants were received by means of the arimurim
and thummimThummim sections 2 1513 and part of 27 were delivered
by direct angelic messenger part of section 150130 was manifest
by a physically audible voice sections 76 110 and at least
part of 107 are the results of heavenly visions section 85 was
given by the still small voice probably the bulk of the rev-
elationselations recorded in this remarkable volume were revealed as
is stated inin the superscription of section 20 through the inter-
nal manifestations of the spirit of prophecy and revelation

not only is revelation given in different ways but it ap-
pears in different forms some of the writings which have been
canonized as scripture by inclusion within the doctrine and
covenants are translations others are prayers others historical
accounts others organizational minutes still others letters and
at least one section 154134 is acknowledgedly the opinion of
its author according to its own pronouncement then the doc-
trine and covenants is not as some have supposed a word for
word reiteration of the exact language of god dictated in all
cases audibly it is rather a revelation of his will to his proph-
ets through a variety of communicational media in several
different forms

mr walker isis a university graduate prize fellow at harvard
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god has obviously many ways of speaking to man ranging
in directness from the intense face to face conversations en-
joyed by moses to such quiet revelations as the ratification of
a prophet s personal conclusions through the acquiescence of
the spirit there is good reason for this variation in the in-
tensity of revelations from god sometimes it is necessary for
the lord to inspire his prophets to a greater degree than at
other times surely it would require less intensity of spirit
for example to assure joseph smith in section 96 that he was
making the right decision in nominating bishop whitney to
direct the practical workings of the united order than it would
to impress upon the prophet the completely new theological
concepts of section 76 which unlike the information revealed
in the former section the lord could not expect the prophet
to attain through any amount of personal consideration of the
problem

this is not by any means to say that some revelations are
more valid than others revelation is the word of the lord no
matter in whose words it is couched and its divine source is
an indisputable validation of not only its accuracy but its
value revelations in temporal matters though they be as rel-
atively unimpressive as simple confirmation of the spirit upon
the decision of the prophet are yet divine communications
and as binding and valuable as a direct theophany but it is
beyond question that some revelations carry more far reaching
implications than others and that revelation is communicated
by various means in answer to various needs according to dif-
ferent divine intents and therefore in varying intensities

this variability of revelatory means and intensities is com-
pletely in keeping with the historical workings of god for he
has always respected the agency and cultivated the individuality
of his prophets book of mormon readers recognize the re-
markablymarkably diverse styles retained in that work just as biblical
analysts acknowledge the variety of styles in the bible despite
the levelizinglevelizing phraseology of translators the lord does not
treat his prophets like puppets the very idea of revelation
by any such controlled means as auto writing wherein divine
power actually moves the hand on the pen is repugnant to
anyone who considers man a responsible agent even when a
device as mechanical as the arimurim and thummim is used to
communicate revelation its workings apparently involve a de-
gree of creation on the part of the prophet and confirmation
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rather than dictation by the lord indeed the lord berates
oliver cowdery for his overdependentdependentover use of that instrument

behold you have not understood you have supposed that I1
would give it unto you when you took no thought save it was
to ask me but behold I1 say unto you that you must study
it out inin your mind then you must ask me if it be right and
if it is right I1 will cause that your bosom shall burn within
you therefore you shall feel that it is right but if it be not
right you shall have no such feelings but you shall have a
stupor of thought that shall cause you to forget the thing
which isis wrong doctrine and covenants 979.97997979 9

in consequence of god s respect for the agency of his proph-
ets there isis necessarily much of the rhetorical style of the
prophet in the words of the lord it is impossible for rev-
elation to pass through the soul of a free agent without some
of his personal style appearing in the written revelation the
author of the doctrine and covenants makes clear that these
commandments were given to his servants in their weakness
after the manner of their language doctrine and covenants
124.124

in the light of this inviolateness of the prophet s agency
the differing intensity of spiritual impact in various revelations
and the heterogeneous means by which revelation is given one
would expect and indeed one finds distinct differences among
the literary styles of the various revelations of the doctrine
and covenants it is possible for instance to recognize whether
joseph smith or the lord is speaking to trace evidences of the
media by which a given revelation is delivered and even at
times to apprehend the relative intensity of the particular spiri-
tual manifestation when the prophet records the direct words
of the lord his style is different from the style in which he
writes his own thoughts when he has seen a vision his rhetoric
is distinguishable from that in which he sets down personal
conclusions ratified by the lord when he is intensely inspired
he is more eloquent than when less moved by the spirit

it is meaningful to trace these stylistic nuances within the
doctrine and covenants because they provide vital external
evidence of the validity of the book literary styles are as
unique and individually characteristic as fingerprints it is al-
most as easy to forge a revelation and we should learn from
william E mlellinsMLellins experience the difficulty of that as it
is to consistently forge a style not one s own one would
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logically expect god to speak differently than joseph smith
one would expect joseph smith moreover to speak differ-
ently under intense influence of the spirit than under less pro-
found spiritual motivation and one might even expect that
revelations communicated through the urimarim and thummimthummirnThummirn
would differ noticeably in style from those conveyed by for
example heavenly messenger the fact that these expectations
are confirmed by critical analysis of the stylistic variations
within the doctrine and covenants is an objective testament
to the consistency and reliability of the book

the most obvious stylistic variation in the doctrine and
covenants is the marked shift inin manner apparent to even
the most casual reader between the first six verses and the
final forty verses of section 121 it should be kept in mind
that this powerful revelation consists of two distinct structural
divisions the brief but fervent introductory prayer in which
the prophet joseph smith pleads for the intercession of the
lord against the enemies of the saints and the balance of the
section comprising the savior s moving revelation of comfort
and theological insight in answer to the prophet s plea thus
we have in section 121 an ideal situation for comparing joseph
smith s natural style with the rhetorical mode of the lord

the differentiation between the two segments of the sec-
tion is not of course as clearcutclear cut as this joseph smith s prayer
obviously manifests the imprint of inspiration doubtless his
introductory prayer is like the inspired prayers of sections 65
and 109log in itself a form of revelation indeed the crescendo
of intensity in language complexity in syntax and lyricism in
technique suggests a definite increase in spiritual influence
throughout the prayer it is as though from his simple opening
question to his final rhapsodic plea the prophet were being
filled increasingly with the spirit it is not certain moreover
that the final division of the section is the verbatim word of
the lord it may well have been colored by the prophet s style
in transcription or may even be the prophet s verbalization of
conceptual impressions from the lord despite these possible
complications it is obvious that the final segment of the section
represents if not the direct words of the lord in contrast with
the earlier words of joseph smith at least a more direct
spiritual manifestation than the introduction

the intriguing thing about the section from a literary point
of view is that it is stylistically obvious when joseph smith
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ceases speaking and the lord begins this is true despite the
extremely high quality of both styles literary technique in
each of the segments of the section is characterized by dictionaldictionfictionalal
acuity syntactical soundness and that careful embodiment of
conceptual nuances within rhetorical structure which character-
izes the finest literary style and the two rhetorical approaches
have more in common than their high quality both are
relatively simple in diction the initial style containing sixty
eight percent monosyllables and the other seventy three per-
cent both are rich in inverted syntax both are colored by he-
braic parallelism and both are vibrant with lyrical concentra-
tion repetition concreteness and spiritual intensity indeed
perhaps the most striking feature of each of the styles is the
aptness with which they convey their intense spiritual fervor
one would expect such stylistic similarity of course emanating
from the pervasive influence of the identical spirit which
motivated both utterances

though both styles are admirable the literary technique
of the second division is as one might expect from its author-
ship markedly more supple and effective than that of the first
several distinct differences in the mechanical features of style
contribute to the superiority of the latter part of the section
this second style for one thing is more subtle capable of
greater variation sentences within the last forty verses of the
section average twenty percent longer than those in the initial
verses

an even more marked indication of the sophistication of
literary technique in this latter part of the section is the hetero-
geneity of sentence size sentences in the introductory prayer
range in length from five words to seventy three words in-
sofar as flexibility of sentence length is one of the hallmarks
of competent literary style this broad spectrum of sentence
size is an indication of a remarkably fine control of language
but sentence lengths in the second style are even more im-
pressive they extend from six words to 149 words over twice
the capacity for flexibility as that demonstrated in the intro-
ductory verses of the section

A further evidence of stylistic superiority in the second
phase of the revelation is the relationship between dependent
and independent clauses in the first six verses of the section
there are sixteen independent and only three dependent clauses

a minimum of subordination in the passage of equal letter
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age immediately subsequent to the introductory prayer how-
ever there are ten independent clauses and no less than nine
dependent clauses this almost equal ratio of dependent to
independent clauses represents a high degree of subordination
and hence a highly competent style

another distinction between the two styles of section 121
is the more facile use of verbs in the second this latter style
contains almost ten percent more verbs than the initial style
verbs of course are the workhorses of the language prose
with a high verb content tends to be more forceful more
vigorous and more clear than prose which is anemic in verbs
not only is the style of the second segment of the section richer
in verbs it contains almost twice as many ververbaisbals proportion-
ately as the first style these ververbaisbals such as the burning
and rising of verse 11 invigorate and vitalize even the non
verb elements of the second division of the section

A further differentiation in verb usage distinguishes the
rhetorical pattern of the literary voice of joseph smith from
that of the lord in the lord s reply to the prophet there is

frequent utilization of the emphatic do do used in this
manner is a formal intensifier unessential to the basic meaning
and grammatical structure of the sentence the lord could have
said thy friends stand by thee rather than thy friends do
stand by thee and meant exactly the same thing the dif-
ference isis entirely one of emphasis this distinctive nuance
of style evident in verses 9 10 and 11 is entirely absent from
joseph smith s comments in the beginning verses of the section
although this usage is admittedly a minor point the very
subtlety of the distinction magnifies its significance it is an
integral element within the distinctive style of the second di-
vision of section 121 yet it is not easily noticed let alone con-
ceived beforehand in a deliberate attempt to defraud

A similarly subtle stylistic distinction between the two di-
visions arisesarises from the frequent use in the second style of the

of genitive wherein a possessive noun commonly preceding
the substantive it describes and marked with the apostrophal
sign of the genitive serves instead as the object in a preposition-
al phrase introduced by of in the thirty seventh verse for
example we find the authority of that man rather than the
more usual that man s authority this construction almost
nonexistent in the introduction of the section is widespread
in its latter division indeed it is so common that a triple
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usage of it may be seen in this single clause from the thirty
first verse the days of the dispensation of the fulnessfalness of
times

the superiority of the style of the lord then as embodied
in the final forty verses of section 121 is particularly evident
in the greater variability of sentence length and pattern the
more careful subordination of idea and in general the tran-
scendentscend ent capacity for embodying the nuances of meaning in
the form of the rhetoric hence the style of the latter division
of the section notwithstanding the competence of joseph
smith s rhetoric as evidenced in his introductory prayer is pre-
eminent not only in its complexity but in its resultant capacity
for suppleness clarity and profundity

A less obvious but perhaps more significant instance of
stylistic variation within the doctrine and covenants appears
in section 128 this revelation recorded in epistolary form
contains in its beginning verses perhaps the nearest thing that
can be found within the doctrine and covenants to the un-
inspired style of joseph smith the prophet is here evidently
reporting in his own words unmoved at the moment to any
extensive degree by the spirit conclusions which have pre-
viously been divinely ratified by relatively nonspectacular
spiritual manifestation the absence of intense present spiritual
motivation is evident in the style of the opening verses of the
section throughout the revelation however there is a gradual
acceleration of rhetorical complexity and intensity culminating
in the lyrical rhapsody of verse twenty three this increasing
sophistication of style may well reflect a corresponding influx
of the spirit into the mind and heart of the prophet thus it
is highly probable though we of course cannot be certain in
the absence of pertinent information from the prophet him-
self that section 128 comprises from its apparently relatively
uninspired introduction to its highly inspired conclusion a
crystallization of the range of his rhetorical style

joseph smith begins the letter in this matter of fact almost
mundane style

As I1 stated to you in my letter before I1 left my place that I1
would write to you from time to time and give you informa-
tion in relation to many subjects I1 now resume the subject
of the baptism for the dead as that subject seems to occupy
my mind and press itself upon my feelings the strongest since
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1I have been pursued by my enemiesenemies doctrine and covenants
1281.1281

stylistically this isis a far cry from the powerful rhetoric of
section 121 it isis for one thing much less concentrated the
same message in section 121 would have been expressed inin
half the words the first two clauses the redundant now
and the repetitive subject would all no doubt have been
omitted in the earlier revelation this lack of concentration is
particularly significant in the light of joseph smith s usual
preeminence under the influence of the spirit inin this aspect
of style in such a statement for example as there is no such
thing as immaterial matter doctrine and covenants 1317
the prophet compresses into eight words heights of scientific
knowledge that have taken man six thousand years to discover
and volumes to describe and profound depths of doctrinal
insight which theologians have yet to plumb and this type of
concentrated statement is typical of the bulk of his revela-
tory style

this verse is not only less concentrated than the prose of
joseph smith examined heretofore but is tainted in its technique
by a strained rigidity a self conscious formality entirely absent
in section 121 much of the reason for this rhetorical heavi-
ness is the overbalance of dependent clauses a ratio of four
to one in this verse which lends itself to an obscure indirect
and plodding literary technique in comparison with the
prophet s usual style the manner of the introductory verses of
section 128 is decidedly prosaic

verse 18 of the same section while still less than joseph
smith s stylistic best is more spontaneous and effective in its
rhetorical technique than verse 1

I1 might have rendered a plainer translation to this but it isis
sufficiently plain to suit my purpose as it stands it isis suf-
ficient to know in this case that the earth will be smitten
with a curse unless there isis a welding link of some kind or
other between dhethe fathers and the children upon some subject
or other andbeholdandand behold what is that subject it is the baptism
for the dead for we withoutthemwithout them cannot be made perfect
neither can they without us be made perfect neither can
they nor we be made perfect without those who have died
inin the gospel also for it isis necessary inin the ushering inin of
the dispensation of the fulnessfalness of times which dispensation
is now beginning to usher inin that a whole and complete and
perfect union and welding together of dispensations and
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keys and powers and glories should take place and be re-
vealed from the days of adam even to the present time

although its beginning may be somewhat verbose the first
sentence could possibly have been omitted without damage to
the meaning and the first welding may be slightly re-
dundant it is markedly more concentrated than the first verse
of the section moreover its style is far freer there isis here
much more evidence of the fluency and cadence of syntax
which characterizes joseph smith s style at its best toward
the end of this eighteenth verse there even appears a tendency
toward hebrew parallelism in grammatical structure this
stylistically admirably convention is the essence of hebrew
poetry and the glory hebrew prose in a word the style of
verse 18 is decidedly superior to that of verse 1

immediately subsequent to verse 18 there is an even more
striking improvement in the literary style of the section joseph
smith demonstrates in the final verses of the revelation his full
rhetorical powers indeed much of this final segment of sec-
tion 128 is not only remarkable prose but sheer poetry notice
for example how facilely verse 23 adapts itself to poetic form

let the mountains shout for joy
and all ye valleys cry aloud
and all ye seas and dry lands tell the wonders of your eternal

king

and ye riversrivers and brooks and rills flow down with gladness
let the woods and all the trees of the field praise the lord
and ye solid rocks weep for joy

and let the sun moon and the morning stars sing together
and let all the sons of god shout for joy
and let the eternal creations declare his name forever and

ever

the poem it will be observed resolves itself into triadic
form on the basis of both synonymity of content and parallel-
ism of grammatical structure so that three sets of independent
clauses form the three stanzas of the work the internal pattern
reflecting the total form careful cadences and subtle syntactic
rhythms embueembee the passage with the richness of poetic flavor
as does the pervasively metaphorical nature of the verse the
passage is moreover highly lyrical it could be set to music
it even contains in lines one six and eight a unifying lyric
refrain the purpose of this formal concern throughout the
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verse of course is to emphasize the content to convey its
inherent spiritual fervor and to increase the impact of the
passage upon the reader the success of the sstyletyle is obvious

thus there can be seen from verse 1 through verse 18 to
its climax inin verse 23 a gradual accelerando and crescendo of
stylistic acuity and rhetorical impact the first verses in the
section are matter of fact and stylistically unimpressive the
middle verses are more vibrant the concluding passage of the
revelation is exultant exhilarated and profound a master-
piece of stylistic craftsmanship the most superficial reading
of section 128 will identify the increasing spiritual intensity
as evidenced in the style throughout the revelation it is as
if joseph smith started the letter on his own recalling in-
formation revealed in the past and concluded the revelation
under the complete influence of the spirit such instances of
the transcendent superiority of the literary style of the prophet
under divine influence of the spirit may well be the reason
that joseph and sidney were commanded to record the awe-
some vision of section 76 while they were yet in the spirit
doctrine and covenants 76113.76113

due to necessary limitations of space it is possible in this
paper only to list rather than to scrutinize further examples
several instances of the apparent effect of the spirit on the
language of revelation within the doctrine and covenants
however deserve at least mention it should be pointed out
for instance that those sections revealed through the hrim
and thummin sections 3 6 7 11 14 15 16 and 17
demonstrate a stiff almost mechanical rhetorical technique
moreover these sections seem to be organized according to a
mutually distinctive formula indeed not only are there many
repetitions of direct passages among the revelations but sec-
tions 14 15 and 16 are almost verbatim reiterations of the
same textual material in virtually the same language there
is indication in the cautiousness and repetitiveness of style
within these early revelations that the prophet s revelatory
ability grew from a gradual learning process inin the art of re-
ceiving revelation rather than an immediate and complete
endowment the general literary quality of the revelations tends
to improve throughout the doctrine and covenants

section 13 which was delivered by an angelic messenger
isis logically enough couched in the language one would expect
from an ambassador of so important a kingdom the obvious
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care with which the revelation is worded as well as its aura
of stiffly archaic formality is reminiscent of the language of
protocol john had here obviously a vital message to convey
and judging from its formality apparently felt it necessary to
deliver it word for word

another intriguing stylistic phenomenon in the doctrine
and covenants is section 85 wherein after the intercession of
the still small voice in verse 6 the style changes from simple
journalistic reporting to one of eloquent and magnificent
poetic prophesying section 130 with its miscellaneous items
of information is reminiscent in its concentration and its
clarity of encyclopedic style and of course the minutes in
section 102 along with oliver cowdery s opinions in section
134 provide an interesting stylistic touchstone by which to
evaluate the revelatory sections

section 76 that grandly eloquent record of the vision of
postmortalitypostmortality vouchsafed to joseph smith and sidney rigdon
is without question the epitome of stylistic accomplishment in
the doctrine and covenants it is preeminent among the
revelations both in its stylistic majesty and in its sustained
spiritual fervor this is of course entirely in keeping with
the sublimity and profundity of its subject matter that it
was recorded while the authors were yet in the spirit
doctrine and covenants 76113 is evident in every line in

the words of the prophet himself

that document is a transcript from the records of the eternal
world the sublimity of the ideas the purity of the language
the scope for action are so much beyond the narrow
mindedness of men that every honest man is constrained
to exclaim it came from god

in the final analysis literary form which is the matter we
have been discussing is at its best nothing other than the most
appropriate and effective embodiment of idea we are con-
tinually reminded by the evidence in the doctrine and cove-
nants that when god has something of extreme importance to
say as he obviously often does in these revelations he is cor-
respondinglyresponding ly careful as to how he encourages his prophet to
say it I1 am suggesting in other words that there is not only
in life and literature but in revelation a high correspondence
between the true and the beautiful truth is apprehended by
the honest as a thing of orderliness of loveliness of esthetic
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emotional intellectual and most significantly spiritual appeal
it might not even be stretching the point to say that motivation
from the spirit of truth makes men eloquent and that the
fervor of this eloquence though it is often mimicked cannot
be imitated furthermore it may well be that the apprehension
of this spiritual eloquence which it should not be forgotten
may be present in the prayer of an inspired child as surely as
it is in the classic rhetoric of a talmage is one aspect of the
recognition of truth

this does not by any means imply that all stylistically
eminent literature is scripture but it does mean that authentic
scripture is profound literature and that we ought to recognize
it as such at least two benefits accrue to those who do for
one thing they enjoy reading the word of the lord more than
those who fail to appreciate its transcendent literary quality
and in the second place this pure appreciation of revelation
in and of itself is highly likely to motivate them to that fre-
quent revisitation of holy writ which is essential to its compre-
hension its assimilation and active living of its precepts
anyone who has read the doctrine and covenants in the spirit
in which it was given has enjoyed that same spiritual thrill
martin harris must have felt when he read behold canstcanet
thou read this without rejoicing and lifting up thy heart for
gladness doctrine and covenants 1939.19391959

an eminent poet expressing his feelings toward scripture
significantly intertwines theological content and literary impact

0 how love I1 thy law
it is my meditation all the day

I1 have more understanding than all my teachers
for thy testimonies are my meditation
I1 understand more than the ancients
because I1 keep thy precepts

how sweet are thy words unto my taste
yea sweeter than honey to my mouth
thy word is a lamp unto my feet
and a light unto my path

thy testimonies have I1 taken as an heritage for ever
for they are the rejoicing of my heart

psalms 1199710011997 100 103 105 111.111iiiili
to david and me where scripture is concerned to love it

is to learn it is to live it



death
in the theater
of alejandro casona

H KAY MOON

alejandro casona born march 25 1903 achieved in his
lifetime perhaps greater international renown than any other
spanish playwright with the possible exception of garcia
lorca 1 yet ironically his plays for years were banned and
therefore scarcely known within his own homeland in 1936
political pressures forced him out of his beloved spain but
a year or two before his death he returned to put a happy end
to his exile and to the obscurity in which his work had re-
mained in his own country no such felicitous conclusion has
yet obtained regarding another strange accident his plays
are still virtually unknown in the english speaking world
though today he is probably the most popular playwright inin
madrid

with characteristic dignity on september 17 1965 alej-

andro casona discovered the last of life s mysteries
the theme of death represented a substantial pattern in

the fabric of casona s theater it is omnipresent but not neces-
sarily awesome and fearful and indeed may be a com-
forter a consoler even a messenger of the lord 2 death was

dr moon associate professor of spanish at brigham young university has
published inin hispania french review original works and BYU studies

constantinoonstantmo susuarezrez points out as indicative of casona s international suc-
cess that inin may 1957 la casa de los siele falconeslalbalhallaijaljaironescones was playing in the teatro
liceoaliceo inin buenos aires los debolesdrboles buerenmueren de pie inin belgrade prohibido suicifurcisuici
dazesdafesdaressayessarey en primavera and Llaleileta teicherateiceraiercera palabrapalabiapalaaia in belgium and holland la dama
del alba in the congo and at the royal theater inin athens and corona de
amor y muettemueitemuerfe in lisbon see Escriescriloresescrztoiestoretlores y artistsartistasart istas asturianosastunanosasturastu ranosnanosianoszanos indice brobiobloergetofro bibliobsbliobibbio

grigragfagranicograficogrificoficofiro I1 PRP R onedooviedo institute de estudiosEstu dios asturianosastunanosAsturAstu nanosianoslanos 1957 p 508 see
also charles H leighton alejandro casona and the new theater in spain
unpublished doctoral dissertation harvard university 1963 p 1

chariescharles H leighton casona and lorca A brief comparison modern
drama VIIvil 31
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the least of life s three great words the other two far more
important are god and love

life to casona was more than mere happenstance it was
fraught with purpose and divinely ordained in short he re-
garded it as a duty and failure to comprehend it thus was in
his view reprehensible in a theater curiously preoccupied with
suicide only one of casona s characters angelica in la dama
del alba actually takes her own life and that only after the
author has established firmly that it was the one generous act
of which she was still capable having squandered her honor
and her right to share in martin s life thus her death ac-
tually contributes to others happiness since they are ignorant
concerning her delinquence and the details of her demise
casona s position is largely reflected in the advice that uriel
receives from his mother in la casa de los fieteslete balconasbalconesbalcones uriel
is unable to find respite from the painful realities that torment
him his mother cautions escucha uriel para pasar aqui
conmigo tienes que esperaresperak tu hora si un dia lo10 intentasintertasintentas por
otro camino nuncabunca mismas volveremosvolveremos a encontrarnos lnuncajnunca
masmas LO oyes bienblenbien3biena

it isis apparent then that casona is traditional in his view
of death he believes with the great majority of the golden
age masters that death represents a reward for some con-
demnationdemnation for many gracian conveys this idea in his portrayal
of it as an awesome queen beautiful and desirable if viewed
from one side grotesque and frightening if viewed from the
other casona recognizes that death may be untimely and tragic
as the peregrina herself suggests when she states that she pre-
fers never to be about when children are playing near the fire
or it may be a peaceful happy condition a fulfillment

perhaps it is the inevitable nature of death that leads ca-
sona to personalize it with an aura of life pablo in la merceratercera
salabrapalabrapa labra though he cannot see it senses its presence and pre-
pares to protect marga s inert form with his own person as

alejandrolelandrojandro casona obras Compcompleteslerasletas ed F C sainz de robles 11II p
893 since all quotations of casona are from this edition subsequent references
will appear parenthetically in the text listen uriel to come over here
with me you have to wait for your hour if one day you should try to do
it any other way we would never see each other again never do you hear
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against an anthropomorphic foe in las tres perfectperfectasas cabadascasadas
the least otherworldlyother worldly of all casona s plays death s

aura is clearly felt as one sometimes senses the presence of
another human being ada is speaking to ferran when she says
ayer cuandochando te pedi la muertebuerte era sincera itete lo10 juro la

merecesmeneces bien pero ahoraadora al sentirlasen tirla aqui tan cerca me da
miedoamiedo 4 OC 11II p 554.554 later after ferran is shot she
asks pero entoncesenton ces qu6iquequa es he answers nada ya Es
sencillamente la muertebuerte no me cierrescherres los bojosojos quiero
verla llegaralegar 5 OC 11 p 567.567

casona s thought isis related in many respects to that of the
great mystics certainly death is not always to be feared in
la casa de los sletejiete balconasbalconesbalcones the characters who return to visit
uriel madre abuelo and alicia are dressed in immaculate
white a suggestion of purity their movements are never hur-
ried and they give the illusion of perfect peace when uriel
joins them he says ni me di cuenta siquier a pero camoc6mozc6mo

puedebuede ser tan maravillosamente facil comoomo puedobuedo sentirmesentirme
de repentedepente tan libre y tan tranquilo6tranquilo6 OC 11II p 947.947
earlier before finding this peace he tries to persuade alicia
to reveal to him how to pass over into the next world and their
dialogue is a beautifully poetic expression of death s fulfill-
ment

uriel tiene que haber un corredor escondido una
puerta secreta ialgojalgobalgo zc6mocomo hicistebiciste tuto

alicia sin darme cuenta solo recuerdo que fue en una
playa entre las rocas del fondo habla una estrella de
mar inuncainunct habla visto nada tan hermoso pero
estaba tan honda tan honda creibrei que no iba a
ilegarllegarfilegar a alcanzarlaalcanzarla JAtu has visto algunaalbuna vez una
estrella de mar

uriel no
alicia ydavdaajlajlala saca de su bolsillabolsilla miralaairala no es precpreciosalosaiosa
uriel Es precpreciosalosaiosa si pero zqu6tueque paso despues cuandochando

la alcanakanaranalcanzasteakanzastezaste

alicia nada me quedequed6duede allallialiailailiaill quieta en el fondo y empezoempez6empizo
a hacerse de noche

uriel Y no te dio miedomledoaledo la oscuridadoscuridad
4yesterdayyesterday when I1 asked for your death I1 did so sincerely I1 swear

you deserve it but now when I1 feel it here so near it frightens me
then what is it nothing now it is simply death don t

close my eyes I1 want to see her come
16 I didndian t even realize how can it be so incredibly easy how is it

possible for me suddenly to feel so free and calm
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aliciaalidaa por quetue tenia una estrella para mi sola OQOC
11II ppap 8958968958967895896.7895896.895 8968967

the multiple aspects of death as spoken of by gracian are
of course most thoroughly treated by casona in la dama del
alba pablo de A cobos speaks briefly of the symbolism em-
bodied in the names of death of this play

la muente tiene en la corcomedianedianedla un nombrecombre gen6ricogenericogenerinogenerico
darnadama del alba y un nornbrenombrecombre especifico peregrina damadarna
del alba es el nombrenornbrecombre mmass hermoso y masmismls optimistoptimistaoptimistsa de
todos los que usa la muente para andar por el mundo
casona no podia elegirelegar otro con el1 se nos viene la muertebuerte
al diadla triunfo de la mananamailana nacientepacientenaci ente sobrebobre la noche
olvidadaolvidada con el nombrenornbrecombre de peregrina se expresaexpress la an
daviegadariega condicioncondici6nconcicioncon dicion y hasta se implicitaimplidtaimplicitimplicitoa un sentidosenaido piadosopiadosa
que no desdice nuncabunca peregrina se nos viene a la vida comocorno
la dama del alba se nos viene al dia 811

it is significant in light of casona s idea regarding death
as a fulfillment that he departs from the macabre tradition of
death as a masculine personage 9 casona s peregrina is a blend
of human warmth and supernatural allegory let us explore
first her supernatural character

the setting of la dama del alba is appropriately timeless
as is the peregrina who comes to visit the home of martin
narces which has been plunged into grief by the disappear

uriel7urielauriel there must be a hidden passage a secret door some-
thing how did you do it

alice without realizing it I1 only remember that it was on a beach between
the rocks on the ocean bed I1 could see a sea star I1 had never seen any-
thing more beautiful but it was down so deep so deep I1 thought
I1 would never reach it have you ever seen a sea star

uriel no
alice look at it isncisn t it lovely
uriel lovely yes but what happened then when you reached it
alice nothing I1 stayed there calmly on the bottom and it began to grow dark
uriel and the darkness didndian t frighten you
alice why should it I1 had a starstax all my own

pablo de A cobos peregrina in la dama del alba insula num
190 septiembresepti embre 1962 p 15 death in the comedy has a generic name
lady of the dawn and a specific name pilgrim lady of the dawn is the
most beautiful and optimistic of all the names that death uses to walk through
the earth casona could choose no other with it he brings death up to date
the triumph of newborn morning over forgotten night the name pilgrim ex-
presses the wandering condition of death and even implies a sense of pity
which is never denied pilgrim comes into life like the lady of dawn comes
into day

leonard P kurtz the dance of death new york publications of the
institute of french studies inc columbia university 1934 indicates that there
are numerous exceptions to this facile rule see particularly chapter XIII sex
of death ppap 209213209 213
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ance and apparent death of angelica the wife of martin be-
fore the peregrina appears she is announced by the incessant
barking of the dog which is able to sense intuitively the omi-
nous strangeness of the visitor the general feeling she leaves
with the adults is one of mystery and fear the sagacious
abuelo seems to remember her and the recollection plagues
his mind for though he is unable to recall for certain where
or when he has met her it does not seem to be a pleasant
memory he questions her at length when has she been in
the village before she explains that she has come on several
occasions and names them one of them was at the time of
the tragic explosion in the mines which took the lives of many
of the village men the abuelo was there injured and he saw
her among the dead claiming her own he remembers and
his immediate reaction is one of terror for his grandchildren
who were playing games with her a few moments before he
says to telva the servant 11 isubejsubejoube con ellos cierra puertas
y ventanasventanas icalientalosicali6ntalos con tu cuerpo si es precisoprecise ayiyY llamealame
quien llameilameclame que no entre nadienadlenadie1010 OC 1I ppap 526527.526527526 527
alone with the peregrina he says

miramecirame a los bojosojos y atr6veteatrevete a deciradecir que no me
conocesconoces Recuerdas el dia que explotoexplot6 el griedgrisugrisd en la minamina
tambientambi6ntambiev yo estaba aliialliaili con el derrumbe sobrebobre el pecho
y el humo agrio en la garganta creiste que habla llegadoalegado
mlmi hora y te acercasteacercaste demasiado lcuandojcuandojCuando al fin entroentr6bentro
el aire limpiogimpio ya habla visto tu cara palidapilidabilida y habiahabfafabia sentidosenaido
tus manos de hieloaielo OC 1I p 527.527

she does not deny her identity the abuelo begs her to leave
his house which she consents to do but not without first ex-
plainingplaining her position

peregrina soy buena amiga de los pobresdobres y de los
hombrescombres de concienciaconci encia limpialampia por quequ6qua no hemosdemos de
hablarnoshablarnos lealmentelealmente

abuelo no me fioflo de ti si fuerasbueras leal no entrarias
disfrazada en las casas para meterte en las habitaciones
aristestristes a la hora del alba

go up to them close all doors and windows warm them with
your own body if necessary and regardless of who calls let no one enter

look me in the eye and dare to say you don t know me do you re-
member the day the fire damp exploded in the mine I1 was there too pinned
beneath the debris with the acrid taste of smoke in my throat you thought that
my hour had arrived and you came too close when finally the clean air
entered the vein I1 had already seen your pale face and felt your icy hands
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peregrina Y quiensulen te ha dicho que necesito entrarentrap yo
estoy siempre dentro mirinmirandoosmirindoosmirandousmirandoosdoos caecercrecer dia por diadla
desde detrasdetris de los espejonespejosespejos OC 1I ppap 529530529530.52955052953012529530.12529 530550530125501212

she expresses here her timelessness As life is eternally pre-
sent so naturally is death

she explains that she once loved a child and could not
resist the temptation to express her love the child is now
an old man a beggar nalonnaion el viejo

peregrina cuandrociandro era nino tenia la mirada mismasmas her-
mosa que se viovig en la tierrafierra una tentaciontentaci6ntentationtentacion azul que me
atrailatraia desde lejos un diadla no pude resistirresistorresistir y 10lo
bese en los ojosbojos

abuelo ahoraadora toca la gultarraguitarraguivarraguigul tarra y pideaide limosnalimosina en las
tomeriasromeriasromerias con su lazarillo y su plato de estaestanobhofio

peregrina isperojperopero yo sigo queri6ndolequeriendole como entoncesentonces Y
algunalgdnalgan dia he de pargarlepargarle con dos estrellas todo el danodahho

que mi amor iele hizo OC LI1 p 531531.5 311331.135113 13

her supernatural qualities are sometimes tragic but she seems
to possess power beyond the grave to repair the harm her love
has caused

martin enters to interrupt the conversation between the
abuelo and the peregrina carrying the unconscious adela
it is martin whom the peregrina wished to claim but since
she fell asleep and was unable to meet him at the appointed
time there is no longer any immediate danger he has had
an accident but all that remains of the experience is a red
spot on his temple which the peregrina gently removes adela
regains consciousness but she is exhausted and soon faints
again the abuelo is quick to cast an anxious questioning
glance at the peregrina who knows by virtue of her super-
natural perception that adela still lives she assures the abuelo
that she is merely sleeping

12pilgrim12pilgrim I1 am a good friend to the poor and to men of clear con-
science why can t we talk like loyal friends

grandfather I1 don t trust you if you were loyal you wouldnwouldnt t enter houses
in disguise to get into grief filled rooms at the hour of the dawn

pilgrim who told you I1 need to enter I1 m always inside watching you grow
day by day from behind the mirrors
pilgrim when he was a child he had the most beautiful glances
that the world had ever seen a blue temptation that attracted me from
afar one day I1 could not resist and I1 kissed his eyes

grandfather now he plays the guitar and begs at the village festivals with his
dog and tin cup

pilgrim but I1 still love him as I1 did then and some day I1 shall give him
two stars to compensate for the harm my love has done him
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martin was supposedly destined to die the night the pere-
grina arrived but adela who sought death was not so des-
tined there is evidence of supernatural intervention by a
power superior to that of the peregrina she is puzzled

peregrina pensativaPensa tiva no lo10 entiendo alguienalgrien se ha
propuesto anticiparanticipar las cosas que deben madurarmaduras a su
tiempo pero lo10 que estiestaestl en mis libros no se puedebuede
evitareviatar va a tomar el bordon volverevolver6VolverpolvereVolvereivere6

abuelo aguardaaguardo explicameexplfcameexplicate esasasas palabraspalavraspalabras
peregrina Es dificildificil porqueborque tampocotampico yo las veo claras

por primera vez me encuentro ante un misterio que
yo mismabismamismabisma no acierto a comprendercomprender queQUC fuerzamuerza empuemlu
j6ja a esa muchachamuchacha antes de tierntiempopo OC I1 p 538538.55853814538.145581414

this is the first time she has encountered a mystery she
could not comprehend further definition of her supernatural
character

she explains that she is to visit this house and take with
her a drowned girl but not this night todaviaTodavia gaitangalian slete
lunas the abuelo begs her to forget the poor adela
thinking that she will be the drowning victim to which the
peregrina answers impossible yo no mando obedezcoobedezco 16

another allusion to a power superior to her own
she returns as she has promised to keep her rendezvous

with someone in this house but she is still not certain for
whom her visit is intended this she learns from martin who
confesses his love for adela and in doing so reveals the story
of his wife angelica angelica is not dead but ran away with
another man three days after her wedding a fact which martin
has concealed from everyone upon hearing this the pere-
grina is certain of her mission she explains it symbolically
to the children

peregrina un diadla la muchachamuchacha desapareciodesapared6 en el re
manso se habla ido a vivireivir a las casas profundasprofundas donde
los peces golpeabangolpeaban las ventanasventanas como pjarospajarospharos frios
y fue inutilinitilinitial que el pueblo enteroantero la llarnarallamarallamera a britosgritos
desde arriba estaba comocorno dormidabormidadormida en su sueno de

pilgrim pensive I1 don t understand someone intended to precipitate
things that should mature in their own time but what is in my books
cannot be avoided she starts to pick up her staff I1 shall come back

grandfather wait explain those words to me
pilgrim it s difficult because I1 don t see them too clearly either for the

first time I1 am facing a mystery that I1 don t quite understand what
power drove that girl on before her time
it s still seven months away

ige161 impossible I1 dont give orders I1 obey
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niebla paseandopassandopaseando por los jardines de musgoamusgo sus ca-
bellos flotantesflotantes y la ternura lenta de sus manos sin
peso asiasl pasaron los dias y los afiosaflosaflow ya todos
empezabanempezaban a olvidarlaolvidarla solo la madre con los bojosojos
bijosfijos la esperabaesperazaesperaba todavia Y por fin el milagro
se hizo una noche de hoguerasnoguerashogueras y cancionescanciones la bella
durmientedarmiente del rio fue encontrada mismlsmas hermosa que
nuncabunca respetadaRespe tada por el agua y los peces tenia los
cabellos limpioslimproslimpios las manos tibiasdibias todavia y en los
labios una sonrisa de paz comocorno si los anosallos del
fondo hubieranhubieran sido solo un instanteinstanceinstante alosjloslos ninos callan
un momentomomenta impresionados

dorinadonina ique historia tan extextranaextrafiaextrandextranarafiarabia buindocuindocuandoCuando ocurri6ocurrio
eso

peregrina no ha ocurrido todavia pero ya estaesti cerca
no os acordaisacordiisacordiacordaisis iestajestalesta noche todos los riosnos del

mundo lievan una gota del jordanjordin OC I1 ppap 576-
57717577577. 17

she has explained prophetically exactly what will occur this
very night angelicaang6licaangilica returns as the dama has predicted ex-
pecting to occupy her former position in the home a position
now occupied by adela when she enters the peregrina
without seeing her senses her presence recognizes her and
calls her by name the dama proceeds to convince her of
the futility of her position which she is at first reluctant to
accept she exclaims inoinojno habra fuerzamuerza humana que me
arranqueranquear de aquiatulasuiaqui18aquffacuff18 OC 1I p 596.596 she is unaware of how
profoundly true these words are she tells the peregrina of
her despair when her lover abandoned her and the peregrina
reads her thoughts

peregrina con voz de profundaprofrojundafunda sugejugesugestiosugestwnstion como sisi sisi-
gushieraiera en voz aitaaltaalladitaailaaira el pensamiento de AngRiangelicacajcao

pilgrim one day the girl disappeared in the backwater she had
gone below to live in the deep houses where fish knock on the window
panes like cold birds and the whole town called to her from above but
she did not hear she was as though in a misty sleep strolling through the
moss gardens her hair a floating wisp her weightless hands a tender
slowness there she spent days and years finally everyone began to
forget her only her mother her gaze steady still waited and
finally the miracle happened one festive night a night of bonfires and
singing the sleeping beauty was found lovelier than ever the water
had respected her beauty for her hair was clean her hands still warm
and on her lips a smile of peace as though the years below hadbad been
but an instant the children are silent for a moment impressed

dorina what a strange story when did it happen
pilgrim it hasnchasn t happened yet but it is near don t you remember

tonight all the rivers in the world carry water from the river jordan
no human force is capable of tearing me from this place
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aquella noche pensastepensantepens aste que mismlsmas aliaalliallaaila al otro lado del
miedoamiedo estestaesia el pais del ultimo perdon con un frio
blanco y tranquilo donde hay una sonrisa de paz para
todos los labios una serenidadseren idad infinita para todos los
bojosojos jy donde es tan hermoso dormircormir siempre
quieta sin dolor y sin fin

angelica se vuelve mirrmiremirandolaindola con miedoamiedo quien eres
tutd que me estsestas leyendoleyenda por dentro OC 1I p
597.1959719

angelica continues to protest until the dama convinces her
in a scene which expresses another poetic facet of death as a
fulfillment

peregrina yo te ensefiar6ensenare el camino ven conmigo y
mananamahlana el pueblo tendra su leyenda la toma de la
mano vamosvarnos

angelica sueltabuelta hay algo en ti que me da miedoamiedo
peregrina jodaviajodavia hiramemframemirame bien comoomo me ves ahoraadora

queda inm6vilmmovil con las manos cruzadascruzadas
angelica la contemplocontemplacon templa fascinadafascinadamadawadawadduada como un gran suefiosueno

sinsin pirpadosparpadospappadospirparpados pero cada vez mismlsmas hermosa
peregrina itodojtodoitoko el secreto esta ANahiahl primero vivireivir apa

sionadamente y despues dorirmorir con belleza le pone
la corona de rosas en los cabellos asi como si
fuerasbueras a una nueva boda animo angelicaang6licaangilica un
momento de valor y tu recuerdo quedaraquedariquadara plantadollantadoplantado en
la aldea como un roble llenoilenolieno de nidosn1dosanidos vamos

angelica cierra los bojosojos vamos OC 1I ppap 600-
601 20

the village people find her in the river serene in death as
the peregrina foretold everyone accepts angelica s reappear

pilgrim vithwith a deeply suggestive tone as though she were following
aloud angelas thoughts that night you thought that over there on
the other side of fear is the country of ultimate forgiveness with a calm
white cold where there is a peaceful smile for all lips an infinite serenity
for all eyes and where it is beautiful to sleep forever quiet without
pain and without end

angela she turns looking at her fearfully who are you that you know
how to read my thoughts
pilgrim ill show you the way come with me and tomorrow the town
will have its legend she takes her by the hand shall we

angela let go there s something about you that frightens me
pilgrim still look at me carefully how do you see me now
angela contemplating her fascinated like a great startled dream

but more and more beautiful
pilgrim there is the whole secret first live passionately then die beauti-

fully she places the crown of roses in her hair there as though
you were going to a new wedding courage angela one moment
of courage and your memory will be rooted in the village like an oak
full of nests shall we

angela closing her eyes yes
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ance as a miracle and another of the dama s predictions is
fulfilled

casona does not sacrifice characterization to the symbolic
nature of the peregrina she possesses human qualities which
redeem her from the purely allegorical when she first ap-
pears she has not lost her way but las fuerzas para anandarlo21andarloandablodarlodario 121

she is tired and cold at length the children ask her if she
knows any games she answers that she has forgotten them
all but adds si me ensenaisensefiaisensenaisnals puedobuedo aprenderuprender 12211222 she
begins to play and she soon discovers the miracle of laughter
but she finds difficulty in controlling it her laughter in-
creases in almost frenzied crescendo until a convulsive burst
frightens the children and she herself is astonished pero
zqu6tueque es lo10 que estoy haciendo que es esto que me hincha
la garganta y me retumba cristales en la boca OQOC 1I p
520 2313 though she is unaccustomed to such merriment she
is capable of it but it soon tires her and she finds that she
must rest she even falls asleep leaving instructions that she
be awakened promptly at nine 0 clock she is fallible for she
oversleepsoversleeps and martin whom she was to meet is spared

solo un nino podia realizarrealizerrealizar tal milagro 24 she declares this
expression reflects a human tenderness for children los
ninos son buenos amigosamidos miosbiosmiosbios 11251121122125 she says later during the
festivities of the noche de san juan andres the youngest
child exclaims lyoiyoiyojyo voy a saltar la hoguerahiguera como los grandes
vendrasjendrasVendras con nosotrosvosotrosnosotros 13112126 to which she answers no cuandochando

los ninos saltan por encimaencisa del fuego no quisieraquisiera nuncabunca estar
aliialluaill 12712127 OC 1I p 563.563565

she is aware of the terror that people feel for her and is
distressed she desires understanding and longs to feel wel-
come she tells the abuelo who has invited her to leave
solo quisieraquisiera antes de marchargarcharmarchar que me despidieras sin odio

con una palabrasalabra buena 2821 OC 1I p 529.529 her love and
her emotions are tragic as she herself explains

22. 1 the strength to travel it
222 if you teach me I1 can learn

what am I1 doing what is this that swells in my throat and re
verberatesverberates in my mouth with the ring of crystal

2411 only a child could accomplish such a miracle
az2z children are good friends of mine
26i1 I m going to jump over the bonfire like the big guys will you come

with us
27 no when children jump over fires I1 would prefer never to be there
2as2s I1 only wish before I1 leave that you should bid me goodbyegood bye without

hatred with a kind word
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peregrina tarnbi6ntambientambiev yo quisieraquisiera adornarmeadorn arme de rosas como
las campesinascampesinoscampesinas vivireivir entre ninos felices y tener un
hombre hermoso a quien amar pero cuandochando voy a cor
tar las rosas todo el jardin se me hiela cuandochando los
ninos luegan conmigo bengotengo que volver la cabeza por
miedoamiedo a que se me queden quietosquintos al tocarlos Y en
cuanto a los hombrescombreshombres de que me sirvesirve que los mismasmas
hermososhermosos me busquenbuaquen a caballo si al besarlos sientoasiento

que sus brazos inutilesin6tilesinutiles me resbalanresbalan sinsin fuerzamuerza en la
cintura dejesDesesdesesperadadesesperaaaperada comprendesComprendes ahoraadora lo10 amargo
de mi destinodestine presenciarPresenciar todos los dolores sin poder
florar tener todos los sentimientossentimlentos de una mujer
sinsin poder usar ningunonin guno jy estar condenadacondenada a matarmalar
siempresiempre siempresiempre sinsin poder buncanunca morirdorirdorirmorir cae abru
mada en ele1ea sillansillonsill6n con la brentefrentej rente entre las manos 29

noting her emotion the abuelo is moved

se acerbaacerca y ie pone cordialcordialmentecordjalmentemente una mano bobresobre
el dombrohombro

abuelo pobre mujer
peregrina gracias abuelo te habla pedidopedico un poco de

comprensi6ncomprensioncompression y me has llamado mujer que es la palabrasalabra
mmass hermosa en labios de hombre OC 1I p 53230532.3053210532.105523055210

those of us still en este lado de todas las preguntaspregun tas 31

may resent casona s untimely encounter with his own private
peregrina but we are forced to concede that la muertebuerte es masmas
habil que nosotrosvosotrosnosotros 32 and we find comfort in the hope that
casona now en el lado de la unica contestacioncontestaci6ncontestationcontestacion 33 has found
in his union with the peregrina the fulfillment he expected

pilgrim I1 too should like to adorn myself with roses like the peasant
girls live among happy children and have a beautiful man to love but
when I1 go to cut roses the whole garden freezes when children play
with me I1 have to turn my head for fear that they will remain still when
I1 touch them and as for men what good does it do me that the hand-
somest of them come looking for me on horseback when I1 kiss them I1
feel their useless arms slide limply from my waist desperately do you
understand now the bitterness of my destiny to witness all grief with-
out being able to cry to have all the sentiments of a woman without
being able to use any of them to be condemned to kill always
always without ever being able to die she falls overwhelmed into
the armchair with her forehead between her hands

30 he draws near and puts his hand gently on her shoulder
grandfather poor woman
pilgrim thank you grandfather I1 asked you for a little understanding and

you have called me a woman which is the most beautiful word on a
man s lips

il over here where all the questions are
death is more skillful than we

33 over there where the only answer is
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louis C MIDGLEY beyond human nature the con-
temporary debate over moral natural law provo utah
brigham young university press 1968 132 ppap 1501.50150

reviewed by dante germino professor of political philos-
ophy at the woodrow wilson department of government
and foreign affairs at the university of virginia he is
author of the italian fascist party inin poweypower A study in
totalitarian rule 1959 beyond ideology the revival of
political theory 1967 coauthor of the government and
politics of contemporary italy 1968 and has written num-
erous articles in the field

professor midgley s monograph is a carefully reasoned
and informative account of the status of natural law thinking
in recent christian theology As such it will be of interest to
theologians political theorists and philosophers the present
reviewer in an article published in the journal of politics a
decade ago found much that was rich and suggestive for
political theory in the work of such distinguished and
creative theologians of our time as karl barth emil brunner
and reinhold niebuhr as well as in the writings of various
anglican and roman catholic adherents of natural law mr
midgley discusses this literature with thoroughness and per-
ceptiveness and in addition to taking into account material
that has been published in the intervening ten years also deals
extensively with paul tillich s political thought a topic which
this reviewerreviewer had purposely omitted indeed the chapter on
tillich and the frequent allusions to him in other parts of the
monograph are particularly suggestive and constitute the best
part of the book

it would be an understatement to say the least to observe
that mr midgley is not a natural law man As the after-
word makes clear he wishes to see a radical break in today s

theology with the essentialist or natural law tradition what
is now required he argues isis a revival and creative continua-
tion of the voluntarist nominalist tradition one of the ad

118
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vantages of the author s approach isis that his radical rejection
of natural law enables him to point to affinities in the thinking
of barth brunner niebuhr and tillich and between all of
these men and catholic thought that are often overlooked
by commentators more interested in exploring the grounds
of their disagreements with one another in the process pro-
fessor midgley has provided us with the outlines of a creative
reinterpretation of the political thought of barth and tillich in
particular I1 think that he is basically correct in describing their
theologies as essentialist at their core

the author also places in bold relief some of the difficul-
ties with which those who seek to continue the natural law
tradition in some form have to deal he is correct to argue
that some exaggerated claims have been made about the effect
of the abandonment of natural law thinking particularly in
germany on the rise of totalitarianism A stronger case could
be made after the manner of camus in the rebel that the
overthrow of the concept of limit while it did not cause
totalitarianism merely to list the possible causes would result
in my exceeding the space limitations of this review by far
did contribute to a weakened capacity for intellectual and
spiritual resistance to totalitarianism in the general political
culture of the west however the author defines essentialism
so broadly that he would surely end by also rejecting the at-
tempts of writers such as camus and voegelin with whom he
does not deal to go back to the greek experience of order
and begin afresh to articulate a noetic interpretation of man s

experience of order in history the author makes much of the
difficulties of operationalizingrationalizingope any natural law norms and
shows how the ambiguity of such norms led even to the justifi-
cation of nazism in terms of natural law by certain spokesmen
of the so called german christians here he certainly puts
his finger on the need of writers inin the essentialist tradition to
make explicit the relationship between the preintellectualpre intellectual com-
mitment of the philosopher or theologian to the humanity of
man without such a preinpreintellectualpre inintellectualtellteilteliectuallectual commitment to the worth
of man as person and his yes 11 essential equality with re-
spect to other persons the work of the reason will inevitably
be vitiated eric voegelin has perhaps already done a good deal
along these lines in some of his recent essays inin anamnesis
stress on the crucial importance of preintellectualpre intellectual qualities
which give an orientation to the work of the reason will also
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help to show that the demand for the operationoperationalizingrationalizingope alizingaliling of nat-
ural law rests on a misconception of man s experience of order
man must act and be responsible for his actions in specific
empirical situations natural law or better the right by
nature cannot serve as a set of detailed instructions for the
a priori guidance of action on the other hand although rea-
soned awareness of the right by nature cannot really tell us
what to do in a given concrete situation it can tell us that there
are ultimate boundaries to human action that there are some
acts and decisions which are never permissible because they
fundamentally violate human dignity such a view would pre-
sumably be objected to by the author on a number of grounds
one of them being that it comprises the sovereignty of god
who is thereby made subordinate to nature or being but
we might ask what effect does the rejection of any concept
of an objective limit to human action have on the sovereignty
of god and on his relation to men how can we continue to
speak of man at all what exactly lies beyond human
nature the superman

I1 am sure that the author would reject any such attempt at
reductio ad absurdum or rather ad nietzscheumNietzscheum I1 do not get
any sense from his monograph that his position is at all con-
genial to that of nietzsche who proclaimed after all the

death of god and yet it does appear to me that he needs to
spell out much more fully than he has done the implications of
his alternative position unfortunately and this is the principal
defect of his study he only addresses himself to the question
of elaborating a political theory on nominalist grounds a
political theory that looks beyond human nature for an under-
standing of man and a basis for value commitments in the
last four pages of the book this leaves his work especially
given his choice of main title an unfinished symphony

EDMUND WILSON the dead sea scrolls 194719691947 1969
new york oxford university press 1969 320pp 6506.50650

reviewed by richard lloyd anderson professor of history
and religion at brigham young university dr anderson
former book reviewreview editor of brigham young university
studies has specialized inin ancient history new testament
studies and early mormon history
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wilson s updating of his readable summary is of interest
to BYU studies mainly because of his eight page treatment of
mormonism in closing As an eminent critic and author wilson
has shown himself a man for all subjects though a self con
fessedfessel nonexpert on the scrolls his narrative powers brought
his work wide attention as a model of conciseness incorporated
with small modification into the new edition the original six
chapters average some twenty pages each but the revision s

main characteristics are shown inin roughly doubling the length
by adding seventeen chapters averaging some ten pages each
the result is a series of vignettes at first on the significance
of post 1955 discoveries followed by essentially impressionistic
travelogue thus personal tastes of the author predominate
both on the main subject and the closing incidental comments
on joseph smith

the revision continues to popularize a point of view that
has caused distinct christian squirmingssquirmings A born shrinker of
myths p 275 wilson has thrown the light of the scrolls on
the myth of the origins of christianity p 276 new en-

vironmentalvironmental parallels he believes would tend to reduce
christian divine revelation to a mere episode of human
history p 109 messianic proof texts similar programs of
the scroll brotherhood and john the baptist indicate that
qumranquaran is perhaps more than bethlehem or nazareth the
cradle of christianity p 98 but there is a paradox in
method here such conclusions are based on the certainty of
knowing essene teachings through scrolls of the same period as
the oldest gospel manuscripts which wilson finds essentially
untrustworthy in recording the history and teachings of jesus
human proneness to the legendary he considers a sufficient
explanation of christian origins in a similar fashion the
creation of the mythology of mormonism right under our
noses and as lately as the last century p 279 shows
how imagination and pretense may produce a metamorphosis
resulting in prophethood for joseph smith and perhaps even
messiahship for jesus concerning wilson s writings in general
one scholar finds the characteristic vices of irritability
resentment the impatient dismissal of what cannot be absorbed
without a basic recasting of his own fixed attitudes 1 this

warneriwane berthoff edmund wilson university of minnesota pamphlets on
american writers no 67 minneapolis 1968 p 36
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may be more the real issue than specific data about either jesus
or joseph smith since wilson confesses inability to identify
myself imaginatively with the christian who believes that jesus
was actually the son of god p 287 and admits that
11 one cannot help feeling a certain contempt for human super
naturalistic cravingsclavingscravi ngs that permitted acceptance of joseph smith

p 278
but if a thoroughgoingthorough going humanist finds the miraculous in-

conceivable scholars of either persuasion must meet on the
ground of accurate facts to be blunt wilson has not yet read
enough mormon history to understand joseph smith s career
we read of the prophet s home just north of the fulton
lakes displacing him to the adirondack wilderness where
hebe claimed to find plates and translate the story of lehi sailing
to the new world in barges the case with jared not lehi
containing specimens of all the species of animals untrue of
any book of mormon migration at organization in 18501830 the
church had a congregation of six merely the formal incorancor

poratorspora tors in a much larger gathering of members and joseph
soon moved to independence missouri never his resi-
dence to dedicate a temple site as a result of having been
tarred and beaten in ohio an event of 1832 postdating the
temple dedication almost eight months perhaps such miscon-
ceptions do not really bear on the central thesis that mormon-
ism arose in deception but they display a shallow means of
reaching this conclusion reliance on preconceptions and evi-
dently a single guide to the subject

since wilson says fawn M brodie s no man knows my
history is such a documented and honest description of
joseph smith he admittedly draws his evidence from the au-
thority of her research but this poses a great problem of accu-
racy many specialists in mormon history maintain that brodie
has merely selected the most unfavorable contemporary evalu-
ations of joseph smith consequently wilson s selection of the
most unfavorable from brodie becomes an intense distillation
of hostile opinion if some neighbors doubted joseph smith s

integrity it has been shown that many others did not and the
most skeptical of the family younger brother william in-
sisted that since joseph always told the truth about other things
the entire family no small one trusted his book of mormon
story implicitly wilson brushes aside the later career of the
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prophet by asserting that helielleile continued to have a bad reputa-
tion among those who were not converted evidence to the
contrary would easily fill a book for instance the prophet s

non mormon attorneys were generally an unsentimental lot
but four of themthern left personal statements of admiration for his
strength of character including distinct indications of his
spirituality

the sophisticated tone of brodie s biography has unfortu-
nately misled wilson into thinking her documentation sound
when it is actually weakest on the very point both are anxious
to prove the untrustworthiness of joseph and the witnesses
who claimed direct experience with the plates all of brodie s
sources requotedquotedrequitedre by wilson to create this image contain serious
flaws but space will permit a single example of distortion
thomas ford the illinois governor who failed to prevent
joseph smith s murder considered it most probable that the
witnesses of the plates were simply conspirators including an
alternative explanation without fully trusting it ford mentioned
that men who were once in the confidence of the prophet
informed him that an empty box was shown to the would be
witnesses who after seeing nothing were so humiliated by
joseph for their lack of faith that after 11 more than two hours
of fervent praying they again peered into the box and were
now persuaded that they saw the plates such naive mallea-
bility hardly fits the witnesses whose generally stubborn
independence bent before none joseph included ford s in-
formants represented the drama of the empty box as a differ-
ent account given out privately by the prophet an implausi-
bility for almost any theory of his character furthermore
ford wrote after the assassination and main mormon exodus
and as an attorney he well knew the necessity of specific evi-
dence from identified sources the opposite of these unnamed
individuals not really trusted by ford himself which reduces
such information to the probable scoffing of frontier humor
gikelikeaikelike ford brodie uses the story while confessing misgivings
because it is difficult to reconcile this explanation with the
physical descriptions of those who described handling the plates

this anecdote no doubt improved in the telling before
reaching ford for both brodie and wilson have touched up
its vagaries without consciously trying whereas ford gave out
the story in explaining the certificates of both the three and
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the eight witnesses mrs brodie applies it specifically to the
latter the generality of those according to ford once in the
confidence of the prophet becomes according to brodie sev-
eral of joseph s key men by implication high officials next
wilson gives his version brodie s key men now become the
eight witnesses themselves they said that at first when

the box was opened it had seemed to them to be empty till
smith had exhorted them to get down on their knees and pray
for more faith p 284 so the metamorphosis that can be
proved in this case is not of joseph but of the documents used
to ridicule him on some 250 known occasions the book of
mormon witnesses reaffirmed their printed testimonies often
in the face of searching cross examination and their recorded
words have nothing to do with the ford brodie wilson yarn

the faith of the american unitarians wilson considers
least disturbed by the implications of the scrolls p 127

ironically the farrago of balderdash p 281 otherwise
known as the book of mormon had long been criticized mainly
for depicting at length an anticipatory christianity this is pre-
cisely the new information from qumranquaran that potentially
threatens the orthodox not only did this general discovery fit
the pre christian period in the book of mormon but dr hugh
nibley has since utilized the dead sea finds in three major
books to show the intricately authentic jewishness of the ne-
phite scripture for instance one strikingly nonwesternnon western form
of literature at qumranquaran consists of ostensible commentaries
on old testament books that narrowly particularize and are
therefore actually half disguised records of events in the his-
tory of the sect itself p 153 this precise methode of inter-
pretationpretation fills the book of mormon and is described by one of
its prophets for I1 did liken all scriptures unto us that it
might be for our profit and learning 1 ne 1923 thus
responsible investigation must modify the conclusion that
joseph smith produced nonsensical scriptures p 279 Is it
entirely disreputable to believe that metal plates were anciently
placed in a stone box in western new york to be miraculously
discovered and translated in the nineteenth century it peril-
ously borders on the miraculous that ancient jewish believers
sealed their scrolls including metal ones in jars and caves to
be inadvertently discovered and translated in the twentieth
century
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JAY M TODD the saga of the book of abraham salt
lake city utah deseret book company 1969 388 ppap 4954.95495

reviewed by james R harris assistant professor of reli-
gious education at brigham young university dr harris has
been a teacher of the pearl of great price for over ten years
and has contributed to research on the background of the book
of moses during this same period

A quick glance over the preface and chapters two and
three of the saga of the book of abraham may lead to the
hasty decision that the reader is once again confronted with the
usual rehashing of the same old tiresome things but happily
such is not the case this volume is precisely what it is pur-
ported to be a report of nearly all known information that
has a bearing on the background of the book of abraham A
more accurately though less catchy title may well have been
A current resume of the historical background of the book
of abraham the author s style is such that even the necessary
rehashing of old things is pleasantly accomplished

the need for this volume isis apparent when the offerings
in the area are surveyed the great pioneer efforts of sidney
B sperry in ancient records testify in papyrus and stone and
james R clarkdarkoark s story of the pearl of great price are now ob-
solete some gestures have been made of late such as from
the dust of decades by keith terry and walter whipple but
nothing to compare with the thorough treatment given to this
subject by todd most students of the pearl of great price are
exposed to only scanty chapters of background of the entire
work which sometimes leave them with misconceptions that
damage their convictions and appreciation of the doctrinal and
prophetic message of the book

in addition to sagas value as a handbook of information
for students and scholars of the scriptures it also indicates
areas for further research todd challenges interested persons
to dig into problems when their location scholastic equipment
and inclinations enable them to make contributions to church
history it will be surprising if this book does not result in a
flow of information that will make a sequel volume of equal
size necessary within the next two or three years

the complexityconiplexity of interrelationships between peoples and
things that are part of the background of the book of abraham
moved todd with the spirit of testimony a testimony that he
hoped would be sensed by his readers he said
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hopefully no one could have journeyed through the pages
of this book without recognizing the many unknowns the
complexity and the strange guiding hand of the lord that
has accompanied the saga of the book of abraham

todd has successfully accomplished three objectives first
he has provided a handbook of information on the historical
background of the book of abraham second he has pro-
vided stimulus for further research that will undoubtedly be
fruitful third he has provided an avenue and opportunity for
the spiritually sensitive to recognize the hand of god in events
related to the history and publication of the book of abraham

there were none the less a few minor annoyances in
todd s book on page 296 he referred to william smith s and
isaac sheen s supposed involvement in the transfer of mummies
to the st louis museum he meant to say the chicago mu-
seum p 294

perhaps a desire to make his book more readable caused
todd to avoid extensive and specific documentation some ref-
erences are given without page numbers sometimes without
chapter volume or number this obscure documentation re-
duces the value of the book as a tool to further research

A possibility that the text of the book of abraham may
have been defective and therefore both inadequate and unnec-
essary to the production of a revealed translation is explored
and proposed by todd appp 289 325

we may have observed additional support for this theory
about a month before todd went to press the second article
in a series on the three witnesses was published by richard
L anderson in a quote from a patriarchal blessing recorded
in 1833 december 13 patriarchal blessing book no 1

pages 898 9 oliver cowdery recorder added this comment

but before baptism our souls were drawn out in mighty
prayer and ueive diligently sought for the right of the fathers
and the authority of the holy priesthood and the powerpoher to
administer inin the saynesamesaine for uewe desired to be followers of
righteousness and the possessors of greater knowledge even
the knowledgeinoknoinguledge of the mysteries of the kingdom of god
see also the improvement era september 1968 p 20.20
italics mine

comparing this quote with Abraabrahamhainharn 12 would support the
theory that a papyrus text in the hands of the prophet was not
essential to production of the translation
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I1 sought for the blessings of the father and the right
where unto I1 should be ordained to administer the same hav-
ing been myself a follower of righteousness desiring also to
be one who possessed great knowledge and to be a greater
follower of righteousness and to possess a greater knowledge

italics mine

the near identical wording of these passages would indi-
cate that some of the text of the book of abraham was re-
vealed and recorded before the abraham papyri came into the
possession of joseph smith

the saga of the book of abraham is required reading for
every serious student and teacher of the pearl of great price

HYRUM L ANDRUS god man and the universe salt
lake city bookcraft 1968 507 ppap 5955.95595

reviewed by robert J matthews director of academic
research for the department of seminaries and institutes of
religion dr matthews is the author of several books and
articles two articles on joseph smith s inspired version of
the bible were published in vol 9 of BYU studies

god man and the universe is the title of the first of a
four volume series to be known as foundations of the millen-
nial kingdom of christ at present it is the only volume from
the press although the other volumes are in process they are
to be titled volume two the gospel of jesus christ volume
three the kingdom of god and volume four latter day
prophecy

all who have attempted to write a serious book will im-
mediately recognize that a four volume work of the scope and
span encompassed in these titles isis ambitious to say the least
but dr andrus seems equal to the task As an avid researcher
and gatherer of information liehelleile has been lecturing and writing
about joseph smith and the restoration of the gospel for many
years many who have attended his lectures this reviewer
among them have been impressed with the great array of
facts figures and ideas he has accumulated analyzed orga-
nized categorized and systemizedsysternizedsystemizer not only does liehelleile have ex-
tensive information at his command but he manifests a keen
insight and remarkable ability to interpret what he reads and
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to find meaning and significance in many areas that have been
somewhat passed over by others

dr andrus has marshalled a great amount of information
about the prophet joseph his teachings and little known
events in church history much of it has come from the private
journals of early members of the church who knew brother
joseph personally in the preface to god man and the uni-
verse dr andrus explains that he has endeavored to analyze
the total spectrum of thought expressed by joseph smith A
study that has never before been undertaken he con-
tinues in this work it is my endeavor to present joseph
smith s thought in the depth and breadth that evidence makes
possible he also cautions the reader that where conclusive
evidence is lacking he has indicated this fact by qualifying

his conclusions on the subject he further states that he
alone is responsible for the views expressed and for the
conclusions that have been drawn from the sources quoted

one of the areas in which dr andrus makes his most posi-
tive contributions is in matters of church history these are
also the topics about which there will probably be the least
amount of controversy among his readers the book offers an
excellent discussion of events associated with joseph smith s

first vision of considerable interest are the many quotations
from nineteenth century authors about the 181918201819 1820 religious
revivals in the manchester palmyra vienna region of new
york state especially significant is the portrayal of the promi-
nent role of the methodists in this revivalistic spirit appp
384838 48

the book likewise treats the visits and teachings of the
angel moroni and the subsequent translation of the book of
mormon with considerable skill and a richness of supplemen-
tary material the oliver cowdery letters first published in
the messenger and advocate and which dr andrus uses as a
supplementary source provide a fulnessfalness to the message of
moroni that sharpens our perspective of the purpose of
moroni s frequent visits to the prophet quoted frequently in
chapters 3 and 4

dr andrus discussion of the sequence and dates of the
translation of the various parts of the book of mormon is en-
lightening by combining historical evidence with textual con-
tent he concludes that the small plates of nephi although
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constituting the first six books of the printed book of mormon
were in reality the last to be translated see pages 899089 90

thus dr andrus acquaintance with the early publications
of the church the private journals of early members and the
writings of many not of the church but contemporary with the
early events enriches his presentation and illustrates an aware-
ness of historical issues currently being discussed in relation to
the first scenes in church history

but dr andrus is not content simply to recount history
his stated goal is to analyze the total spectrum of joseph
smith s thought As must inevitably be the case when one un-
dertakesder takes to explain and elucidate in depth and breadth on
religious topics especially topics that extend into the almost
incomprehensible reaches embodied in themes concerning god
and man and the universe there will be readers who will not
agree with what is said this isis largely because a treatise of
this nature goes beyond mere fundamentals and because it
goes beyond fundamentals it deals with a number of items
which although intensely interesting are in a category about
which very little has been revealed consequently whether or
not dr andrus particular understanding of these is entirely
correct cannot always be determined generally his discussions
and conclusions appear reasonable and may be correct but
judgment may best be suspended until further information
and revelation are available

topics most likely to be contested are those like the origin
and condition of intelligences and the extent of their in-
dependence and cognitive powers appp 170177170 177 likewise the
discussion of the light of christ the glory of god and
the divine spectrum described in chapter ten may have its
proponents and opponents particularly where matters such as
1 1 the degrees of light 2 the organization of light in the
cosmos and 3 instinct reason and comprehension are con-
cerned it is not the existence of these as much as an expla-
nation and description of their function that invites debate
rather fine lines are drawn around some elusive subjects an-
other topic unique with dr andrus at least unique in the
emphasis that he places upon its importance is an analysis of

the seven days of creation and the order of events therein
discussed in chapters twelve and thirteen that the order of
events presented inin the several accounts of the creation varies is
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obvious what the final answer is particuarlyparticularly as to the day
man was placed on the earth is not that obvious

every author and every man must be permitted his share
of mistakes when dealing with the wide spectrum of philo-
sophically oriented items entertained in god man and the uni-
verse the chances for error and for difference of opinion are
very great since only the presiding high priest of the church
has ultimate divine authority to interpret the word of the lord
and to pronounce church doctrine and philosophy a fact that
dr andrus would be among the first to admit I1 we could not
holdboldhoid god man and the universe as the final word however
it is this reviewer s estimate that if we could follow the counsel
of paul to prove all things we would probably find dr
andrus percentage for accuracy is rather high unfortunately
some of the items in his discussion do not admit of proof at
the present time for want of sufficient information

all who are seriously interested in the restored gospel and
the divinely appointed mission of joseph smith will want to
examine dr andrus work it is a book that cannot be ignored
since it calls many things to our attention and offers a great
many plausible if not final explanations it will be the source
of much thought and discussion

MARILYN mcmeen MILLER rainflowersrain flowers provo utah
art publishers 1969 64 ppap 2502502.50

reviewed by veneta nielsen professor of english at
utah state university A poet herself professor nielsen has
published a poetry handbook to find a poem 1967 and
three monographs of poetry

rainflowersRain flowers by marilyn mcmeen miller is an appropriately
immaculate and sun illuminated volume of fifty four delicate
lyrical verses and poems it should be read as variations on a
theme without looking for emily dickinson s nerve galvaniz
ing spine rumbling visions or for the perfect technique dis-
played inin the work of sara teasdale though it may evoke a
memory or two of their personal courage and honesty in self
analysis and in the presentation of human relationships either
too unsure or too subtle for easy criticism
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the title poem makes imnimmediateiediatemediate appeals to the empathic
reader by its skillful sprinkling of rain in the hair which comes
eventually to total baptism in deluge and then regeneration in
the final knowledge that love and wisdom are born inin suffer-
ing

after this poem those which follow seem to trace the vine-
like theme of love which is secret ephemeral or tenuous in its
attachments to make this comment would be beside the point
unless the theme is responsible for the muted voice and over-
careful management of poetic language in certain of the poems
rainflowersrainfRainraifflowersflowers is not a commonplace poem nor are any with-

out an appeal of one kind or another though some seemed
fragile

for this reader poems such as from the hills do express
the mature conflict of spirit out of which the truest speaking
comes

when I1 stand on the hill
and feel the empty space reverberatingreverberating around me
like a vast hollow tomb
under the arches of a deep blue catacomb
I1 feel alone
standing willowy under the frightening stars

this passage is simple and direct and honest and possibly no
reader has a right to question that optimistic testimonial she
adds as if to reassure the family instead of as did pascal
pressing the iron spikes into her flesh the testimonial does not
seem equal inin quality or value aesthetically to the initial im-
pulse of the poem but that may be because it seems an after-
thought

in the poem who are you mrs miller catches a gen-
uine poetic mystery and there are no sentimental candles flick-
ering around the tenderly held memory of you although
an evanescingevanescing sun is unimaginable to me and too easy as a
figure anyway this poem seems to me best of the collection
excepting the title poem only

who are you

if you are not
an avatar
what isis it then
that curls in your eyes
beneath the evanescingevanescing sun
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A thousand flames are not enough
piling light into the shell of a walnut
to imitate these spheres
hung from god strings
empty I1 am measuring up
with yours
what is it then
that parts company with men
and soars

most of the poems are consistently economical unspoiled
by exaggeration or bizarre strains ambiguities or by the subtle
ironic hiatuses that betray egoism or worse affectation there
is much that speaks to the objective reader as not too private
the readers for whom it is intended will enjoy it but the test
of a book will not be the reader s admiration but what it ef-
fectuates inin the writer s growth not merely in the art of poetry
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in the winter 1970 issue

did christ visit japan by spencer J palmer

the voice of warning inin china by robert J morris

church beginnings in china by R lanier britsch

remember the complete spring 1970 issue will be another in
depth study of church history this time the subject will be the
events from the visit of moroni inin 1823 to the publication of the
book of mormon in 1830
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